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Reagan not expected
to reduce deficit in '84
By ROBERT FURLOW
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (API- Just
three weeks into the new year,
the Reagan administration is all
but conceding it can't win a
"proper mix" of spending cuts
and tax increases this year to
greatly cut the federal deficit, a
top economic official says.
And another official says what
tax bills President Reagan does
propose could be described
merely as "cats and dogs"
rather than major actions that
might bring the deficit down
very much.
Commerce Secretary
Malcolm Baldrige told reporters
on Friday that reducing deficits
from the current level near $200
billion a year is indeed important, especially if interest rates
are to be brought down.
However, he said, "we see no
possibility in an election year of
getting a program through the
Congress that will have the proper mix" of restrained spending
from budget cuts and higher
revenue from tax increases.
"We feel after tile election our
first priority will be to get the

STAYING WARM - Sixty-five-year-old Earnesteen Skinner, 206 Pine St., enjoys visiting
the Douglas Senior
Citizens Center quite often, he says. Although there was only one other resident present early
Friday morning,
Skinner found a hot cup of coffee and a newspaper relaxing. A spokeswoman for the
center said many others
would show up before the day was over. Skinner, a former employee of the Murray Lumber
Company, spent 25
years with the local business firm.
Staff photo by Greg Travis

Cold keeps icy grip on state
as temperatures hit zero mark
By The Associated Press
Record-breaking cold held
Kentucky in its icy grip early today as low temperatures reached well below zero in most
sections.
The latest assault of Arctic
cold was centered over the Ohio
Valley as daybreak approached.
Several low temperature
records were shattered this
morning as Louisville recorded
a reading of 9 below zero. Lexington had 10 below and Cov-

ington had 20 below.
That's the bad news, said the
National Weather Service. The
good news is that significant
warming is about to get underway with western Kentucky to
see some warming today with
the whole state getting involved
Sunday.
By. Sunday afternoon, many
places in the western half of the
commonwealth could rise to
above freezing, forecasters said.
Weak low pressure, expected

to develop over the central or
southern plains Sunday, could
bring a little light rain or snow to
the region Monday, the NWS
added.
"The overall weather pattern
offers encouragement that the
really cold Arctic air will be confined to areas well north of Kentucky for the next week or so
once the present bitterly cold air
departs," the weather service
said.

proper mix through Congress in
1985."
Making clear what should go
in that mix, he said that "the
main problem is increases in
government expenditures, not
the fact that taxes are too low."
Also on Friday, Deputy
Treasury Secretary R. T.
McNamar said, "We will be
coming down with some tax
measures" for recommendation
to Congress. But he said some of
those would merely be repetitions of past requests.
And he all but dismissed the
bunch in general, saying,"Some
people call them cats and dogs."
tie gave no further details.
McNamar said there had been
"a lively discussion within the
administration whether a major
tax increase might be appropriate this year."
But noting that recent figures
appear to show the economy
slowing, he said the president
feels such a move "would be inappropriate because we're not
as certain the economic
recovery is as baked in the cake,
as satisfactory, ass-we want to
make sure it is..,

•

"

hazard. This buildup indicates
that the stove may possibly be
operating at a low burn rate.
The acidity of the creosote is
what causes corrosion in
chimneys and stovepipes'.
TVA says there are several
warning signs that may indicate
creosote buildup. Among those
are:
• Creosote dripping down
the outside of the stovepipe.
.-- Small pools of creosote
forming on the floor beneath the
stovepipe.
A shinny glaze on the inside of the stovepipe.
Bubbly formations on the
inside of the stovepipe.
.- Dried creosote flakes on
the inside of the stovepipe.
TVA officials point out that
since wood never burns corn
pletey there will always be
layers of creosote buildup.
Becuase creosote forms a fuel,
It can feed a chimney fire up to
2,000 F. degrees. Hot firesuch as this can be extremely
dangerous to walls, roofs and
other flamable materials.
In addition to creosote
buildup, TVA sites several signs
of chimney fires. Sights and
sounds they recommend becoming familiar with include:
• A distinct crackling noise
firthe stovepIpi:—
• A hissing sound of air being
drawn into the heater.
• A red glow about the
stovepipe.
(Continued on Page 2)
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McNamar also mentioned two
political considerations that
weighed against the idea of proposing a big tax increase:
"There are some reservations in an election year that
Congress might have a latent
proclivity to spend more."
Some White House advisers feel that if Reagan went
on record favoring higher taxes
and then Congress rejected the
idea, "the president would have
the vvoret of all worlds
politically."
He made his comments in
answer to questions at a conference on international trade.

Ex-governor not surprised by
Lambert, Madden indictments
By STEVE SWIFT .
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP Former Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
said he was not surprised when
he heard that indictments had
been issued by the federal grand
jury in Lexington
Brown, talking with reporters
after his speech to the Kentucky
Press Association, cited the
length of the investigation and
the publicity given it by news
organizations as his reasons.
He said Friday that he was interviewed three weeks before
his term ended by federal
authorities investigating alleged
drug activities in central
Kentucky.
The interview took place at his
Cave Hill estate near Lexington,
and he said he was told he was
not a target of the probe.
Two prominent Lexingtonians
- nightclub owner James P.
Lambert, a former business
partner and acquaintance of
Brown, and socialite Anita Madden - were among five people

indicted Thursday by the federal
grand jury conducting the
probe.
Lambert was'indicted on 59
counts of possession or distribution of cocaine, marijuana and
methaqualone, one violation of a
federal firearms law, and conspiracy and obstruction of.,
justice in the theft of secret
grand_ jury testimony.
Mrs. Madden was accused of
obstruction of justice and conspiracy in the theft of the 100
pages of testimony.
Brown has been living at his
Florida home since leaving office and returned to Kentucky to
make the KPA speech.
Brown's name came up in the
probe when it was learned that
some of the grand jury
witnesses were asked if they had
seen Brown use drugs at any of
Lambert's parties. Brown, at
one point, called a news conference to deny ever using
drugs.
Asked Friday if prosecutors
sought information from him.

Chimney safety urged as residents
increase woodburning for heat
By GREG TRAVIS
maintenance of woodstoves.
Staff Writer
fireplaces or wood heaters have
As continued colder been many of the causes
of home
temperatures remain fires locally throughout the past.
throughout Murray and the surBecause of this, his departrounding areas, residents are
ment has attempted to work
burning more and more wood as
with residents in many ways. "If
a means of reducing their elecpeople witIlia.the city limits call
tric bills.
us, we will go out to their homes
With the increase in the
and inspect their forms of
number of homes being heated
heating and give them advice on
by wood each year, the need for
cleaning and placement of a
safety also increases.
heating apparatus,
According to figures released‘s. .1 In addition to these measures,
by the Tennessee Valley
the fire department has also
Authority, damage from
spoken to many school classes
chimney fires costs homeowners
and other organizations about
in the United States approxproper safety while playing
imately $23 million a year. A
around these forms of heating.
majority of these accidents have
Chief Hornbuckle says proper
been attributied to creosote
placement of a heating device in
buildup.
the home depends primarily
Creosote, the black, crusty
upon the construction of the
buildup on the walls of the
house. "If someone is in the prochimney or flue, forms after
cess of building a home or an adcooling. Rather than escaping as
dition and wants to heat it with
smoke, the creosote usually can
wood, we will be glad to work
be found on the inner lining of
with them in determining the
the stovepipe.
proper location for the stove or
Here in Murray, Fire Chief
heater," he pointed out.
James Hornbuckle says the
Hornbuckle also recommendnumber of fires related to burned that people burning wood
ing wood are down over previous- should choose a hard grade that
years.
would not produce as much
"Much of this decrease could be
creosote. "A wood like oak or
the result of public education,"
hickory would be good for this,"
Hornbuckle said. "We have
he said.
-oftdeetakeit siu merons methods.- -PM- also urged pedple
16
of explaining to and educating
leave their residences while. a
the residents of the community
free fire was burning
'
about safety."
According to TVA officials, as
According to the chief. imlittle as one-fourth inch of
proper cleaning and
buildup is a potential fire

Some officials have argued a
tax increase could slow things
further by cutting the amount of
money Americans would have.
On the other hand, many
analysts - including chief White
House economist Martin Feldstein - say high budget deficits
could cause interest rates to rise
again, also stifling recovery.
Baldrige said flatly. "The
deficit will not derail the
economy."

Brown said "I talked to them
and there was really nothing of
any serious consequence. I think
they felt they really covered the
waterfront."
Lambert and Brown have
been friends since their college
days and Lambert once
operated Kentucky Fried
Chicken franchises. Brown
fashioned the business into a
multimillion dollar operation.
They wanted to know, since I
had had a business with him
years ago, if there was anything
I could add to it," Brown said.
U.S. Attorney Louis DeFalaise
said Friday that Brown "is not
under investigation by my office
in connection with this probe in
the Eastern District of
Kentucky."
Bi own said he felt "uncomfortable" that his name had been
associated with the probe and
that media attention had
created an air of "guilt by
association.
"It all turned out to be a lot of
hot air," he said.
-The overall investigation
was quite extensive and you'd
have thought someone was overthrowing the government,"
Brown said.
Lambert "has to be accountable, like any other citizen" for
what he may or may not have
done, he said.

sunny,
not so cold
Sunny and not cieite so cold.
High in the mid to upper teens
with south winds 5 to 10 mph.
Clear tonight. Low in the low
teens with light south winds.
Sunny and warmer Sunday.
High in the low to mid 30s
with south winds 10 to 15 mph.

today's index
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CAUTION i:IRGE D -=0.With the increase in the-number of homes being heated by wood each year, the need for safety also increases. According to figures released by the Tennessee Valley Authority, damage
from chimney fires costs homeowners in the United States approximately $23 million a year. A majority of these accidents have been attributied to creosote buildup.
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OBITUARIES

Scholar nominations
deadline scheduled
Teachers and school officals
have until Feb. 22 to nominate
Kentucky's top high school
juniors for the 1984 Governor's
Scholars Program, Gov. Martha
Layne Collins announced.
The five-week summer enrichment program will be held from
June 30-Aug. 2 on the Eastern
Kentucky University campus
and from July 1-Aug. 3 at Centre
College.
"The 1984 Governor's
Scholars Program is expanding
its enrollment to 600 students
this summer." Collins said,
"because we want to offer this
exceptional opportunity for intellectual and personal growth
to as many of our bright young
people as possible.
- "The program helps them
develop their analytic and
creative abilities, and increases
their awareness of the promise
and needs of Kentucky, through
speakers and seminars. Many of
the Scholars will stay here to be
leaders in various fields."
Information and application
forms have been mailed to Kentucky public school
superintendents, principals,
guidance counselors, district
coordinators of gifted and
talented programs and to heads
of private schools. Each school
district with qualified students
may nominate more.
Primary nominees will be accepted as scholars provided that
they meet the criteria specified
by the program. Candidates will
be, placed in a pool to compete
for additional places in the
program.
Bonus primary nominations
will be offered for the first timC
this year to public school
districts and to private schools
where 16 percent or more of the
current junior class scored in
the top two stannines — above
the 89th percentile — in the
statewide Comprehensive Test
of Basic Skills (CTBS ) taken in
the sophomore year. School
districts or private schools with
16-19 percent of the junior class
scoring in the top 11 percentiles
will receive one bonus nomination: those with 20 percent or
more in those percentiles, get
two.
The number of nominees Kentucky school districts may submit is based on size on a
graduated scale. Districts with
100 or less juniors may submit
.one primary nominee and one
candidate; districts with 101-300
juniors, two primary nominees;
301-500, four; 501-1100, six.
Fayette and Jefferson Counties,
the two school districts with the
most high school juniors may
nominate 10 and 24 Governor's
Scholars, respectively. The
number of candidates allocated
to districts increase on a
modified scale: up to 500
juniors, one candidate; 501-1000

Robinson funeral
to be Sunday

juniors, two; 101-2000, three.
Fayette County will be allowed
to nominate five candidates, Jefferson 12.
A statewide Selection Committee will choose scholars from
the pool of candidates. Composed of representatives of the
Department of Education and
Kentucky educators, the committee will make the final selection of students from provate
schools as well.
The standards — criteria —
mailed to the schools specify
that students nominated must:
Be current resident of
Kgntucky and must plan to
return to their present school
districts next fall;
• Have scored above the 9th
percentile in the Comprehensive
Test of Basic Skills (CTBS I.
taken in their sophomore year.
.-- Be nominated by two
teachers in the academic
disciplines and must receive
"excellent" or "very good"
ratings on teacher nomination
forms for such qualities as
breadth of interest. originality,
independence of thought and attitudes towards other students.
Receive very high ratings
from the teachers on the Scale
for Rating Behavioral
Characteristics of Superior
Students by RenzulIi/Hartman.
which has been added to the requirements this year.
. Prepare an essay on the
1984 theme, "High Tech and
People: Kentucky in the Informational Age" dealing with effects of technological change on
human values and rights.
Students will have a choice of
concentration in the sciences,
mathematics, humanities or
social -sciences. They will also
paricipate in a personal develpment seminar and select a
minor course of study that is in a
different area than their major.
An array of well-known
speakers, performers and
outstanding films will be offered
at both campuses and there will
be an extensive choice of extracurricular activities, including intramural sports,
theatrical and musical productions and special areas of interest from rocket building to
hiking. Last year 40 students
enrolled for-and completed-a
sign language course initiated
and taught by a deaf student
from the Kentucky School for
the Deaf, who was a Governor's
Scholar.
Faculty, drawn from high
schools and colleges in Kentucky, will' be selected in
February. Many of last year's
faculty will return to Centre but
additional faculty is needed for
both Centre and Eastern Kentucky University. There will be
300 students on each campus,
with maximum class size to be
15 students.

Your Individual
Horoscope
—

ftS\V

Frances Drake
FOR MONDAY, JANUARY 23,1984

What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) VA
An early morning argument
is easily resolved. Love
blossoms for the unattached.
New chances come for financial gains.
TAURUS
Apr. 20 to May 20) 64t‘il,
You'll enjoy a productive
workday capped off by an
evening of entertainment.
Partners are the bearers of
good news.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20) 1114
9
Don't get cold feet in
romance. Shake off doubt and
enjoy today's opportunities for
togetherness. Work gains accrue.
CANCER
!June 21 to July 22) 0
0
Put innovative domestic
ideas into motion. Then, enjoy
a special night out with a loved
one. You'll have fun today!
LEO
(July Zito Aug. 22) 4/24:g
You have excellent ideas for
a creative project that you
should put into action. Home
developments are also
favorable.
VIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) WPii.
Shopping for the home is a
delight now A mood of optimism pervades all your activities. Make important
phone calls
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) 'Oen
Charm and good will pave
the way to succesa.. You
receive a gift. Artistic types •
are inspired and quite productive.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23to Nov 21) tile&
Privacy is needed now to ac-

complish what you want.
Financial developments are a
plus, but don't reveal your
hand yet.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.72to Dec.21) )40
Surprise invitations come.
You'll make quite a hit on the
social scene. Yes, you will attract romance. Finances improve now.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 toJan.19)
Business colleagues are
very helpful. Behind-thescenes moves bring favorable
results. Social life is
glamorous after dark.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Make plans to visit distant
friends. Participate in group
activities. A lucky career
development should be kept
confidential.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API —
Walter Apperson, publisher of
the Murray Ledger & Times, is the
new president of the Kentucky
Associated Press Newspapers.
He was elected Friday to succeed Jim Lee Crawford of Corbin, who finished his one-year
term.
Gary Quinn, publisher of The
(Maysville ) Ledger Independent, was elected vice
president of the group.
The group is made up of AP
newspaper members in
Kentucky.

AREA CHAMPIONS — Named at the Calloway County 4-H Achievement and
Recognition meeting held at Calloway County High School were the following area
champions: From left, first row, Sabrina Kirk, Kim Shelton, Angela Miller, Jimmy
Stahler, middle row, Vicki Grady,'Mary Anne Todd, La Dawn Cook, Robert Orr, Lisa
Overcast, Greg Workman, back row, David Grady, Michelie Jarrett, Lori Caldwell
and Kim Twigg.

Community Chorus
begins practices
The Murray-Calloway County
:.',Ommunity Chorus will begin its
spring rehearsal and performance schedule at 7:30 p.m.
Monday in the choir room of the
First United Methodist Church.
All interested persons are invited to come and be a part of
this community singing group.
No auditions are necessary
and there are no dues or fees
charged for participation. It is
also a non-denominational,
secular, community singing
group whose personnel includes
men and women from the
university and from the surrounding area.
This is the fourth season for
the Community Chorus, and
members have performed a
wide variety of choral literature
both sacred and secular. The
spring season culminates in an
"Opening Day at the Park" concert in early May when the park
board officially recognizes the
beginning of summer activities
in the park.
The chorus is directed by Dr.
Irma Collins of the Murray State
Department of Music and is accompanied by Steve Brown,
Murray piano teacher.

OUTSTANDING MEMBER — Jimmy Stahler was
selected as Outstanding Member of the East Winners
4-H Club. Making the presentation at the Calloway
County Achievement and Recognition meeting were
Lou Orr, left, and Judy Stahler, leaders of the club.
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PARTICIPATION AWARD — Patrick Orr, left, was
presented the 1983 Pacer Participation Award,
presented annually by the Pacer Homemakers Club
to the 4-Her who receives the most points by participting in 4-H activities. Paulette Wilferd, right, 4-H
chairperson of the Pacer club, made the presentation
at the County Achievement and Recognition meeting.
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CLUB PARTICIPATION — Christi Smith, right, was
presented an award for Outstanding Participation in
the Stella Stars 4-H Club by Paula Palmer, left, at the
County Achievement and Recognition meeting

DAIRY CLUB — Doug McKinney, left, and Kim
Shelton were recognized as Outstanding Members of
the Dairy Club at the Calloway County 4-H Achievement and Recognition meeting. Beverly Shelton,
right, made the presentation.
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COUNTY CHAMPIONS — At the Calloway County 4-H Achievement and Recognition meeting county champions included, from left, first row, Kristina Todd, Justin
Kelso, Holly Miller, Tonya Davis, middle row, Vicki Grady, La Dawn Cook, Mary
Anne Todd, Kim Shelton, Angela Miller, Becky Freeze, Christi Smith, Sabrina Kirk,
back row, David Grady, Michelle Jarrett, Patrick Orr, Charles Palmer, Doug McKinney and Staci Tidwell.
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Ledger publisher
new president of
AP newspapers

(Continued from Page 1)
• The stovepipe shaking.
• Sparks and flames shooting
form the top of the chimney or
stovepipe.
Aside from these two
categories of warning signs,
TVA also lists several steps to
take in the event a chimney fire
is spotted.
▪
Call your nearest fire
department. Keep the number
near your telephone.
Cut off the air to the fire.
If a wood heater is in use, close
all draft and damper controls. If
a fireplace is being used, cover
the opening with a noncombustible material such as a sheet of
metal, but caution sould be exercised becuase of a strong suction
that could be caused by the fire.
Residents should not, however,
close a fireplace damper
because smoke from the
fireplace could begin to fill the
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Chimney...
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Feb.19to Mar. 20) X
Business success is assured
now. Make those original
moves. Invitations for travel
arrive. Friends turn you on to
opportunity.
YOU BORN TODAY are
dramatic by nature and like
excitement in your work. Inclined to be unconventional,
you have progressive ideas
and can become known for
your uniqueness. You have a
good understanding of human
nature and are sympathetic
You'd make a fine physician,
though you are equally drawn
to the arts. You need to
cultivate a sense of responsibility for your best success,
though you are a person who
can get by on your wits
Though practical, you're also
sernething of a dreamer.
Always keep tmay lest you
become listless. Birth date of •
Jeanne Moreau, actress;Juin
Hancock, Amencan patriot,
and Edouard Manet, painter.

The funeral for Mrs. Edna L.
Robinson will be Sunday at 1:30
p.m. in the chapel of Roth
Funeral Home, Paducah. The
Rev. Dossie Wheatley will
officiate.
Burial will follow in the Murray City Cemetery, Murray.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after noon today
(Saturday).
Mrs. Robinson, 82, widow of
John E. Robinson, principal of
Lone Oak High School for many
years, died Friday at 1:35 a.m.
at Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
She was a native of Murray, a
retired business teacher at
Draughon's Business College,
and a member of Long Oak
United Methodist Church.
Survivors include one son, Dr
Randal Robinson, East Lansing.
Mich.; three grandchildren,
Miss Marianne Robinson, John
Gore Robinson and Will
Robinson.

AWARD OF EXCELLENCE — Maxine Scott, left,
presented the winners of the 1983 Courier-Journal
Award of Excellence Contest to, from left, Kim
Shelton and Mary Anne Todd, junior category, and
Leigh Ann Steely, senior category.

STATE AWARDS — Arlie Scott, left, presented
state awards to Lori Cadlwell, horse judging, Doug
McKinney, dairy judging, and Leigh Ann Steely, dairy
foods, at Calloway 4-H Achievement and Recognition
meeting.
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.•• Gather all occupants in
the home and make a quick exit.
••• Do not pour or spray
water directly into the chimney.
If necessary, water down
the roof to protect from sparks
exiting from the chimney.
Repair all damages
before another fire is started in
• the tealer 9.r- firePliige.-TVA authorities urge all
residents using woodstoves,
heaters or fireplaces to conduct
regular inspections to minimize
the risks of creosote-related
fires

F oat,.Syndetahi

KINGS AND QUEENS — The Calloway County 4-H
King and Queen in both WOW and senior divisions,is
baseii on personal interview and 4-H experience. This
year's recipients are Chris Lamb and Staci Tidwell.
seniors. and Charles Taylor and Kim Shelton, juniors
The winners were presented silver trays by the 4-H
Council.

SERVICE AWARD — Cecil ke, right, was honored
by the Calloway County 444 C*snci4 by- being named
to receive the 1983 Meritorious Service Award. Like
has been a 4-H leader for 31 years. Presenting the
award was Ernest Madrey, last year's recipient.
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Rescue the Marines
Lt. Robert 0. Goodman Jr., the Navy flier shot
down and captured by the Syrians, is back home
where he belongs. But some 1,600 U.S. Marines
remain in Lebanon, captives of a gravely-flawed
policy backed by an adamant president.
It is time — past time — to revise that policy
and to set the terms for a safe and orderly
withdrawal of those Marines. Properly applied,
that kind of pressure could spur, rather than
retard, political efforts to end Lebanon's fierce
many-sided civil war.
' Other nation-members of the multinational
peacekeeping force in Lebanon are revising their
policies. The Italians are going to reduce their.
contingent by about half. France has announced
that it will remove about 25 percent of its force
from Beirut. With fewer Italians and Frenchmen
to shoot at, the gunmen in Beirut may now turn
on the Marines with increasing frequency and
ferocity. In the United States, the Pentagon commission
that investigated the Oct. 23 truck bombing of the
Marine headquarters in Beirut.has recommended "a re-examination of alternative means of
achieving U.S. objectives in Lebanon." Important congressional Democrats and Republicans
(most recently GOP Sen. Charles Percy, chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee) hav.e said a reassessment of U.S. policy in
Lebanon is vital. And Democratic presidential
hopeful Walter Mondale has urged that the
Marines be withdrawn immediately.
The Marines, under their loosely defined role,
are supposed to protect the government of president Amin Gemayel, but in fact they have their
hands full protecting themselves. Far from being visible symbols of support, they are — as
they must be — hunkered down behind sandbags.
Yet, there is an important difference between
simply withdrawing, as Mondale and others suggest, and setting the terms for a withdrawal; the
latter choice would be far preferable. It would
give Gemayel fair warning that the time for a
political solution was running out and wuld
prepare the way for a dignified removal of U.S.
forces, minimizing the loss of American face and
influence in the region.
Specifically, Gemayel should be given a
reasonable
,
deadline (we're thinking weeks, not
months) for making a deal to share power with
him many adversaries. That would increase the
pressure for a political detente in Lebanon, the
only kind that, in the long run, can succeed in ending the fighting.
A new plan to broaden the Gemayel government's authority seems to be emerging. That
supposedly would be followed by a reconvening
of the national reconcilation conference whose
purpose is to redistribute powers withing the
Lebanese government. To withdraw immediately would diminish Gemayel's incentive to pursue
those options. However, to maintain the U.S.
commitment indefinitely — which seems to be
the administration's policy — would lessen the
incentive for Gemayel to broker a deal.
So, let's set the terms for Marine withdrawal.
Then, if Gemayel can't or won't make a deal with
rival factions, the United States in good conscience can call it quits. The Marines went to
Lebanon to keep "peace," not to play sitting
ducks in an endless civil war.
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by lorry mcgehee

If all about you lose their heads...
Ernest Becker, a distinguished
scientific in its dealings with
social scientist, knowing that he
nature, especially after the 18th
was dying, wrote a bestselling
century, man became more and
book, The Denial of Death, that won
more dependent upon himself for
the Pulitzer Prize in 1974, the year
survival. His habit of feeding
Becker died.
himself in order to survive led him
Many of us who read and re-read
to invent more and more ways to
that powerful book assumed it was
survive. The arrow became the
his last work. It is a pleasant surSherman tank, and the catapult
prise to find Escape from Evil (Free
became the atomic warhead
Press Paperback, 1976) published
missile.
from a manuscript found by his
. Gods, instead of speaking directwife in Becker's desk after his
ly to man as before, spoke through
death.
medicine men and tribal chiefs,
Escape from Evil is an engrossing
then through kings and emperors
essay on the nature of evil in the
and ministers. The tragedy of Nazi
world. Becker sets out to
Germany was that in the nation of
demonstrate that a major source of
Martin Luther, who taught men
evil is man's heroic effort to make
that they needed no intermediary
the world a better place.
interpreter between them and the
The most basic driving force in
Bible, a Hitler could arise, cloth
all men of all the historical ages
himself in religious symbols, and
and societies of- man is fear of dylead an entire world toward the
ing and of living, says Becker. As
brink of chaos.
an animal who can think, man can
Man, over the centuries, says
also fear. At the most basic level,
Becker, took more and more
man fears he will die, as he has
responsibility for controlling
seen so many others die. In order
nature and had less and less use for
not to die, he eats, because he
the supernatural world. This was
knows he will starve to death if he
called Progress, but while some
does not eat.
men did live longer and longer and
Disease or attacks may also kill
did become richer and richer, it
him, but until the modern day of arwas at an increasingly frightful
mies, police, and doctors, man felt
cost of more and more lives lost in
those forces were outside his conwarfare or hooked into slavery to
trol. He depended upon divine
the machines of wars and business.
powers, and later on governments
From Becker's view, history was
led by divinely-anointed kings, to
retrogressive more than proward of diseases and attacks.
gressive, because men didn't
As the world became less conunderstand how they caused evil.
scious of divine help and more
He did not believe, however, that

we should renounce our modern
world and return to the Dark Ages
in order to be more humane and
less destructive towards each
other.
What Becker really wanted was
for man to be far more sensitive
about his tendency to survive at the
expense of other men and of
nature. In an earlier book, he called for men to dare to be heroic
about living. In this one, he warns
that the wrong kind of heroics —
often of being determined to leave
one's mark on something — often is
the mark left at someone else's expense, even if done unintentionally.
Evil, therefore, is more deeply
rooted in the very core of man, in
his survival instincts, than most
modern people want to believe. An
earlier and more religious generation called it original sin or universal sin, but our more secular
civilization had fooled itself into
believeing its heroic inventions and
deeds have done away with the sinful instinct to do evil to one
another.
One deeply buried primitive instinct left deep inside of. modern
man after all these centuries is the
belief that man can survive by taking power from others. Men once
sacrificed animals to transfer their
live-giving power to themselves,•
often by drinking their blood. We
are shocked to learn that some
tribes even today behead their captives, to get their power.
A person's head is his, most

distinctive feature. This year's toy
craze, the Cabbage Patch dolls,
sell well because each one has a
computer-designed one-of-a-kind
face. But consider this. What is
true of Cabbage Patch dolls has
always been true of people. Of all
the billions of faces that have ever
been on this globe, no two were exactly identical — not even in the
most identical of twins
To behead someone is to chop off
that most conspicuous feature, that
part of him that sticks out above
the crowd and gives him his individuality and pers
1
wer. To
"bring him down lo my level" is
the modern way of beheading someone else, in order to get his
power for yourself and in order to
"make your mark on the world."
Until we recognize how deep that
instinct is buried in each of us, says
Becker, our dreams of a peaceful
world and our blueprints for utopia
are always going to turn into
nightmares. Knowing that may
give us what Becker calls "a
margin for reason" that can save
us from each other's primeval instincts someday. A better life is
still possible, but we need to know
it is harder to reach than our faith
in our machines and rulers would
lead us to believe. We have to work
harder at it than ever.
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thoughts in season
by Ken Wolf
Saints don't always start out that
way.
The great Christian church father
St. Jerome (347-420 AD) was
described by one of his biographers
as a man who,in his early life, "loved God,learning, and virgins in that
order."
Later in life, Jerome gave up
virgins to concentrate on God and
learning. In the year 394 he wrote to
a friend:
A mind willing to learn
deserves eommendation even
when it has no teacher. What
is of importance to me is not
what you find but what you
seek to find.
A nice thought, particularly for
those of us who are still seeking.
These words come from an essay
on "Scholarship as a Christian Calling" written by E. Harris Harbison
In 1955.

Stay alive at 55
What started out as a short-term conservation
measure to save fuel a decade ago has proven a
long-range success in saving lives.
On the 10th anniversary of the nationwide 55
mph speed limit, even conservative estimates
place the number of lives saved on highways in
excess of 60,000 for the decade
Legislation setting the maximum standards
was signed into law shortly after 1974 began by
then-President Richard M. Nixon. The measure,
which denies federal highway funds to states
that fail to enforce the 55 mph maximum speed
limit, was passed as a temporary conservation
measure during a major fuel shortage.
The Federal Highway Administration and the
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
jointly monitor each state's compliance with the
national speed limit and allocate highway funds
based on their review.
The figures on the number of lives saved were
provided by the Department of Transportation.
The DOT estimated the number of lives saved at
4,500 per year, while an official of the FHA indicated that this could be low, saying that the
figure of 60,000 could be a conservative estimate.
Whatever the actual numbers, it marks considerable progress on the road to better highway
safety. Although some people feel the 55 mph
speed limit is too slow, staying alive at 55 is
worth a little inconvenience.
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looking back
Ten years ago
Donnie Henry, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Donald E. Henry, received
the Eagle rank at a Court of Honor
by Boy Scout Troop 77 at First
Christian Church.
Officers of the Calloway County
4-H Teen Club are Andy Coles, Ted
Hale, Dianne Harrison, Robin
Bryan, Carolyn Scott and Renee
Sledd.
The Calloway County High
School Speech Team took the
sweepstakes trophy at the Ninth
Annual Speech Tournament at
Murray State University.
Patsy McReynolds talked about
"Human Dwarfism" at a meeting
of the Hazel Woman's Club at the
Dees Bank of Hazel.
Miss Cindy Mills, daughter of
Mrs. Ruth Mills, recently was
selected as Sweetheart of Calloway
County High School Chapter of the
Future Farmers of America.
Twenty years ago
The Murray Woman's Club will
conduct a march tomorrow evening to collect funds for the MurrayCalloway County United Fund
Drive, according to Don Tucker,
fund chairman.
Vijal Lall, an educator from India, spoke this moOtting at First
Christian Church. He is in the
United States for a year of study at
Christian Theological Seminary at
Indianapolis, Ind. .
Dr. Robert Alsup of Murray
State College will speak at • a
meeting of the International
Reading Association ett-Jair-221nEducation Building at MSC. His
topic will be "Clinical Work In
Reading."
The Rev. Earl Warford, missionary for Blood River Baptist

Association, spoke at a meeting of
the Blood River VVMU on Jan. 16 at
First Baptist Church, Murray.
Mrs. Albert Crider of Elm Grove
Church is president.
Dr. Adron Doran, president of
Morehead State College and
formerly of this area, is
Brotherhood Week Chairman for
Kentucky for 1964.
Thirty years ago
Mrs. L.D. Miller, Jr., and Mrs.
William Barker were named cochairmen of the Mothers' March on
Polio in the city of Murray.
A special feature story on Miss
Emma Helm who retired after
teaching for 50 years is published.
It is written by Margaret Galloway
of the Mayfield Messenger. Miss
Helm's last teaching position was
at Murray Training School.
Recent births reported at the
Murray Hospital include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Edmond Gamble.
Miss Joan Lindell and Dr. A.G.
Wilson were married Jan. 9 at the
Highland Presbyterian Church,
Louisville.
the Murray Branch of the
American Association of University Women celebrated its 20th anniversary with a dinner on Jan. 15
at the National Hotel. Charter
members present were Mrs. Jack
Frost, Miss Beatrice Frye, Mrs.
Cleo Hester, Miss Lillian Hollowell,
Dr. Ora Mason, Dr. Ploy Robbins,
Miss Matte Trousdale, Mrs. A.M.
Wolfson and,t Miss Roberta
Whilnah.

Fortryours ago
With T.H. Stokes as special
chairman, Calloway County has
already rallied $34,2511.75 on -Its
quoit of $325,000 for the Fourth
War Loan Drive.

Murray tobacco sales continued
with an average of around $22.76
per hundred weight reported.
H.J. Fenton, superintendent of
the Murray Hosiery Mill, has been
elected chairman of the Murray
Electric Plant Board. Other board
members are Robert S. (Duck)
Jones, W.G. Swann, E.G. Hendon
and L.J. Hortin.
Three 17-year-old Calloway
County Youths have enlisted in the
United States Marine Corps. They
are James Forrest Thompson, Billy Ray Wilson and Galen Miller
Thurman, Jr.
The Murray-Calloway Library,
located on North Fourth Street
next door to The Ledger & Times
office, is now open. Mrs. Margaret
S. Berry is librarian. Board
members are Buron Jeffrey, Mrs.
Leslie Ellis, Mrs. A.B. Austin, Mrs.
Mac Thomas Tarry, the Rev. H.P.
Blankenship, Rudy Hendon and
Erin Wilkerson.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. W.J. Findley, Jan. 3;
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. M.O. Thomas
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Elvie
Lee, Jan. 5; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Harlan Kemp, Jan. 7; a boy to Major and Mrs. Russell'Pohl, Jan. 9; a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. James Erwin,
Jan. 11; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Rudy Bucy, Jan. 19; a boy to Mr.
and Mrs'. Harold Lumaclen; a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Carlos C. Eldridge.
Mrs. Joe Baker, Murray, president of the First District ParentTeacher Association, will attend
thi Board of Ifiu
- lagers of -ken:
tucky Conference of PTA at Brown
Hotel, Louisville, on Jan. 27.
Lt. Corn.* F.B. Hall of the'?Laval
Air 'Cadets, Murray State 0911ege,
spoke at general meeting of the

Murray Woman's Club, according
to Mrs. George Hart, president.
Fifty years ago
The Board of Regents of Murray
State College has announced that
special low rates for room and
board will be effective again for the
spring semester to open Jan. 29.
Room and board for women at
Wells Hall will be $4 and $4.50 per
week, and for men at various
rooms will be $4.50 per week.
Hog cholera is prevalent in
Calloway County at the present
time, according to Dr. H.H. Boggess, veterinarian. He warns hog
owners to keep their animals protected by proper care and
attention.
Waylon Rayburn, representative
of Calloway County to the Kentucky General Assembly, has been
named chairman of the Education
No. 1 Committee.
Mr. and Mrs. A.G. Cunningham
celebrated their golden wedding
anniversary on Jan. 10 at their
home, one mile east of Murray.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Hurt, Jan. 2, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Lacy Towery,
Jan. 4, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Boyce McClard, Jan. 15.
Officers of the newly formed
Parent-Teacher Association Unit
of Almo High School are Mrs.
Carlos Roberts, Mrs. Pas Taylor,
Mrs. Pat Beale and Mrs. B.H.
Cooper.
The play, "Where's Grandma,"
was presented Jan. 20 at Cherry

Selina Caarniambers rere Louise
Roberts, Laurine Stubblefield:
Perry Hendon, Hugh Hurt, Evelyn
Hicks, Vurlene McCuiston, Velma
Ruth Heath, Altie Stubblefield and
T.B. Culpepper.
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Coming community events
Saturday, Jan. 21
Round and square
dancing will be from
7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn
Grove Roller Rink.

Saturday, Jan. 21
Alpha Center, 200 North
15th St. For information
call 753-3313.
Dance featuring
Southern Cross (rock)
will be from 8 p.m. to
midnight at Murray
Moose Lodge.

Open forum with Sen.
Greg Higdon and Rep.
Freed Curd will be at 2
p.m. at office of
Murray -Calloway
Chamber of Commerce.

Events at Land Between the Lakes will include Eagles at LBL at 1
p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center. Golden
Pond Multimedia
Theater reopens.

Twin Lakers RV Camping Club will meet at
6:30 p.m. at Granny's
Porch.
Alcoholics
Anonymous and AlAnon will meet at 8 p.m.
in western portion of
Livestock and Exposition Center.
Christian Community
Theatre of Murray have
auditions for "City of
Refuge" at 7 p.m. at Chi

Men and Boys' Prayer
Breakfast will be at 8:30
a.m. at Memorial Baptist Church.

Sunday, Jan. 22
"Right-to-Life" Program followed by soup
supper will be at 5 p.m.
at Parish Center, St.
Leo's Catholic Church.
Murray Women of the
Moose will have a Green
Cap Chapter meeting at
1 p.m.

Sunday, Jan. 22
Alcohol.ics
Anonymous will have a
closed meeting at 4 p.m.
in western portion of
Livestock and Exposition Center. For information call 753-0061,
762-3399 or 753-7764.

Monday,
- Jan. 23
Adult Great Books
Mr. a- nd Mrs. Discussion Group will
Woodrow Dunn will be meet at 7 p.m. at
honored on 50th wedding Calloway Public
anniversary with a Library.
reception from 2 to 4
Creative Arts Departp.m. in Fellowship
Building, Benton ment of Murray
Church of Christ. The Woman's Club will meet
couple requests guests at 9:30 a.m. at club
house.
not bring gifts.

Mr. and M- rs. Bill Hurt
Dance featuring New will be honored on 50th
Harvest will be from 8 wedding anniversary
p.m. to midnight for with a reception from 2
Murray Eagles' to 4 p.m. in Community
members and their Room of North Branch
guests.
of Peoples Bank.
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Monday, Jan. 23
Exercise Class will be
at 11 a.m. at First Baptist Church.
Tuesday, Jan. 24
Murray Lions Club is
scheduled to meet at
6:30 p.m. at Murray
Woman's Club House.
Inquiry Class will
start 7 p.m. at St. Leo's
Catholic Church.
Vietnam Veterans
and other interested
persons will meet at 7
p.m. at Pagliai's
Restaurant meeting
room.

Unit 1, District 17 of
Legion meeting of
Licensed Practical Murray Moose Lodge
Nurses Association will will be at 8 p.m. with ofmeet at 7 p.m. at ficers to meet at 7 p.m.
Murray-Calloway CounAlcoholics
ty Hospital.
Anonymous will meet at
---WMU of Blood River 8 p.m. in western porBaptist Association will tion of Livestock and
meet at 10 a.m. at Exposition Center.
Poplar Spring Baptist
Social Security
Church. Each one
should bring a sack Representative will be
at Robert 0. Miller
lunch.
Courthouse Annex from
Hazel and Douglas 10 a.m. to noon.
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Parents Anonymous
for activities by Senior will meet at 6:30 p.m.
For information call
Citizens.

Wirray Ledger & Times

Jones graduates
Tuesday. Jan. 24
762-2504, 753-4126,
753-8987 or 762-2667.

Airman Jeffrey L. Jones, son of Edward L. and
Judy Jones, Rt. 8, Benton, has graduated from
the U.S. Air Force Medical Services Specialist
Course at Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas.
Calloway County
Graduates are taught techniques for assisting in
Homemakers Council
the care and treatment of medical patients.
will meet at 9:30 a.m. at
They also earned credits toward an associate
Granny's Porch.
degree through the Community College of the Air
Force. Jones is schpduled to serve with the Air
Murray TOPS (take
Force Hospital at Incirlik Air Base, Turkey. He
off pounds sensibly)
is a 1982 graduate of Marshall County High
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
School.
at Health Center.

Pageant scheduled

Senior Citizens acContestants now are being sought to represent
tivities will be at 9:30
Murray and the surrounding communities in the
a.m. at Dexter Center;
official Kentucky State Preliminary of the
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Hazel and Douglas U.S.A. Teen Miss Scholarship Pageant to be
Center; from 10 a.m. to March 24 in the Grand Ballroom of the Lexington
Marriott Resort Griffin Gate Hotel. To qualify
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
the Teen Miss must be between the ages of 13 and
Mothers Morning Out 18 (inclusive) as of the 1984 July 4th National
will be at 9 a.m. at First Finals, must be a USA citizen of good character
United Methodist and of a charismatic (leadership quality) personality. Only one contestant will be accepted
Church.
from a community and will represent the
Eva Wall Mission pageant in appropriate local activities during
Group of Memorial Bap- their one year reign.
The newly crowned Local Teen Miss will comtist Church will meet at
pete with otherfinalists in communication, even2 p.m. at home of Lillie
ing gown and personal interview competitions
Mae Boren, 1300 Story.
for the state title and crown of Kentucky Teen
Miss, plus a $1,000 cash scholarship award. Each
Memorial Baptist of the state's 10 semi-finalists will receive a comChurch will have a plete, self-study
modeling course. Applications
church-wide skating may be obtained by sending a stamped,
selfparty at 6 p.m.
addressed envelope to Ky. Teen Miss Applications, 31 Mill Platt Road, Danbury, Conn. 06810
Exercise Class will or by calling 1-203-748-6682.
meet at 11 a.m. at First
Baptist Church.

Scuba course planned

A course in certified open-water scuba diving
techniques will be offered at Murray State
University during the month of February.
Registration will be at 7 p.m. Wednesday, Jan.
25, in Room S-102 of the Applied Science
Alcoholics
Building. Additional information may be obtainAnonymous and Al ed by telephoning Ross Meloan at 762-6835, or
Anon will have a closed
Tuesday — swiss Bob Jones at 762-6897.
Menus for the Nutrimeeting at 8 p.m. at
tion Program for the steak, green peas, whole
First Christian Church,
Elderly and the Meals kernal corn, hot roll,
Benton. For information
The University of Tennessee at Martin's Piano
on Wheels for the week butter, orange, milk,
call 753-0061, 762-3399,
Ensemble will be featured in concert on Tuesof Jan. 23 to 27 have coffee or tea.
753-7764, 753-5094 or
Wednesday — fried day, Jan. 24, at 8 p.m. at UT Martin's Harriet
been released by Tripp
753-7663.
Thurman, director of chicken, lima beans, Fulton Performing Arts Theatre. Members are
Betty Sl-edd Group of Murray-Calloway Coun- carrot and raisin salad, Laura Ferguson, Millington, Tenn., Yukiko
hot roll, butter, but- Nakane and Kendra Ball, Martin, Tenn., LaNell
Pirst Baptist Church ty Senior Citizens. Meals are served at terscotdh pudding, ap- Essary, Norris City, Ill., Brian Ray, South
Women will meet at 7
p.m. with Nancy Jones. noon, Monday through ple, milk, coffee or tea. Fulton, Tenn., Martha Britten and Janet
Thursday — sausage Seahorn, Memphis, Tenn., and Leah Jean Moss,
Friday, at Hazel and
Comed- ian Marc Douglas Centers and casserole over biscuit, Union City, Tenn. Dr. Allison Nelson,
Weiner and his each Tuesday and baked apples, artist-in-residence and associate professor of
menagerie of hand pup- Thursday at the Ellis hashbrowns, biscuit, music is director. The program is free and open
pets, "Weinerettes," Center. Meals also are butter, banana, milk, to the public.
will perform at 8 p.m. at taken to homes each coffee or tea.
Stables, Curris Center, weekday.
Friday — roast beef
Murray State
The Calloway County Homemakers Council
Menus are as follows: w/beef mushroom
University.
gravy, yam patties, will meet Tuesday, Jan. 24, at 9:30 a.m. at
-meat
loaf,
Monday
—
•
mashed potatoes, tossed salad, hot roll, Granny's Porch, North 16th Street. Maxine
scalloped tomatoes, hot butter, sugar cookie and ,Scott, president, urges each club to be
roll, butter, fruit cup, applesauce, milk, coffee represented at the Tuesday meeting. Plans for
Bargain Matinees
the Tasting Luncheon on April 26 will be made
or tea.
milk, coffee or tea.
Sat. & Sun.
and hopefully finalized, said Paula Palmer,
Cheri & Cine
county foods leader.
All Seats S2.00
Exercise is scheduled
at 7 p.m. at Murray
Moose Lodge:

Menus for the week
listed for the elderly

Concert on Tuesday

UTM

We're Getting'Out Of The
Shoe Business
So All Our Shoes
Must Be Sold
All In Stock Sizes

1/3

Homemakers will meet

Stewart and O'Brien
to be at convention

off

Name Brands Like:

SEBAGO

Dr. Chad L. Stewart,
chairman of the Deprtment of Health,
Physical Education and
Recreation at Murray
State University, and
Dr. Dianne O'Brien,
assistant professor in
the Department, will
central center 753-3314 participate in convention programs planned
by the Public Relations
Council of the Southern
District Alliance of
1 90. 315, 7.15.9 10
Health, Physical EducaJOHN CAPPENTE3 S
tion, Recreation and
Dance.
The convention,
scheduled Feb. 22-27 in
Biloxi, Miss., is for
416
7'X
members of the coun1 3e. 3:15. 7 15,9 05
cil's southern district.
Stewart is one of two
presentors for a Feb. 24
program titled "How to
Attract and Retain
Students."
Stewart and Dr.
1 30, 3.15. 7 Oh. 9 00
Richard Flynn, director
of the school of Health,
Thore s more to do In snow
ROT than ski
Physical Education and
Recreation at the
•SGw us
University of Nebraska,
*Shannon Tweed
1983 Playmate of Year!
Omaha, will discuss
reasons why students
chestnut et. 7113-3314 attend specific colleges.

CHERI 3

CHIIFINC

DO&

Be A Wise Shopper Like
Ben And Save On Shoes At:

116,LLAND
MEDICAL
502-753-1465
107 S.4th St.

Tina Housden,
bride-elect
of
David Ryan, has
made her selection
of pottery and
stainless at The
Cherry Branch.
The wedding will •
be March 10.

They will also talk about
curriculum changes
which have helped attract students. •
Mrs. O'Brien will
preside over the program featuring Stewart
and also at a panel
discussion on Feb. 25
titled "Budgets,
Benefits and
Bureaucrats."
Mrs. O'Brien said
panel participants from
schools in Alabama,
North Carolina and Tennessee will talk about
legislative cuts in funding for physical education programs.
Stewart has been a
member of the Murray
State faculty since 1962.
Mrs. O'Brien joined the
faculty in 1978.

Class at Calloway Hig• h

A class in Basic Landscape Design will be
taught in the Agriculture Departtnent at
Calloway County High School beginning early
February. This is open to the public and will deal
with the fundamentals of residential landscape
design. Class members will have the option of
developing their own landscape plan.
Individual topics will deal with site analysis;
the public, private and service areas of a landscape; and identification and selection of
desirable trees and shrubs for landscaping in
Western Kentucky. For more information call
Jamie Potts, CCHS Agriculture Department,
753-2545, during school day. There will not be a
charge for the class.

Weinerettes' to perform
Comedian Marc Weiner and his menagerie of
hand puppets, "Weinerettes," will perform Monday, Jan. 23, at 8 p.m. in Stables of Curris Center,
Murray State University. Weiner has appeared
in night clubs all over the country and is featured
regularly on "Saturday Night Live."
He travels with his troupe of over 25 puppets
including "Rocko Weineretto," a feisty boxer
who wears boxing gloves made from key chains.
Along with the puppets, Weiner's show includes
one-liners, gags and character sketches and audience participation. Admission to the performance is free.

Harrison family meets, reunion
Descendants of the
Eurroll Andrus, Far- Mr. and Mrs. Jack Harlate Malcolm and Mary mington; Mr. and Mrs. rison, Mr. and Mrs. Tom
Andrus Harrison recent- Milliam M. Boyd, Alan Smith, Jack and Katie
ly met at the Communi- Boyd and Martin Boyd, Smith, Mr. and Mrs.
ty Room of the North Murray; Mike Boyd, Dwain Rogers, Miranda
Branch of the Peoples Columbus, Ohio; and Miriam Rogers,
Bank, Murray.
Jessica and Merideth Farmington;
Mr. and Mrs. David
Four generations Newton, Lexington;
were represented at the
Mr. and Mrs. Julian Harrington, Betsy, Lynannual Harrison Jordan, Mr. and Mrs. da and Kim Harrington,
reunion.
Richard Fuqua, Mr. and Paducah; Mr. and Mrs.
Present were the Mrs. Todd Fuqua, Mr. David Harrison, Nita
following:
and Mrs. Hal Fuqua, and Jennifer Harrison,
Hodgenville; John M.
Harrison, Chicago, Ill.;
Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Lee Steely, Leland and
Brave the cold and snow for these
Leslie Steely, Murray;
specials.
Mr. and Mrs. Perry
Harrison, Mr. and Mrs.
Duane Adams, Jason
and Josh Adams, Mr.
Kirby and Power Nozzel Units 1596- off.
and Mrs. Ken Adams,
Sale Thai 1-31-84
Mr. and Mrs. Greg Mat,
thews, Rhett and Kenya
Matthews, Kirksey; Mr.
and Mrs. Alan Adams,
Justin, Rachel and
759-4414
Downtown
201 N. 5th
Wesley Adams, Farmington, Mo.

ELECTROLUX • 10%off
MURRAY
VACUUM CENTER
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Kopperud Realty associates share award

Geri Andersen and
Glenda Smith have
recently been nameli as
1983 recipients of the
Kopperud Realty sales
dissociate of the year
award, according to Bill
Kopperud, broker. Both
ladies surpassed the
$1,000,000 mark in actual sales during 1983.
Kopperud stated that
this is the first time for
the honor to be shared
by two associates but
due to the extremely
high volume of sales by
each of these associates
he felt that , both were
deserving of the honor.
Andersen has been affiliated with Kopperud
Realty since October,
1976 and has averaged
over $1,000,000 in production each year.
"Ggil earns the trust
and respect of her
customers and clients

through hard work and
a friendly manner and
this has led to her consistently high level of

She is a member of the
First United Methodist
Church and the Murray
Woman's Club.
Andersen has been a
Murray resident for 18
years and has attended
Murray State University. She is originally
from Mount Vernon,
Ind.
Andersen has continued her real estate
education by attending
numerous courses and
seminars. She attained
the Graduate Realtors
Institute designation
from the Kentucky
Association of Realtors
and was Kopperud
Realty's sales associate
Geri Andersen
of the year during 1977,
achievement," stated 1978, 1979 and 1981.
Kopperud.
Smith has been afAndersen, her, hus- filiated with Kopperu
d
band Jack,' and Realty since April,
1981
youngest daughter Jill, as a full-time
sales
reside at 1001 Westgate. associate. She was
Kop-

perud Realty's sales
associate of the year in
1982.
She and her son Wade

company's nationally
expanding consumer
financial service
business.
Scribner is a
registered representative with First
American National
Securities, Inc., the
firm's broker dealer for
client investments and a
licensed agent for
Massachusetts Indemnity and Life Insurance
Company. He will now
co-direct the firm's Benton office operations at
1102 Main St., with Joe
Eaton, regional vice
president from

Gilbertsville.
A.L. Williams and
Associates is a co-op of

Robert Scribner

Emmy Edwards to attend
legislative workshop
Emmy Edwards of
The Shoe Shack in the
Central Shopping
Center will be representing area Kentucky
Retail Federation
businesses at a
legislative meeting
scheduled for Jan. 25 in
Frankfort. The
workshop, co-sponsored
by the Kentucky Retail
Federation and Kentucky Restaurant
Association, will center
on issues currently
before the Kentucky
General Assembly affecting the retailing
Industry.
Edwards, as local
chairperson of the Kentucky Retail Federation, will be able to
discuss the current
issues with key
legislators and other
elected government officials during the day
and at a reception set to
follow the meeting.
According to Mack J.
'Morgan Jr., president of
the state-wide trade
association, "It is
critical that our local
people continue to be informed about the issues
before the General
Assembly. Proposed
changes in wage and
hour laws, bad check
laws and unemployment
compensation laws and
other retail legislation
will have a serious impact on local
businesses."
Governor Martha
Layne Collins is slated
to welcome the over 100
retail and restaurant
leaders expected to attend. Among the key
issues to be discussed
will be a presentation on
the revenue picture in
Kentucky by Senator
Michael Moloney (DLexington )•and
Representative Joe
Clarke (D-Danville ),
the chairmen of the
respective Appropriations and Revenue Committees in the Senate
afid House. Mfr key
legislative leaders and
state government officials -will also be on
hand to discuis pending
legislation:' The Kentucky Retail Federation
staff will ftirther outline

issues facing retailing fective transmittal of
induring 1984.
formation from the
The purpose of the Frankfort staff to the
meeting, according to retailers at home.
They
Morgan "...is to keep must know which issues
our members informed. are important at
a
Our chair people are specific time during the
critical links in the ef- short 60 day session."

Glenda is a graduate
of Murray High School
and attended Murray
State University. She is
associated with the
Woodmen of the World,
holding offices on the
local and state level.
Smith earned her
Kentucky real estate
salesman's license in
1977 and her broker's
license in 1980. She has
also completed the
courses in the Graduate
Realtors Institute and
courses in 101, 102 and
103 toward her Certified
Residential Specialist.
She has also attended
other seminars in • real
estate marketing,
advertising, mortgages,
financing, law and contracts. She has been
hnnored for million -

Glenda Smith
live at 504 Lynnwood
Court. Wade is a senior
at Murray High School
and her two married
daughters, Teresa
Timaji and Lisa Wilson,

Scribner is regional vice president
A.L. Williams and
Associates of Atlanta.,
Ga., are announcing the
promotion •of Robert
Scribner of Murray to
the position of regional
vice president. The promotion was formally announced at a recent
multi-state meeting of
A.L. Williams and
Associates in Louisville
by- the company's national sales director,
- Ronnie P. Barnes.
The promotion was in
recognition of
Scribner's accomplishments in
developing and training
local associates in the

both reside in
Lexington.

independent business
people that market consumer financial services. The company is
registered and licensed
to provide consumer
services throughout the
United States. The company has over 70,000
licensed representatives across the
country.

Kopperud stated that
"Glenda is one of the
hardest working people
I have ever seen in our
area of work. Her high
degree of dedication to
the real estate profession has resulted in the
correspondingly high
achievement level —
one of which she can
justly be proud.
"We are proud that
both of these outstanding individuals are
associated with the Kopperud Realty 'Home
Team,"' stated
Kopperud.
Kopperud Realty is
located at 711 Main St.
in the White House
Building.

Paschall Trucking,
Joe L. Mathis, earn
shipment awards

•
ALLENTOWN,PA. — facilities througho
ut the
Air Products and nation. Paschall
is Air
Chemicals, Inc. has Products'
primary carawarded its 1983 rier from its
chemical
package 'carrier of the complex at
Calvert City,
year award to Paschall Ky.
Trucking Company,
Murray, Ky. Joe
The ciirrier and
A.L. Williams, Lawrence Mathis, a driver of the year
through is association Paschall driver, was awards are consistent
with Massachusetts In- named driver of the with the goals of Air
demnity and Life 'Inyear for package Products' Quality
surance Company and shipments.
Assurance Program..
its affiliation with
Paschall Trucking The program addresses
American Can Coma was recognized for its the all important funcpany, recently received outstanding on-time tion of consistently
attention by the finan- delivery performance of meeting customers' excial service industry 98 percent. Paschall pectations. On-time
when it placed in force typically ships a variety delivery of products is
$3.7 billion of life in- of packaged chemicals an essential part of the
surance In the October, from Air Products' program
according to a recent article publiihed in the
Wall Street Journal. That
raised the total term insurance in force by
Massachusetts IndemRetirement is a time you can claim extra exnity and Life Insurance
to reap the harvest of emptions: one as a taxCompany to over $30
one's life, a time to col- payer plus another exbillion.
lect on the dues paid for emption for your age. If
First American Na- decades. Having income your spouse is also 65 or
tional Securities, Inc., from a pension, Social older and you file a joint
the company's invest- Security and maybe a return, you claim four
ment firm affiliate is small nest egg makes it exemptions. This means
registering over 2;000 possible to enjoy this that individuals do not
have to file an income
represenfatives per time of life.
For many retirees it's tax return unless inyear. A.L. Williams and
Associates has plans to not that easy. Retire- come is $4,300 or more.
expand its financial ser- ment can be a time of This $2,000 in exempvices into real estate, personal struggle that tions plus $2300 for the
mortgage financing, demands a financial standard deduction, or
health and casualty in- balancing act.' Whether zero bracket amount as
surance and savings your retirement* is a it is now known. If you
and loan services within bountiful harvest or„a are married and file a
high-wire feat, it's im- joint return, you do not
the next 10 years.
portant that you get all have to file unless your
Scribner has been a you're entitled to at tax combined gross income
resident of Murray time, says the Kentucky is more than $7,400.1*
since 1968. He earned Society of CPAs.
his bachelor's and
If you receive Social
As the tax deadline
master's degrees from nears, be sure you know Security benefits, you
Murray State Universi- how much money you can earn some extra inty and has done doctoral can earn before you come without losing any
work at North Texas must file a return, how benefits. If you are over
State University. He much you may earn 65 but under 70, you can
served on the faculty of before losing some of earn up to $6,600 without
MSU for eight years and your Social Security losing any benefits. For
also taught in the benfits, if you're eligible each $2 you earn above
Mayfield School System for a tax credit to the $6,600, you will lose $1 of
for three years. He and elderly and where to go your benefits. If you are
his wife Cynthia reside for help with filling out 70 or older, you can earn any amount without loson Coles Camp Ground your tax return.
Road.
If you are 65 or older. ing any benefits.

Advice offered for
retired taxpayers

THE GREAT AMERILAN DOG — The winner of the year-long "Search for the Great American Dog" contest held by Purina Dog Chow brand dog food is
"Trapper," a year-old English Springer Spaniel fron
Kentwood, Mich. Trapper and his mistress, nineyear-old Heather Schaefer, collared the grand prize
of $25,000, a one-year supply of Purina Dog Chow, a
photograph on two million bags of Dog Chow and a
ride in the Macy's Thanksgiving Day Parade on the
new Great American Dog Float with entertainer Eddie Albert. The winning couple out-distanced four
other hopefuls, capturing almost 32 percent of more
than 80,000 votes.

WINNER OF PRINT — Beth Garrard. a sophomore
at Murray State University, is the recent winner of a
custom framed print through registration and a drawing sponsored by Susanne's Fine Arts & Custom
Framing. Garrard and her sister Julie, a freshman at
MSU, are from Henderson. After returning to MSU
early this week to begin a new semester of classes
they were informed that Beth had won the customed
fraizie print entitled "Canada Geese" by artist
Douglas Van Howd. Susanne's Fine Arts & Custom
Framing is owned by Dortha Bailey and Hellon Carlin
and is located at 100 S. 13th St.

Koenecke appointed
sales representative
Marketing & Management Corporation of
America is pleased to
announce the appointment of William H.
Koenecke as its first
sales representative in
Kentucky. Marketing &
Management Corporation. is presently licensed in 16 states and- is
underwritten by the National Old Line Insurance Company, with home offices in Little
Rock, Ark.
Koenecke graduated
from Murray College
High School in 1963 and
earned his bachelor's
degree in chemistry and
biology at Murray State
University. In addition
to this degree, he holds
the master's, sixth year
specialist, and a Ph.D.
from Southern Illinois
University in Carbondale. Ill.
For the past 16 years,
Koenecke has been
associated with various
school districts in Illinois. Prior to completing the Ph.D., he
was the superintendent
of schools in Johnston
City, Ill. He has been a
high school principal in
Momence, Jerbc:•ville
and Sandoval, Ill. He
taught high school
chemistry at DuQuoin
High School in DuQuoin,
In.
Koenecke and his
family reside at 2226

Edinborough Drive. His
wife is the former Marcia Burpoe, the
daughter of the Rev.
and Mts. R.J. Burpoe of
Murray and- she is
associated with Mary
Kay Cosmetics. T.he
Koeneekes have three
children, Lynne, 15,
Lori, 13 and B.J., seven. .
Koenecke is the son of
Dr. Mice Koenecke of
Murray.
Koenecke's initial
plans include calling on
busines-ses and
residents of the area to
explain the Marketing &
Man'agement
Corporation.

William Koenecke

aggiNEMs°
UK STUMP
REMOVAL
We con remove stumps up '
to 21 belo. the ground
435-4343 or 435-4319

Clean Earth Recycling
Next to old Plant Land
Building in Draffenyille.
Buying — Aluminum Cons,
Scrap Aluminum,
Copper & Brass

30'
per pound

Effective Dec. lit We Will Ile Clomod
Mon., Wed. & Open Thurs.Sat. 9 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Call after 5 p.m. 527-1719

?
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Bank of Murray
offer our

Comforters
and Blankets

Coupon good thru Jan 21Rth.
!Coupon must accompany blast et

&whirl

dollar-production each
year since first entering
the real estate
profession..

irtineJ

Congratulations

0
0
0
0
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Lies 2-PteCe

THE SENSIBLE SOLUTION

-P,eCe Pia,n

We offer three daily flights each way
between Murray and Nashville and moneysaving joint fares with the major airlines.
Most of those joint fares are priced only
$10.00 higher than the fore from Nashville!
We will work to find the best airline
connections and lowest fares for each
passenger that we serve.
Let us save you time and money on, your
next airline trip. Coll us at 449-2199 or see
your travel agent.
Sunbird Airlines - the sensible alternative to
driving.
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[Basketball tonight: Murray State hosts Morehead State]
Tipoff 7:30 at Racer Arena

sports
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Lakers even series 1-1

Different attitude lifts Lakers, 68-66
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
A wiser group of
way County
Callo
.
Lakers took the court
Friday, as compared to
the team that traveled
to Murray High, and
lost, Dec. 16.
The difference could
be seen•on the
scoreboard. 68-66. in the
district rivalry between
the crosstown opponents
as the host Lakers evened the series, 1-1, for
this season.
• "Our attitude was different this time,"
observed CCHS Coach
Jack Pack. "We took
Murray High lightly last
time but we were deter-

mined not to do the
same thing again.
"We kept our composure — especially
Jamie Johnson — and
we played our game and
they played theirs. We
knew we had to stop
their break and keep
them in a half-court
game to win."
The scoreboard gave
a very realistic version
of the entire game — a
two-point affair from
tipoff to final buzzer.
Calloway capitalized
on balanced scoring
tram four starters led
by Brad Skinner with 19,
'Johnson 18, John Mark
Potts 15, and Todd
Albritton 12.

Calloway came out and sent MHS guard
tonight and shot the Steve Rutledge to the
eyes out of it.
bench with five fouls.
"A team that shoots
"That," said Miller,
as well as Calloway did "was the critical foul
tonight won't lose many that cost us the game.
games." Miller said.
We had a fast break and
The Lakers hit 60 per- (Steve) Rutledge went
cent of their field goals up and they hacked him,
but Pack pointed to a but the officials called it
clutch performance at a charge. That was the
the line by Potts that turning point."
turned the tide.
Although Steve's
Potts hit all five of his brother Stanley musclfourth-quarter points at ed in a stickback with
the line missing only his :07 on the clock to cut
last one with :04 re- the Laker lead to 67-66,
maining to give MHS a the Tigers came up
final shot that missed at seconds short of a sucthe buzzer.
cessful comeback.
Potts' two free throws
Both coaches agreed
with :28 left put the game could have
Calloway ahead, 67-64, gone either way.
Murray hit 70 percent
from the charity line but
missed on five of 17
visits.
On the other hand,
Calloway was in severe
foul trouble with both
Skinner and Albritton
playing most of the second half with four fouls
and losing one or both of
them could have been
fatal for the hosts.
"We took a chance,"
explained Pack. "We
had a choice of taking
Skinner out and losing
or putting him back in
and taking our chances.
He picked up his fourth
foul right at the start of
the third quarter and
when We pulled him out
for a little while Murray
took the lead,"
Calloway led by as
much as eight, 26-18, in
the first half but Murray
trimmed that to
by
intermission. Then the
Tigers regrouped, tied
the game at 34-all and
led by as much as six,
54-48, by the end of the
third period.
The Lakers won only
their second game in
their last nine. Friday.
to improve to 4-9
overall. But Pack refused to call his team's win
HEAVY HANDED — Calloway's Jamie Johnson (40)lends Andy Parks an unwanted hand with this shot during
an upset. "To me it was
the Murray-Calloway game at CCHS Friday. Johnson had 18 points to go with a fine defensive effort and Parks
just a ballgame. We
had eight points for the Tigers in a solid performance off the bench.
played our game and
Staff photo by Jim Rector
they played theirs. It
Murray responded
with two 17-pointers —
Tommy Wagner and
Jay Wells while Stanley
Rutledge had 10.
Reserves Andy Parks
and Mark West came off
the bench to add eight
apiece.
The deciding factor in
the game, which was
tied 12 tithes and changed leads eight times,
boiled down to free
throws. Calloway hit
'em. Murray didn't.
"Free throws — they
were the ballgame,"
agreed Murray Coach
Cary Miller. "Also our
kids 'are too complacent from the last time
we played them.
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CROSSFIRE — Directions were flying in both directions, hot and heavy, during
the final minutes of Friday's game between Murray High and host Calloway County.
MHS Coach Cary Miller (left) and Laker Coach Jack Pack (right) went head to head
in another classic crosstown showdown. Calloway came out ahead Friday, 68-66, to
even this season's series 1-1.
Staff photo by David Tuck
.could have gone either
way."
Pack credited Mark
Waldrop and an
unselfish team attitude
for much of the Lakers'
recent improvement.
"Mark has done a
super job running our
offense considering he
was thrown into the fire
with no varsity experience just a few
games ago. Our balanced scoring is also very

important to us because the Tigers hosting
it shows how unselfish Fulton City on Friday.
our players are. They
at Calloway County
don't care who scores
MURRAY 166, — Stan
5
the points as long as we II El 0, Steve Rutledge 2(40Rutledge
4. Wells 7
win. This could be the 3•7 17 , agner 7 3-3 17. Parks 3 2-3 S.
1 0-0 2: West 2 4-4
Totals
most unselfish team Boggess
—2712.176.6.
I've ever coached in my
CALLON AY 166., — Waldrop 20-0
11 years of experience,"
4, Potts 5 5.6 IS. Johnson SI 2-6 16.,
Pack said.
Skinner 59-l1 It: Albritton 60.0 12
Both Calloway and Totals — 26 16.2366.
Halftime — CC 34. NIBS 30
Murray resume their
Total fouls —
15. MHS 49 Foul
seasons next week with ed out — M Steve Rutledge
the Lakers visiting Technn al — Calloway bench
Records — CC 4,9, 2-2 dist
t
Mayfield. Tuesday, and 51115 4,*, 2.2

Calloway Lady Lakers rally from 13-below to edge Lady Tigers, 41-39
By DAVID TUCK
Sports Writer
Calloway County girls
basketball coach John
Orr can relax now.
After trailing by 13
points at halftime, his
host Lady Lakers
emerged from Friday
night's game against
visiting rival Murray
High with a 41-39 win.

Murray High held the
lead until 1:30 in the
fourth quarter when
Calloway's Beth Hooks
scored two of her gamehigh 17 points with a
five-foot bank shot to
give her team a 38-37
lead.
On the other end of the
floor, Murray's Diana
Ridley had a chance at a

Murray Home & Auto
;hestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

yaw

Phone
753-2571

Cozy up to
WROIC4klr4

gave the home team a unable to throw the ball
41-37 lead.
directly to any of her
Murray High's last Murray High teambasket came with :10 re- mates. Instead, she
maining when Lesley lofted the ball out to
Thompson rebounded Connie Spann at midan errant foul shot and court. By this time, her
put it back in to pull the allotted five seconds
Lady Tigers to within had passed, and
two points of Calloway Calloway was given the
County.
ball.
Then confusion reignMeanwhile, the
ed in the final seconds of timekeeper, thinking
the game.
that another Murray
Calloway's Tammi High player had touched
Treas dribbled the ball the ball before Spann,
off her foot and it skit- let three seconds tick
tered out of bounds to away after the ball was
give Murray the ball thrown in.
with :07 on the clock.
When the referees
Sheri Swift, who only noticed the clock had
had five seconds to get been started early, they
the ball in-bounds, was had it reset to :07 since
they started their fivesecond count as soon as
Swift touched the ball
out of bounds, not when
she threw it in.
Calloway then held
the ball long enough to
claim the win.
Naturally, Orr
thought the referees had
made the right call.
"That play didn't affect the outcome of the
game because they
reset the clock," Orr
said.
He added that his girls
looked like a different
tam in the second half.
"I told the kids that
first half was the worst
half we had ever played.
We showed what type of
ball team we are 14,
coming back in the second half," On. said.
Murray High girls
coach Jimmy Harrell
said the turning point
came early in the third
3 miles Sortie on U.S. 641
quarter when Swift

ball when she drew the
foul. She had the hot
hand and whenever you
take the main cog out,

the machine slows
clown." Harrell said.
Both teams resume
their schedules next

week with a pair 'of road
games. Calloway County, now 10-2, travels to
(Continued on Page 7)
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Special

$48

GMC

8,400 BTU
Portable
Kerosene Heater
fr,

sate comt,•0b0- ,007
,.hen and where vi
this portable heater Start saving money today

wan!
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Cozy up to
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SpoclaI

Travel With Room & Luxury
For Rent Or Lease*
Call Glenda 753-.1372

$89
Portable
Kerosene
Heater
heat 04,
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go-ahead baseline
jumper when Lady
Laker Terri Malcolm
swatted the ill-fated
shot in the general
direction of the Murray
High cheering section.
In the ensuing scramble
for the ball. Ridley drew
her fifth personal foul
when she reached over
Malcolm's back, sending Malcolm to the
charity stripe where her
two free throws extended Calloway's lead to
three points with less
than a minute
remaining.
Later, Calloway's
Anita Hill was fouled bringing the ball down the
floor, and her free throw
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TRUCKS-TRAILERS-BUSES, INC.

sate comtortabie
V/ht'h and‘AtherP you want r
Use thts.portable-heater Starr
sayIng money today by turninq
down your thermostat Xl()K

Aliwray, lhoshocky
753-13/2
DrIv•rs Only
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-ptekeil—' up—her--fourth
fowl.
"At halftime, I said,
'Sheri, play smart,' but
she was going for the

HOLD ON THERE — Lady Laker Terri Malcolm (left) puts a stop to this pass attempt by Murray's Diana Ridley in Friday's game at Callaway County. Malcolm and
the host Lady Lakers won the Fourth District game, 41-39.
Staff photo by David Tuck
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Super Bowl XVIII at a glance
AT STAKE - National Football League Championship for the Vince Lombardi Trophy.
PARTICIPANTS - Los Angeles Raiders
(AFC) and Washington Redskins (NFC). This
will be the fourth appearance for the Raiders in
the Super Bowl and the third for Washington.
SITE - Tampa Stadium, Tampa, Florida.
SEATING CAPACITY - 72,886.
KICKOFF - 4:30, p.m. Eastern Standard
Time.
NETWORK COVERAGE - Radio: CBS Radio
network over 300 stations.
Television: CBS on 200 stations nationwide, including Hawaii and Alaska, as well as Canada
and Mexico. The American Forces Television
Network will beam CBS's signal to military
bases in Korea, West Germany, Spain, Italy,
Panama, the Phillipines, and Belgium. The
NFL's international distributor, Trans World Internnational, will supply the game eight countries live and 13 countries on a delayed basis.
PLAYERS SHARE - Winners: $36,000 per
man. Losers: $18,000 per man.
SUDDEN DEATH - If the game is tied at
regulation time 60 minutes, it will continue in
sudden death overtime. The team scoring first
(by safety, field goal, or touchdown) will win. At
the end of regulation playing time, the referee
will immediately toss a coin at center field, in accordance with rules pertaining to the usual pre,game toss.
The captain of Washington (the visiting team)
will call the toss.
Following a three-minute intermission after the
end of the regular game, play will continue by
15-minute periods with a two-minute intermission between each such overtime period with no
halftime intermission. The teams will change
goals between each period, there will be a twominute warning at the end of each period.
OFFICIALS - There will be seven officials
and two alternates apointed by the Commis-

Raiders Coach
Tom Flores

sioner's office.
TROPHY - The winning team receives permanent possession of the Vince lombardi
Trophy, a sterling silver trophy created bt Tiffany le Company and presented anually to the
winner of the Super Bowl. The trophy was after
the late coach Vince Lombardi of the two-time
Super Bowl champion Green Bay Packers prior
to Super Bowl V.
ATTENDANCE - To date 1,400,480 have attended Super Bowl games. The largest crowd
was 103,985 at Super Bowl XIV, Pasadena,
California

Super Bowl Champions
1967-Green Bay ;NFL, 35. Kan
sas City ;AFL) 10
1968-Green Bay
NFL) 33
Oakland IAFLi 14
1989-New York i AFL
18.
Baltimore I NFL, 7
1970-Kansas City AFL)23. Min,
nesota I NFL )
1971 -Baltimore ;AFC) 16
Dallas NFL, 13
1972-Dallas INFC, 21. Miami
rAFC) 3
.1073 -Miami (AFC
14
Washington iNFC1 7
1974-Miami 4 AFC, 24. Minnesota I NEC) 7
1975-Pittshureh r AFT , 16 w e

nesota (NEC', 6
1976-Pittsburgh ;AFC, 21,
Dallas ; NF(' 17
1977-Oakland ;AFC) 32. Minnesota INFC1 14
1978-Dallas ;NEC) 27, Denver
AFC) 10
1979 -Pittsburgh 4 AFC) 35.
Dallas ) NFC) 31
1980-Pittsburgh 1AFC, 31. Los
Angeles NFC I 19
1981 -Oakland (AFC) 27.
Philadelphia ) NEC ) 10
1982-San Francisco oNFC) 28.
Cincinnati AFC 21
1983- Washington I NEC) 27,
Miami AFC) 17

Super Bowl MVPs
The Most Valuable Players-of the
1976 - Lynn Swann. Pittliburgh
17 Super Bowls games, as selected
1977 - Fred Biletnikoff, Oakland
by Sport Magazine
1978 - Randy White and Harvey
1967 - Bart Starr, Green Bay
Martin. Dallas
1968 - Bart Starr, Green Bay
1979 - Terry Bradshaw.
1969 - Joe Nemeth. New York
Pittsburgh
Jets
1970 - Len D.awson. Kansas CItY
1980 - Terry Bradshaw.
1971 - Chuck Howley, Dallas
Pittsburgh
1972 - Roger Staubach, Dallas
1981 - Jim Plunkett, Oakland
1973 - Jake Scott, Washington
1982 - Joe Montana, San
1974 - Larry Csonka. Miami
Francisco
1975 - Franco Harris
1983 - John FtliggInS
Pittsburgh
46' Washington

Redskins Coach
Joe Gibbs

That old Kentucky home just what Wildcats needed
By The Associated Press
That old Kentucky
home was just what the
third-ranked Kentucky
Wildcats needed to snap
an embarrassing twogame losing streak.
The Wildcats, 13-2,
were 12-0 before dropping road games to
Auburn by 19 points and
Florida by 12 in the last
week.But Kenny
Walker, a 6-foo.t-8
sophomore, scored 13 of
his 19 points in the second half and pulled
down 11 rebounds Friday night to pace Kentucky to a 67-46 rout of
Vanderbilt.
"We were reall3r
pleased with our effort," said Coach Joe B

Hall. "We pushed the
ball and got out and ran
more. That's what we
thought we had to do to
loosen up more and get
Ourselves playing with
some aggressiveness.'
We felt like we made a
step back. We just need
to get our heads up and
quit thinking about our
mistakes and be
positive about what
we've accomplished."
Second -ranked
DePaul and No. 4
Houston also won.
Unbeaten ePaul, 14-0,
got 14 points from Jerry
McMillan and 11 from
fellow guard Kenny Patterson and defeated
South Florida 59-50,
while Michael Young

White Sox select Seaver
CHICAGO ( AP ) The Chicago White Sox
said Friday they have
selected three-time Cy
Young Award-winner
Tom Seaver of the New
York Mets as their compensation for the loss of
free agent reliever Dennis Lamp.
White Sox President
Eddie • Einhorn called
the 39-year-old righthander "the best player
that was available" in
the major league compensation pool and
denied reports that he
would be used as trade
bait.
"We picked him to
keep him, not to trade
him," Einhorn said at a
news conference.
Seaver was 9-14 last
year with the Mets. His
annual salary is
estimated at $800,000.
Seaver, among 2,000
players who were left
unprotected in the major league compensation pool, was selected

n.
to

For all

as compensation for
Lamp, a Type-A free
agent who recently signed with the Toronto Blue
Jays.
There had been
speculation that Seaver
would quit rather than
leave New York, and
that the White Sox could
claim Seaver and then
swap him to the
Yankees, who are ineligible to participate in
the pool, for hard-hitting
third baseman Roy
Smalley.

CCHS
(Continued from Pg.6)
Wingo Monday while
Murray High, 4-5, goes
to Carlisle County on
Thursday.
CALLOWAY ;411 - Hooks 6 5-7
17. Malcolm 2 5.6 9. Hill 2 4-6 8.
Treas 1 1-2 3, Gallimore 0 4-4 4
Totals 11 19.2641.
MURRAY (391 - Swift 5 2-5 12.
Spann 4 0-1 8, Thompson 4 0-0 8.
Hays 4 0-1 8. Ridley 1 1-4 3 Totals 18
3.1339
Records - CCHS 10-2. 3.1 district.
MHS 4-5. 1-3

scored 22 points and
Akeen Olajuwon grabbed 21 rebounds as
Houston buried Rice
72-42.
Kentucky jumped to a
31-16 halftime lead over
Vanderbilt and was
never threatened. The
Commodores, who upset
Auburn 73-71 Tuesday
night, shot only 18 percent in the first half, hitting just five of 28 attempts, and finished at
33 percent.
"We shot 19 percent in
the first half last year

Marjorie and Bill Major

753-0880
representing

American and International Tra v Ohm.

Cadiz,
1-522-3491

WITH A BASKETFUL OF GIFTS
And I'll 6ring helpful information plus cards
you can redeem for more gifts at local businesses. My visit's a friendly call at no cost
or obligation to you. Just engaged2 New
parent? Moved? I'd like to vinis
str.
intg yAosu
g eitby
oroguka
convenience.
Outland
Kathryn
th
Hostess 753,-3079
492-8348

,filivme

"With this,

YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
LINDY 'SUITER

901 SYCAMORE

you'll never
have to pay
for car
repairs
more
than once.

753-8355

High School Basketball
High School Basketball
Fnday Games
Boys
Louisville Invit Trny
Championship
Lou Ballard 86, Lou Valley 61
Consolation
Lou
Seneca 67. Paducah
Tilghman 55 I 3rd1
Madisonville knit. Trny.
Semifinal
Central City 85. Daviess Co 55
Regular Season
Anderson Co 67, Eminence 56
Bath Co 55, Harrison Co. 51
Berea 83, Jackson Co. 69
Bishop Brossart 80. Beechwood
51
Boone Co. 57. Covington Scott 55
BullItt Central 68, Washington
Co. 59
Bullitt East 83. Evangel 43
•

Friday's College Basketball Scores
EAST
Brown 62 Cornell 59
New Hampshire 78, Niagara 801
Yale 61. Columbia 60
SOUTH
DePaul 59, S Florida 50
Kentucky 67, Vanderbilt 46
MIDWEST
Lawrence 77, Cornell 59
SOUTHWEST
Arizona 71. Arizona St 49
Houston 72. Rice 42

1$. 444124-

('umberland 79, Middlesboro 53
Danville 19, Mercer Co. 17
Boyle Co. 76. Rockcastle Co. 75
30T
Caldwell Co 77, Webster Co. 60
Calloway Co. 68. Murray 66
Campbell Co. 78. Coy. Catholic 70
Clark Co 70. Mason Co. 82
Corbin 62. Barbourville 54 2 OT
Cov. Holy Cross 79. Erlanger St.
Henry 58
Dayton 58. Bellevue 54
Erlanger Lloyd 38, Dixie Heights
1
37
Fort Thomas Highlands 80, Conner 81
Franklin Co. 58. Western Hills 48
Fulton Co. 54. Fulton City 53
Harrodsburg 49. Wayne Co 44
Hickman Co 57. Wingo 52
Ky Country Day 73. Trimble Co
59
LaRue Co. 84. Fort Knox 59
Lawrence Co 72, Fairview 61
Lax Catholic 87, Maysville 84
Lax Sayre 53. Maukee Valley
Ohlo 1 94 /
Ludlow 70. Covington Latin 28
Lyon Co. 61. University Heights
48
Madison Central 70. Shelby Co 68
Marshall Co 74, Mayfield 69
Meade Co 63, S Central ;Ind.) 58
McCreary Central 59. Somerset
55
McLean Co. 88, Hancock Co. 67
MM1 59. Bracken Co. 49
Monticello 62. Williamsburg 54
Newport Central Catholic 82.
Con Holmes 62

Owensboro Catholic,83, Union Co
38
Paris 56. Bourbon Co. 55
Portland. Term
55, Franklin
Simpson 45
Pulaski Co 74, Clay Co 60
Richmond Model 58. Burgin 19
Scott Co 75. Frankfort 49
Sheldon Clark 67. Johnson Cen
tral 58
Simon Kenton 52, Newport 50
Spencer Co 80, Bardstown
Bethlehem 41
Todd Co 56. Christian Co 55
Tollesboro 57. Fleming Co 55
Warren East 52, Warren Central
48
Walton Verona 70, Silver Grove
54
Western Anderson 46, Deming 37
WhItesville Trinity 59. St
Romuald
Woodford Co 50 Lea Tates
Creek 47
Carts
Calloway Co 41, Murray 39
Franklin-Simpson 85. Portland
(Tenn 1 49
Henry Co 50. N Bullitt 47
Lou Butler 82. Western 61 30T
Lou Shawnee 43. Portland Chris
nen 17
Lou Southern 64. Lou Moore 42
Marshall Co 77. Symsonia 19
Warren East 63, Warren Central
53
Washington Co 57. Bullitt Cen
tral 45
University Heights 63. Lyon Co
25

It's my free Lifetime
Service Guarantee.
Tired of paying for the same car
repair again and again and again?
Now you don't have to with my'
Lifetime Service Guarantee.
Here's why If you ever need to
have your Ford, Lincoln, Mercury
or Ford Light Truck fixed, you
pay once, and I'll guarantee that,
if the covered part ever has to

Pro Basketball
National Basketball Association
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L Pct
GB
Boston
31
9
775 Philadelphia
29 II
725
2
New York
564 84
22 17
New Jersey
21 20
512 104.
Washington
17 24
415 1459
Central Division
Milwilukee
l4 le
600 Detroit
23 17
575
1
Atlanta
21 20
512
34
Chicago
15 22
74
400
Cleveland
900 12
12 271
Indiana
10 38
263 13
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest DroTIKIA
Utah
IMO 29 14
.537
.22 19
4

We

San Antonio
Denver
Kansas City
Houston

415
17 24
wit
415 94
17 24
410 94
16 23
,
390 106
16 25
Pacific Division
Los Angeles
24 15
815 Portland
26 17
606 Seattle
553
21 17
2I,
Golden State
5•
488
20 21
Phoenix
24
450
16 22
San Diego
317 12
13 28
Friday's Games
,
Boston 132. Indiana 125
Philadelphia 100. Cleveland 106
Detroit Ill, Atlanta 94
Milwaukee 153 WashIngton 109
Utah 120. Dallas 113
Houston 136, San Antonio 104
Denver 116. Kansas City 114
stts'I'w-A.1.0 San Diego 104
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be fixed again. I'll fix it free.
Free parts. Free labor. For as
long as you own your vehicle.
No matter wffen or where you
bought it. The Lifetime Service
Guarantee. It's a service commitment from me to vou,because
I stand behind my work. And
I'll put it in writing. Come in
for details!

ra cars for keeps.
LINCOLN
`;;;,.°=,t‘i.:5"-•

Hatcher Aulo Sales
12th Street
Cy,753-4961
Your Frandilse Lincoln-Mercury Dealer
515
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MERCURY

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

;

-

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE

901 S. SYCAMORE

•

WELCOME WAGON -''c'
-WANTS TO
VISiT YOU
\\'-7

Hatcher Auto Sales Says...

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

VANDERBILT(46)
Turner 7-22 5-7 19. Westbrooks 1-4
0-02. Burrow 2-8 0-0 1. Cox 0-7 1-2 1.
McKinney 0-2 0-0 0, Lenz 0-0 0-0 0.
Joiner 0-1 0-0 0, Gary 4-11 3-4 10.
Dulaney 0-0 0-2 0. Clem 2-6 2.4 6,
Perdue 2.30-04. Reece 0-1 0-0 0. Mc•
Cabe 0-2 0-0 0 Totals 18-87 10-17 46
KENTUCKY (67)
Walker 9-15 1.2 19, Elowle 3-8 0-06.
Turpin 5-7 0-0 10. Master 2.7 1-2 5.
Harden 0-3 0-0 0. Blackmon 2-8 0-2 4.
Andrews 0-0 0-0 0. Bearup 0-0 2-2 2.
Bennett 2.7 9-15 13, Heitz 2-3 4-6 8.
McKinley 0-1 0-00 Totals 35-57 17-28
87
Halftlme - Kentucky 31. Vanderbilt 16 Fouled out - Vanderbilt
Cox. Reece Kentucky none Re
bounds - Vanderbilt 11 Perdue 111
Kentucky 49 4Walker 11 Assists Vanderbilt II (Cox 31. Kentucky 18
(Master Ii. Total fouls - Vander

WANTED!
Ash and Hickory
Logs - Will Buy
Standing Timber
Also.
Contact:
Cadiz Hickory Mill

points in the first half
when DePaul broke
away from an 18-18 tie to
build a 28-18 halftime
advantage.Tyrone Corbin hit ,.his first shot of
the second half for a
12-point lead and the
bulge was 13 after
freshman Dallas Cornegys' dunk and free
throw with 14:42
remaining.
The Blue Demons
made seven of nine free
throws in the final 1:41
to clinch Coach Ray
Meyer's 711th career
victory. However,
Meyer wasn't happy.
"I'm disappointed,"
said the 70-year-old
coach, who has said he
will retire after this
season, his 42nd at
DePaul. "We practice
all week-and then we go
out and stink the place
up."

SCOREBOARD

College
Basketball

your Travel Reservations Coll

and 17 percent (actually
17.9) this time. I have
coached them into a
17-percent shooting
team in one year," said
Coach C.M. Newton. "It
probably is a question of
young players being a
bit tight."
Freshman Winston
Bennett and senior
Melvin Turpin added 13
points apiece for Kentucky, which entertains
Houston on Sunday. Jeff
Turner led Vandy with
19.
Houston, 16-2, rolled

to a 22-6 lead and then
outscored Rice 0-5 in
the first 10 minutes of
the second half, with
Young hitting 11 of those
points.Meanwhile, Olajuwon finished with 10
points an his fifth consecutive 20-plus rebound
performance. Houston
is 6-0 in Southwest Conference play.
"I think we shut them
down when it counted,"
said Coach Guy Lewis.
"I always think the start
of the second half is the
most important time of
the game and we played
as well then as we did at
the start di the game."
DePaul used clutch
free throw shooting
down the stretch to hold
off stubborn South
Florida, which got 20
poin,ts from Charlie
Bradley.
McMillan scored 10
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However, most of the
bass food, especially in
small lakes and rivers
Several local anglers spawning areas which without large concenhave been braving the give bass less problems tration of shad, remains
elements to fish for with siltation.
in the shallower water.
sauger below Kentucky
Although we don't Why?
and Barkley dams*.
seem to have much of a
Well, everything has
During the warm problem with siltation. I to eat, even the things
weather break we had, do think that our bass which bass eat.
the sauger made a move have spawned along the Creatures small enough
into the swift water rocky shorelines in for bass to feed on must
areas below the dams to years past.
have still smaller foods,
feed.
The reason for this and so on.
Many limits were was the rising and fallThe minnows,
tsken by fishing a one- ing, unstable water bluegill, crawfish, mice,
ounce leadhead jig with elevations while the fish birds, insects and frogs
a minnow attached and were trying to spawn in that make up a bass's
bouncing it on the the shallow brushy diet are not found on the
bottom.
areas.
bottom in 15 to 20 feet of
The water depth
They simply won't water.
ranges from 25 to 30 feet stay shallow when the
Now, a bass isn't goand the temperature is lake level isn't steady!
ing to starve itself to
39 degrees to 43 degrees,
You must realize, of death just to avoid a litdepending on how much course, that everyone tle sunlight and warm
water is coming through can't go out and fish a water! This has been
the turbines.
point and start filling proven many times durHowever, I am afraid the livewell immediate- ing the "dog days."
the present sub-zero ly. Bass are not that There will always be a
weather will shut things cooperative. If they few bass in the shallows
down for awhile, so let's were, there wouldn't be around shade:producing
talk about fishing points any challenge to bass structures.
for bass.
fishing!
Bass that do go into
In the spring, summer
Summertime requires the deeper waters durand fall nearly all of the a special kind of point — ing the heat of the day,
points are productive. one which runs fripm will return to feed in the
They not only provide a shore to the deepest shallows by way of a
focal point in bass water in the immediate sloping point or "undermigrations; they have a area.
water highway." They
tendency to hold food as
The reason for the im- seem to be drawn like
well.
portance of this sort of magnets because we
Since there are usual- point is that most bass cannot see their paths of
ly sandy, clay or gravel- are found in deeper travel except on a map
rock bottoms extending water in summer, due to or better yet a,graph.
from most poilits in the cooler temperatures
I believe they use the
most lakes, they provide 'and lesser light levels.
lower end or bottom of a

point as a landmark,
just as we use the part
which is above the
surface.
The shoreline itself
will tell you in most
cases the type of point
you have.
For example, the face
of a cliff or bluff that extends into the water will
be deep. On the other
hand, a very low
gradually sloping
shoreline that runs for,
say, a hundred years or
more, and doesn't have
a point of any kind, may
well be productive in the
spring and fall but probably will not produce
or hold many summer
bass!
The type of "exit
ramp" point which is
most desirable will most
likely start from a high
shore and extend far out
into the lake. A creek
channel that is nearby
makes it even better!
It is a paty from
the sanctuary f deep
'water to the bass's
delicatessan in the
shallows.
•
If' you have fished for
bass very many .times,
then you are aware that
there are times when
the bass just can't be
found "on" any point.
That's just the way of
bassing, so hang in
there!
•
Happy fishing!

LBL deer harvest figures reported
GOLDEN POND —
Two thousand even —
that's the total number
of deer taken in the recent hunts at TVA's
Land Between The
Lakes (LBL).
According to IA31_,
deer biologists Dennis
Sharp, the total is 177
less than in the 1982
hunts, which he attributes to inclement
weather- on at - least
three of the nine quota
'hunt days.
A breakdown of the
figures shows that 1,004
deer were taken in Kentucky and 996 in Tennessee. By season, 215
, deer were taken in Kentucky's regular'

bowhunt, and 789 were
In Kentucky, the
taken in the quota hunt. largest deer taken by
Tennessee's bowhunters weight was a 178-pound,
bagged 333 deer, and 663 8-point .y.rhite-tailed
were taken in the quota buck bagged by Lance
hunt.
Derington of Rt. 2, Benton, on the Nov. 12
While' the total Youth Hunt. The largest
harvest was down, rack was a 15-point,
Sharp said the average 120-pound buck taken by
weights of the yearling Danny G. Topper of
white-tailed bucks in Newburgh. Ind., on the
Kentucky showed about Nov. 13 quota bow hunt.
C-pourid Increase,
In Tennessee, the
from 89 pounds in 1982 to largest deer taken by
just over 93 pounds this weight was a 170-pound,
year. Sharp said it's too 10-point white-tailed
early to know if this buck bagged by Junior
year's figures are con- Pluck of Humboldt,
clusive, but they may Tenn., on Nov. 6 in the
point to an improve- regular bow hunt. The
ment in the overall largest deer rack was a
herd's health and vigor. 13-point,- white-tailed

Reservoir a hot piece of property

by jerry moupin

fishing line

buck taken by bale
Greer of Paris, Tenn.,
taken Nov. 3 ins the
regular bow hunt.

1VIiirray Ledger & Times

PIKEVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — When the U.S.
Army Corps of
Engineers decided to
cast off more than 12,000
acres of the Fishtrap
Reservoir, the eastern
Kentlicky land became
a hot piece of property.
Former legislator
John Doug Hays struck
upon the idea of acquiring it for a state park,
and Kentland Elkhorn
Coal Corp., which holds
mineral rights in the
area, decided to seek a
relaxation of mining
rules in the watershed.
Hays' proposal is
before the Legislature,
and Kentland Elkhorn
would like to deal with
the corps.
The Pikeyille
Chamber of Commerce,
meanwhile, likes the
sound of both proposals.
"One would enhance the
other," said Frank
Morse, the chamber's
president-.
The $54 million reservoir, completed.in 1968,
was designed as a
multipurpose project,
said Bill Brown, a
spokesman at the corps'
district office at Huntington, W.Va. "Flood
control, recreation and
water quality are all
benefits of the project."
The dam is on the
Levisa Fork of the Big
Sandy River, 15 miles
up-stream from
Pikevillet The reservoir, in a narrow valley,
helps control runoff
from a 395 square-mile
area in eastern Kentucky and West
Virginia. It ranges from
11 to 16 miles long,

depending on the level
of the lake.
A chamber committee
is trying to coordinate
Hays' proposal for
development of the area
as a state park with
Kentland's for changes
on mining restrictions.
Hays regards the
Fishtrap project as
"one the corps should,
study to find out how not
to do it." He said the
corps erred by failing to
acquire mineral rights
for the area when it acquired surface rights.
Kentland mines coal
In the area under corps
guidelines. "Our plan
has ,been to attempt to
manage those upstream
activities to minimize
problems sucp as siltation, acid runoff and so
on," Brown said.
Siltation has been a
problem, however, and
a 1979 entry in Brown's
file said "coal mining
both on and off project
lands has caused
sedimentation of the
lake at a more rapid
rate than was
anticipated."
Another problem has
been debris washing into the lake from surrounding hollows and
streams. The corps
lowers the water level in
the off-season, so debris
will collect on the banks
where it 'can be picked
up.
It alsp has developed
a "trash boom" to
sweep floating logs,
branches, milk containers and other trash
to a loading dock, where
it is removed by a
backhoe with a rake

designed for the
purpose.
Despite the efforts,
Hays said, "I wouldn't
take anyone up there.
I'm ashamed of it."
In a bill prettied with
the Legislature before
he lost a bid for reelection to the Senate
last spring, Hays proposed that the state
bargain with the corps
for title to the land. The
property is being made
available under the
Reagan administration's policy of
eliminating "excess
lands" from federal
holdings.
"We should not miss
the opportunity" even if
financial circumstances
prevent immediate
development, Hays
said. "If it gets into
private hands, the opportunity is gone."
State Reps. N.
Clayton _Little, D.
Hartley, and Herbert
Deskins Jr., D Pikeville, have agreed
to push the proposal in
the 1984 General
Assembly. "We plan to pursue it
the best we can," Little
said, adding that the
budget and other major
programs would be
handled by lawmakers
first.
"There is certainly a
need for a recreational
facility there," Little
said. "There is one at
Jenny Wiley (State
Resort Park at
Prestonsburg) and it is
apparently a moneymaker."
Leon Huffman, a
chamber member who

has taken an interest in
Fishtrap, said there is
plenty of room for
compromise.
"Kentland has got a
proposal to make on
removing the coal and
making several hundred
acres of level land that
could possibly be used
for recreation and be used as a location for a
new school."
Bob Hunt, a Kentland
Elkhorn official, said
details of the company's
plan would be revealed •
soon to the chamber
committee. He also added that the company has
some bargaining
leverage with the corps.
"The government
wants some lands that
this company holds in
the New River Gorge
Park area in Virginia
that is just getting off
the ground. And we
have need of some lands
in Fishtrap," he said.
The chamber, Huffman said, would like to
see development of an
area similar to Dewey
Lake at Jenny Wiley.
"And if they (Kentland)
are going to remove
coal, they've got to
remove it in a way that
will not damage the
lake."
Hays said he would be
interested in Kentland's
proposal, though he expressed concern that it
could change the
character of the lake.
"To me, the beauty of it
is the lake and the
mountains," he.said.
Hunt said the Company will try to coordinate its plan through
(Continued on Page 9)

Fish hatchery to close in September.

Applications" will be
available July 1 for the
FRANKFORT, Ky.
1984 quota deer hunt
permits at LBL. All gun (AP) — The National
deer hunts at LBL are Fish Hatchery near
Frankfort that supplies
quota hunts.
farm stock for Kentucky
Hunters who were and 29 counties in Tenissued quota hunt per- nessee will be closed
mits for LBL in 1983 will Sept. 30 by the federal
not be allowed to apply Fish and Wildlife Serfor permits this year. vices, said Jim Baker,
This procedure applies the facility's manager.
to all hunters who were
Fish and Wildlife
issued a permit even if recommended that the
they did not hunt (ex- hatchery, which has
cept those applying for been in operation since
and receiving permits 1952, be closed because
for the Youth Hunt).
its primary mission is to

support state rather
than federal needs, said
Phil Morgan, a deputy
assistant regional director for Fish and Wildlife
based in Atlanta, Ga.

1984 fiscal year, he said.
The local hatchery and
several others in
Missouri, Texas,
Oklahoma, Ohio and
Massachusetts were
specifically listed as
"The Reagan administration takes the "4 those which will be closposition that states, not ed, he said.
Congress apthe federal government,
propriated $130,000 for
should handle that,"
the operaton of the hatsaid Morgan.
chery this year, Baker
The decision to close said. That figures inthe facility was—made cludes salaries, fish
when Congress approv- food, transportation and
ed the budget for the other costs, he said.

Kentucky Fish and
Wildlife Commissioner
Carl Hayssaid his agency will wait to see if the
local hatchery is closed.
If that does happen, the
commission may consider assuming control
of it if the facility is
needed, he said.
The federal agency
has tried to close the
hatchery three times,
but the attempts have
been stopped by congressional intervention.
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Where "Service Is Our Business"

.04,
ppy
Holida
y
Travel loci'',
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake

l'
413

GRAYSON McCLURE

Your U-Haul Headquarters
Hwy.641 South

Telephone 502-436-5483
1E.VE.A.‘-‘‘.E.
10

ffs

of°

641
ofi

Uncle Jeff's
Shopping Center
9-9 Mon.-Sot.
1-6 Son.
Hwy. 641 S.

"lawn Archery
Soloction is
This Arm"
and
Jens Benson 502-753-1342
Cedric,
Jo, Eric

10
10

‘WE.E.E.E.E..*0

DONELSON
FISH MARKET

to

Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish

Center Ridge Area
Turn off 94 E at Duncan's Market,
go 6 miles on Hwy 732,
10 Open: Thur., Fri., Sat. 10 A.M.-6
P.M. Sundays P.M.4 P.M.
10 Mon., Tue., 1Wed,
and all other
hours to order call 436-5834
Rex and ...nn Donelson Owners.

141
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We Install Automotive Glass
and Have a Complete
Automotive Machine ShopI
We Also Make Hydraulic
444
et Hoses. 753-4563 5125. 12th

sfi

Brown's
Gunsmi#ing
Service
PHONE 502-436-5856
RIESLUEING a GENERAL RLPAI
CUSTOM STOCKwORK
SvIoRTERiliNGI a REFINISNINO
RESTORATION

oil

RT. SO. BOX 126
MURRAY. KY. 42071
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753-9131
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Arms, Ammo,Archery, Fishing,
Hunting, Camping Supplies

GARY
DARN ELL
MARINE
Rt. 3
Murray
753-3734
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Child's Insulated Camo Clothing
New Spring Items
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Your Individual
Horoscope

'S>) .
/1\

-t,44.6T

Frances Drake
FOR SUNDAY,JANUARY 72, 1964
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth sign.

reflects your ideals. Dare to
take a chance on your
dreams! Birth date of: Lord

Byron, poet; D.W. Griffith,
filmmaker; and Piper Laurie,
actress.
z---

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. telephone for this inter"Not a lot of people in radio was playin' in the every
word. Little ARIES
(Al') — Donny Lowery view — has been mixing Florence know me or store.
'Old Flame' came moments like that are (Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) ereir4
has a Bronco, a bass music and the outdoors what I do," he said. "I on. The
You need more information
lady in front of special. They make you
boat, a new home on the since his childhood in was standing in the line me
before
you can pursue a work
starting singing it to want to write even
idea. Social life has bright
lake, a fine wife, three Junction City, Ark.
at Kroger one day and a herself. She followed more."
spots, but one friendship is
sons ... and two deer in
"In February of 1964,
tested.
his freezer.
I got knocked in the
TAURUS
What more could a head by the Beatles," he
(Apr.20toMay 20i b
man want?
said. "Their music did
You may have to cope with
A six -pound somethling to me. I
someone's moodiness. Travel
NASHVIL
LE, Tenn. the right to keep the red wolves into the Land brings pleasure. A career idea
smallmouth bass would bought a guitar and
be nice. Or maybe learned to play it by (AP) — In the woods canine but he was Between the Lakes has to be put on the back
another productive year myself. I‘m lucky that I behind a South besieged by curiosity wildlife preserve. burner.
of writing those hurtin', have a natural ear for Nashville home, a seekers.
Farmers in the area
His defense attorney, have a right to be con- radyTitoJune 20) "Dercheatin' songs. Either music'. I can play shaggy gray wolf pricks
A home situation bewilders
would bring a smile to anything I hear. All the up her ears and sniffs Bill Porter, earned the cerned, he said, but he you,
though you'll have fun
the
wind
as
she
senses nickname "Wolfman" doubts the wolves will dating and gadding
the good ol' boy from way through college, I
about. `
the man walking toward for his part in the case. turn out to be a problem. Others
Florence, Ala.
won't budge on matearned money playing
her.
She
bounds
toward
But Graham was soon
Lowery, 33, owns a in rock bands."
"I think the wolves ters of principle.
By Abigail Van Buren
him, seizing the man's forced to give the timid will clear out the CANCER
master's degree in fish
After graduate school
C 1 9114 by Umwersa, Press
Syndicele
hand
in
(June
21
her
toJuly
22)
SO
teeth.
animal to a Nashville in- coyotes there now," he
ecology. Forty hours a at Louisiana Tech,
A
light
approach
is best in
But instead of ripping surance executive who said. "I definitely think
week, he's a biologist Lowery took a job with
DEAR ABBY:
matters of affection. Beware minor one. I needI have a problem, but fortunately it's a
for Tennessee Valley Georgia Power Co. in his unprotected hand already owned a male the wolves will stay inan article from your column of several
of work propositions from inAuthority, studying the Atlanta. But he ac- with the 2,000 pounds of tundra wolf.
side LBL, especially sincere types. Communicate years ago. It recounted a meeting of church board members who, in sorting out the applications-from the many
And in the meantime, since it is surrounded on your ideas.
effects of hot water cepted the TVA position mandibular force at her
preachers who had -applied to fill their vacant pulpit,
discharge on adult and eight years ago for a disposal, she playfully a vague state law pro- three sides by water. LEO
found fault with every one.
larval fishes.
variety of reasons: It nips at his fingers, a hibiting importation of Wolves naturally avoid (July 23to Aug. 22) 412(4g
JOHN W. IN ALBANY, ORE
A gambling mood can lead
But at quittin' time — was the type of fisheries sign that she is glad to "timber wolves" was people. They would tend
DEAR JOHN: Found! It was submitted by the Rev.
if he's not going hunting job he wanted, the Mus- see the man who has rewritten to prohibit all to keep to themselves in to unsound ventures. Avoid
or fishing — Lowery cle Shoals area is an ex- been her owner, protec- subspecies of wolves the wooded areas of ostentatious behavior. Loved C.W. Kirkpatrick, Union Church of Christ, Ludlow,
ones understand each other Mass.:
steps into the music cellent place to record tor and friend for the from being brought into LBL and avoid a good now.
the state. It went into ef- farm dog."
studio at his home. With music and, of extreme past six years.
DEAR ABBY: One of the tougfiest.tasks a church faces
VIRGO
With a new name, new fect Oct. 6.
guitar in one hand and a importance, the
Laska now shares an (Aug.23toSept. 22) "Pki
ll is choosing a good minister. A member of an offical board
Laska's new owner, acre and a half lot in
pencil in the other, he smallmouth bass fishing home and new owner,
Someone at home is unduly undergoing this painful process finally lost patience. He'd
crates the kind of songs on nearby Wilson and Laska, a 95-pound tun- Bill, is extremely pro- Bill's backyard with the extravagant. It's the perfect watched the Pastoral Relations Committee reject applicant
day for romance and leisure after applicant for some fault, alleged or otherwise. It was
America likes to sink.
Pickwick reservoirs is dra wolf, leads a life of tective of his wolves and male wolf, Baron, a activities.
Be sure, to cir- time for a bit of soul-searching on the part of the comquiet
anonymi
ty
seldom
in
lets
people near German shepherd namWhenever the group second to none in the
mittee. So he 'stood up and read a -letter purportiqg to be
culate.
stark
contrast to the them. Fearing curiosity ed Blossom and a sheepfrom another applicant.
.Alabama — country South.
LIBRA
courtroom controversy seekers and ill-wishers dog named Darby.
"Gentlemen: Understanding your pulpit is vacant, I
entertainers of the year
"I got a band and we
(Sept. 23to Oct. 22) AEI should
like to apply for the position. I have many qualifiin 1982 and 1983 — sing began to play a few that swirled around her who might upset the
Curiously, the
Someone exaggerates to cations ...
lives of the shy lobos, he 80-pound female gain your sympathy. Differ also had I've been a preacher with much success and
"Old Flame Burnin' in engagements," he said. six years ago.
some success as a writer. Some say I'm a good
Cagey, as she was asked that his last name shepherd dominates the your approach to a financial organizer. I've been
Your Eyes" and the "I never had thought
a leader most places I've been.
"I'm over 50 years of age. I have never preached in one
other three canines. Bill impasse. Leisure activities
crowd goes to hollering, much about writing named in the fall of 1977, not be revealed.
highlighted.
are
drew
place
for more than three years. In some places I have left
nationwide media
Bill was one of several explained that the
you can thank Donny songs, but in 1976 I tried
SCORPIO
town after my work has caused riots and disturbances. I
Lowery.
a few. About that time, attention in one of Ten- people at a recent public, wisest animal of the
must admit I have been in jail three or four times, but not
"That song was the Hank Williams Jr. was nessee's most bizarre hearing to speak in pack, not necessarily (Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
because
Friends promise more than though of any real wrongdoing. My health is not good,
favor of a proposal by the largest, leads the
best break I ever had," in town to record and he custody battles.
I still get a great deal done. The churches I have
Her owner then, pro- the Tennessee Wildlife others. He added that they can deliver. Domestic life preached in have been small, though located in several
Lowery said. "I was heard my song
is
favored
over
socializing.
larglicities. I've not got along well with religious leaders
bass fishing in Florida 'Cherokee.' He liked it fessional dog trainer Resources Agency to re- Laska and Baron are Avoid
any tendency to be in towns where I have preached.
In fact, some have
with Al Brown and Gary and used it and I've Larry Gratham, won introduce five pairs of simply happy to be part domineering.•
threatened me and even attacked me physically. I am not
of a family.
Hickman (TVA been at it ever since."
SAGITTARIUS
too good at keeping records. I have been known to forget
"They're just the op- ( Nov.22 to Dec. 21
biologists from Knoxwhom I have baptized.
His break with
You're somewhat impresposite of the big bad
ville) when it was climb- Alabama occurred just
"However, if you can use me, I shall do my best for
wolf image we're sionable in business now. you."
ing on the charts. I call- as suddenly.
The board member looked over the committee. "Well,
taught," Bill said. Social life is rewarding, but
ed home one night and
you may meet one who is opi- what do you think? Shall we call him?"
"They had come to
"They're actually famifound out it hit No. 1. I
The good church folks were aghast. Call an unhealthy,
nionated.
Muscle Shoals for a conly oriented, peace- CAPRICORN
couldn't believe it."
trouble-making, absent-minded ex-jailbird? Was the board
cert
and
just
had
I
loving and friendly. (Dec.72to Jan. 19) VJ
member crazy? Who signed the application? Who had
Ever since, Lowery's
NIAGARA FALLS, ing swan disaster" of Wolves_ have different
tunes have been popping finished a session at my
A friend has ulterior such coliossal nerve?
The board member eyed them all keenly before he
N.Y.(AP) — More than 1928, when several hun- personalities just-- like motives, though the way is
up like spring flowers. studio. I went down to
1,000 merganser ducks dred swans were swept people. They tend to clear for important career answered. "It's signed,'The Apostle Paul."
He wrote 44 songs last the concert and met'em
year, 13 of which have and gave 'em a tape. apparently became into the gorge, said Buf- play rougher than peo- moves. Be sure to hold fast to
* ••
been recorded. In addi- 'Old Flame' was on it. disoriented in dense fog falo Museum of Science ple are used to but your principles.
AQUARIUS
DEAR ABBY: For all those bewildered parents who
they're very affec- (Jan. 20 to
tion to Alabama, the ar- They listened to it and and were swept over the zoologist Arthur Clark.
Feb. 18)
don't know how to introduce their son's or daughter's liveHe said birds are tionate. They have a
tists who sing his works loved it. This was on a American and
Think twice before becom- in partner,
include Mac Davis, B.J. Thursday. On Sunday, Horseshoe Falls and in- sometimes swept over great depth of feeling ing financially involved with a have done, why not do as Lord and Lady Greystone would
to wit:
Thomas, Reba McIn- they called and said to the gorge more than the falls in the fog and personality."
friend. Others are prone to
"This is my son, Tarzan, and his mate, Jane."
they
were
gonna
record
150
feet
below.
because they become
Bill has become very take advantage. Enjoy
tire, Mel Tillis, Johnny
AN ABBY FAN
close to Laska and cultural pursuits.
Lee, Anne Murray, it. That's the way this ' An unknown number disoriented.
Several hundred Baron over the years PISCES
Janie Frickie, Charley business works. Nothing of the narrow-billed,
Feb. 19 to Mar.20) X
Pride and Hank is planned out, it just diving ducks were kill- whistling swans were and has, in effect,
DEAR ABBY: I would like to add to your answer to
Collaborative efforts aren't
happens."
ed,
and
hundreds
that swept over the falls become the leader of especially favored.
Williams Jr.
A friend "Worried Sick," the woman whose sister didn't tell her
"I've got an album of
Musical successes survived the plunge March 24-25, 1928. In their pack. "If I go two won't give an inch in an argu- kids to use seat belts because whatever happens is "God's
my own in the works notwithstanding, Monday morning were that incident, Clark or three days without ment. Private pastimes will will":
God indeed watches over our little ones; however, he
right now," he said. Lowery intends to stick still marooned Tuesday said, five birds survived seeing them, they get satisfy.
YOU BORN TODAY are gives us intelligence and expects us to use it. With this in
"It's due for release with TVA "for awhile. on the ice below the for every one that was depressed," said Bill,
mind, it will be that mother unpleasant misfortune to
who frequently practical and visionary, but at have to answer to God for her direct
later this month. Eddie I've got time to do both cataracts, unable to get killed.
willful negliften.ce
times
have
difficulty
reconcilout
of
the
gorge
Clark
because
said birds roughhouses with his
Gentry and Randy jobs. At TVA, I work
and irresponsibility to those precious children God placed
ing
these
qualities.
Though
Owens from Alabama four 10-hour days. I of broken wings or feet, usually go over the falls canine friends.
your intuition is excellent, at in her care.
God performs the impossible, the possible we are reat night or in foggy or
Baron and Laska each times you can be skeptical.
will be singing some of commute to Nashville officials said.
quired and obligated to do ourselves.
Niagara
Parks
Comstormy
weather.
get
about
25
the songs with me."
pounds
You're
of
capable
of
working
almost every weekend. I
TINA B. IN,FULLERTON, CALIF.
He said there also meat scraps twice a hard and in depth, but you
Lowery — who was really don't mind the mission Police Chief Bill
butchering two deer drive. It gives me time Derbyshire said the were records of swans week which Bill buys may experiment before settlducks couldn't be being swept over the from a meat -company. ing on a. career. You have
when he answered the to think absut songs."
(Every teen-ager should know the truth about
rescued from the ice falls in 1908 and 1911.
In the summer, Bill uses decided artistic talents and
will succeed in music, design, drugs, sex and how to be happy. For Abby's booklet,
because "it's extremely
American Falls have two big fans to blow cold poetry
and acting. You would send $2 and a long, stamped (37 cents), selfsh..•(Continued from Page 8)
dangerous down there. a drop of 184 feet, and air over his two arctic be unhappy
in routine work addressed envelope to: Abby, Teen Booklet, P.O.
Somebody could easily Horseshoe Falls are 176 natives.
and will do best in a job that Box 38923, Hollywood, Calif. 90038.)
land declared excess by the chamber because of slip off the ice into the feet high.
Bill noted that he does
the corps, but there has the chamber's interest water." But he said "a
The heavy fog Mon- not advocate private
been no decision yet on in the state park. "And lot of them apparently day morning
was ac- ownership of wolves and
what to do with the we are interested in were able to fly out of companie
d by bitter has no plans to breed his
property.
coordinating mining the gorge overnight."
cold temperatures. It pair.
Efforts to obtain the plans in the future
Derbyshire said it was 10 below at Niagara
"The word pet doesn't
land, he said, would through the chamber."
wasn't possible to tell Falls and Buffalo, and apply to a wolf," Bill exhave to go through the
Brown said the U.S. how many died in the the nation's low of plained. "It's cost me a
GSA. "It is hard for us General Services Ad- plunge.
minus 31 was recorded lot of money, it takes a
to say right now who ministration has made
The incident was at Massena in the nor- lot of time and it's a big
would be successful."
aerial surveys of the worse than the "whistl- thern tip of the state.
responsibility. But 1
don't regret having
I...E.E.E.E.F.C.E.E.C.E.IECE.C..
*VEY_
them. The male was or•v phaned as a cub and
so Laska had been raised
in captivity when I got
Complete Line of Fishing
her.
and Sporting Equipment
"I'd like to be able to
wave a magic wand and
put Baron and Laska
back in their natural
habitat free of hunters
01
and
part of a pack. But
‘
s ° Topping,
Deadwoo
ding, Hedg
0
they can't return to the
01 Trimming, Complete Removal,
wild. Neither of them
0
has been trained to
0 Pesticide Treatment, Surgery,
0
hunt. They'd die."
'V Seasoned Firewood.
For over 10 years, Bill
0
ssi
Rt. 1 Nordin(502)474-2245 ot 474-2211, Ext. 171
has been fascinated
It
)
*Fully
Insured
10.
41
"E..E.E.CA_WILVEVE.C.A2EVE-C.E.EC..E.C.C..'.' with the history of
man's mistreatment of
wolves and man's ignorance of their imporE.C.E.VEYEEVEIE.E.E.E1E.E.*-EVE'VE‘..E.*_
tance ire1
/
4 the environTHE JONES
ment. He is satisfied
(41
U.S. 68 At Jonathon Creek
that Laska and Baron
are safe from that cruelty but still wishes they
&knead Comerelel
ee.411
'
•
.,
were free to roam the
O,geautifulkentuckiLake
livestorsits IssiNslial
frozen plains of their
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ancestors.
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CUSTOMER APPRECIATION WEEK

Kenlake Marina
Boat, Motor, Ski &

Pontoon Rentals

-so. . _‘. . .
Bover's
soso
.0soso Tree Service

•0 os

753-0338

Guide Service, Covered
Storage, Launching
Ramp,Tackle, Bait.

so

• STEAK HOUSE •

Buy One Steak At
Reg. Price And Receive
A Second Steak of equal
Value FREE!!!
Offer Good Jan. 16-Jan. 22, 1984
Eat In Only

Sportsman's Realty

,v

2 bedroom comp
$15,000,3 We. to water

•

VERNON LILE
Broker
Phone 354-6338

'Bass Hawk Boats
*Authorized Evinrvele
Sales & Service

U.S.D.A. "CHOICE"
WESTERN BEEF

'1.C. Pontoons

"CUT FRESH DAILY - NEVER FROZEN"

759-9555
R R 2 BUC honon, Ten (901)232-8221-

406 1

STREET

MURRAY
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2 .Notice

SOME- OLD STALE
CANDY FROM
HALLOWEEN !

4ossi zi

LET'S SEE..
I NEED A

YOU STAY
OUT OF TI-415

LEASH

-a
a

LITM t7AV1

© 1964 united Feature Syndicate inc

BEETLE, HOW
LONG HAS IT

ARE YOU TRYING
TO MAKE ME MAD?

BEEN SINCE
You CHANGED
THOSE
61-1EETS?!

NO, I'M TRYING TO

MAKE THE GUI NNES5
BOOK OF RECOR17.5

r•CONSOLIDATED REPORT OF
CONDITION
(Including Domestic Subsidiaries)
LEGAL TITLE OF BANK

PEOPLES BANK OF MURRAY, KEN
TUCKY
COUNTY

MURRAY
STATE BANK NO.

STATE

CA LLOWA Y
FEDERAL RESERVE DISTRICT' NO.

669

ZIP CODE

KENTUCKY

42071

7C
- LOSE OF BUSINESS DATE

8

ASSETS
1. Cash and due from

DECEMBER 30, 1 983

Mil.

depository institutions .

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
. ........
2. U.S. Treasury securities ..
................
.....
3. Obligations of other U.S. Gover
nment agencies and corporations .
_
.
. ......
4. Obligations of States and
political subdivisions

Thou

2,723
45.313
500
1 2,816

1
2
3
in the United States
...... .
5. All other securities
4
..............
.......
6. Federal funds sold and securities
No E
5
purchased under agreements to resell
.
.
.
•
7. a. Loans, Total (excluding unearned
000
6
income)
39, 1 70 V/,
7a
b. Less: allowance for possible loan
losses
. . .
436
1
7b
c. Loans, Net ........
4
..............
... 38,734
8. Lease financing receivables .
7c
................
NONE
....
8
9. Bank premises, furniture and fixtures,
and other assets representing bank premises
1 1 85
10. Real estate owned other than bank
9
premises
..........
.
96
10
11 a Intangible assets
NoNE
11 a
11 b. All other assets . .
.
....
.
12. TOTAL ASSETS (sum of items 1 'thru
2_,61
2
11b
11)
IOS, 979
12
LIABILITIES
W744

13. Demand deposits of individuals,
partnerships, and corporations

14. Time and savings deposits -o4 individuals,
partnerships, and corporations)

15. Deposits of United States Gover
nment . .......
16. Deposits of States and politic
al subElivisions in the United States
17. All other deposits .

. ....

..... a. No. shares outstanding
. ..... .
a. No. shares authorized

16.000

b. No. shares outstanding

13,000

28. Surplus
29. Undivided profits and reserve for contingenc
ies and other capital reserves

3.000

223
NONE
1 155
96,,999
122

(par value)
• •
(par value)

26

.
325

27
28
29
30
31
Memo

3 233
8 858
105 979
'
N
N

b. Time certificates of deposit in denominations of $100,000
or more
c. Other time deposits in amounts of $100,000 or more
2. Average for 30 calendar days (or calendar month) ending with report
date
a. Total deposits (corresponds to item 19 above)

18
7.090

18
lb

hop.ic

lc

95,853

2a

NOTE: This report must be signed by an authorized officer(s) and attested
by not less than three directors other than the
officer(s) signing the report.
1/Ma, the undersigned officer(s) do hereby declare Mat this
of Condition (including the supporting schedules) is true
to the best of my knowledge and belief.
SIGNATURE OF QFFICEOPIZEO T
PORT
AREA CODE/TELEPHONE NO.
DATE SIGNED

.°S1FIEtECIDENT

ASH IIE R

NAME MID TITLE OF OFFICER(S) AUTHORIZED TO SIGN REPORT

(502) 753-323 1

JANUARY 17, 1 984

We, the

undersigned directors, attest the correc
tness of this, Report of
Water L. HOUSTON, M.D., DIRE cToR
Condition (including the supporting schedu
les) and declare that it has
omepAR.H. JONIL
M.D., DIRECTOR
been examined by us and to the best
.
WWALDROP, UIRECTOR
of our knowledge and belief
been
•
_prepared in conformignce with the
instructions and is true and C rect.
NATURE OF DIRECTOR
SIGNATURE OF DIRE TOR
SIGNATU

R

DIRECTOR

State of
Sworn to and subscribed before me this
and I hereby certify that I am not a&oJfirer or
direct

My commission expires

MARCH 25,..

21
22
23
24
25

300

5 000

31. TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY CAPITAL (sum
of items 24, 25 and 30)
MEMORANDA
1. Amounts outstanding as of report date
a. Standby letters of credit. total

:Nat MARX FOR
NOTARY'S BEAL)

TAXES filed. Short
Forms $7.50 for federal
and state, Itemized
$15.00. Now offering in
home service for shutins. Call Joyce Noel Tax
Service at 489-2440 for
appointment.
SHIRLEY DAVIS TAX
SERVICE now taking
appointments. Will
prepare your returns
ANYTIME! Your place
or mine. Or pickup and
deliver. No extra
charge! Federal and
Ky. short forms • $12.50
for both. Call 436-5574.
6
Help Wanted
OWNER OPERATOR.
Regal Express needs
operator with tandem
apxle
ays tractor
heath . Company
insurance,
Pension and other extras. Call collect
606-371.6515.
GOVERNMENT JOBS.
$16,559 - $50,553/year.
Now Hiring. Your area.
Call 805-687-6000 Ext.
R-8155.

ACROSS
3 Negative
1 Caudal
prefix
appendage
4 Permit
5 Domesticate 5 Heavy
9 Pedal digit
volumes
12 Eye
6 Beg
amorously
7 Coroner:
13 Unlock
abbr.
14 Dress border 8 Abstract
15 King of
being
Bashan
9 Greek letter
16 Pound down 10 Faeroe
18 Diocese
Islands
20 Rupees:
whirlwind
abbr.
11 Printer's
22 Vegetable
measure
24 The
17 Hebrew
sweetsop
month
27 Rodents
19 Babylonian
29 Go by water
deny
31 Pismire
21 Stalk
32 Smooths
23 Stalemates
34 Page of book 25 Amuses
38 Symbol for
26 Remains
tantalum
erect
37 Mexican dish 27 Retreat
39 Taken
28 Break
unlawfully
suddenly
41 Italy: abbr.
30 Strip of wood
42 Separate
44 Listened to
45 Soak
47 Weary
49 Poses for
portrait
50 Paradise
52 Lampreys
54 Sun god
55 Regret
57 Post
59 Preposition
61 Pronoun
63 Difficulty
85 Skin ailment
87 Before
68 Country of
Europe
69 Direction
DOWN
1 Also
2 Intensified

of

19 15
ary Public.

2 .Notice
Dance To
Nev. Harvest
Saturday
Jan. 21st
_A-12
Murray Eagles
For members
and
their
guests.

9. Situation Wanted

rXPERIENCED

nurse
aid will do private duty
patient care in your
home or in the hospital.
753-3786.
RESPONSIBLE mother
wants to babysit your
baby or small child.
Experienced. 759-1692.
SH . Typing Service.
P.O. Box 45. Call 7530406.
WILL babysit in my
home day or night.
Almo Heights area.
Meal furnished. Home
references. Call anytime 753-2748.
WILL do babysitting in
my home during the
daytime only. Inquire at
Coach Estates, F-1.
Pam Manning.
WILL do babysitting.
Have references. 4928360.
WILL do baby sitting
day or night in my
home. Call 759-4803,

10. Business Opportunity
Answer to Previous Puzzle

OM MUD UME
MUUM MOO UUU
OU UUI UUOMOM
UM MO COM
MU MUM EMMU
UGU UM BUM
M MUUMUU U
OM OUM MUD
MULE UUM OWE
MCC UUM DUU
OUUMOU MUM CO
UMID URDU OMIDO
QUID MUM OUU
33 Narrow, flat
board
56 Piece out
35 Enemies
58 Ordinance
38 Great Lake 60 Openwork
40 Den
fabric
43 Earthquake 61 Hebrew letter
46 Brief
62 Irish: abbr.
48 Raise the
64 Symbol for
Spirit of
nickel
51 Greek letter 66 Symbol for
53 Spanish for
cerium

MIMI WAS' WWII
WM= WM WM
WO WM= WWII
WW WINN WMWW
UMW WIIIMW WEE
WINIEW WIIMW WM
WEEMEW WIIIMWOM
WM WINN MEM
WNW WIIIMW WM=
WINN MEOW
WNW MEW WW
WIIMM WW1111
WWI WM= WM=

STEEL Building Business. A good steel
building business would
sell for over $160,000!!
Your investment, only
$3,050. No inventory
investment. Profit
potential unlimited.
Approval process by
application. To apply
call WedgCor Manufacturing (303) 7593200.
11. Instruction
GUITAR, piano and
voice lessons. Certified
teacher with masters in
music. Enroll now for
one month of free
lessons. $30 montly
after than no contract.
Call 753-3728.
1 4 . Want to Buy
.
35 TO 45 h.p. Tractor
and equipment, good
condition. Call 759-1723
after 6p.m.
DRAFTSMAN table or
large dcawing board.
Call 753-2784 or 901-2475611.
RAW Furs, Raccoon,
mink, muskrat, red and
gray fox, opossum, beaver. coyote. McClellan,
Pulaski, Ill. 618-342-6316.
USED mobile home,
approximately 12x35.
901-232-8646.
USED air conditioners.
Dill Electric. 753-9104.

cusp
°rani
Lave]
size
9630.
qr
!
.
away
room
tress
dintr
chair.
little
Odd
whee
servii
TMfrig ,
whiti
6p.m.

19. I

MIXE
bale
Grain
Call 4

20. !

TOW
753-23
S.W.
Rugi
Stainl
436-58i
24.

Too 1T.

Timot

Roger
or 753
Uo
-rf
buffer
little.
FIRE
Call 4:
FIRE
Call 7!
FIRE
oak, I
remo%
shrub!
753-54;
VITT
box,
lion.
chain
$100.
759-48(
I'VE7V
Dulcii
ted.
Maho
1472.
NEW
Noboc
Visai
805-681
rAin_
cents,
753 645
Rickrr
thy,
Murra
SA 1
SYSTE
Drake
Install(
SEAS
mixe
$30/ric
order
Boyer

15. Articles for Sale
PROM dress, size 9.
753-3648 after 5p.m

I LOST A TOOTH,AND
THIS MORNING THERE
WAS A QUARTER
UNDER MY PILLOW

. '
7. 623
13

14
41
15
14
16
T30
17
631
18
• •
19
NN• 19a
N
19b
NoNE
20

•

30. TOTAL EQUITY CAPITAL (sum of items 26 thru 29)

IIVIAx H. BRA

Olds-Pont -Cad -Buick

Ht

79 882

a. Total demand deposits
• 1* •.
b. Total time and savings deposits
. ..
86,
431
20. Federal funds purchased and securities sold under agreements
to repurchase . . .....
21. Interest-bearing demand notes (note balances) issued
to the U.S. Treasury and
other liabilities for borrowed money ......
.... .
.
..
22. Mortgage indebtedness and liability for capitalized
leases
"23. All other liabilities... . . ....
. . .............
24. TOTAL LIABILITIES (excluding subordinated notes
and debentures) (sum of items 19 thru 23) . . .
25. Subordinated notes and debentures

.

Jim Suitor & Jerry
Henry will be in our
showroom from
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.

Gol

.... .

18. Certified and officers' checks
..
19. Total Deposits (sum of items 13 thru 18)..
....

EQUITY CAPITAL
26. Preferred stock
27. Common Stock

2 .Notice

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

8040 3515-83)STATE

CITY

COUNStLING•Family.
marriage, personal - in a
Christian context. Roland
Jones, M Div. MS. Phone
759-9605.
JUDY Williams Tax
Service. Call for appointment anytime. 436.
2524.
M&G Complete Glass
has moved to Building
No. 16, Dixieland Cen•
ter. For a complete line
of glass and glass work,
call 753-0180.
NASSAU. 4 days. 3
nights. March
22nd-25th. Trip includes
round trip from Atlanta. Accommodations: 2
meals daily, free tennis.
Rates: divers $625 or
less, golfers $525 or less.
Rates are dependent on
number and group. For
information, call 7535280 or 762-6791.
PAY fess than less.
Clearance sale through
January. Ladies Duck
Shoes, now $9. Payless
Shoe Source, 628 Central Shopping Center,
Murray.
WILL the nice man who
took pictures of the
Former Kentucky
player, Jim Andrews
and his son during the
Marathon Oiler/ Murray State Exhibi•
lion game on Nov. 19th
1983. Please call Julie
Andrews collect 502-4268546

16. i

Chi
ACTUALLY,
IT'S PRETTY
DISTURBING

Qu

Hc
Gc

CI

I.

.
;$1 .1,17

•

•

•

•

,

-r
II

or- 'irr. r 10`..

r`':
h
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24. Miscellaneous

Home Furnishings

30 Business Rentals
OAK firewood, $25 rick.
Ask for Billy Duncan,
Mini
489 2104.
Warehouse
OSBORNE2 Portable
Computer with carrying
Storage Space
case Programs: Wor
For Rent
dstar, Supercalc,
753-1492
Supercalc 2, CP/M
MBasic, CP/M
System, CR./M Utility.
32 Apts for Rent
Call 527 8157.
1 BR furnished apt. 1604
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
Miller. Deposit and
12x70 BRENTWOOD lease required_ 753-5898.
Custom Built mobile LARGE apt. 2 BR. lg.
home, completely fur- kitchen and dining
nished, washer and room, living room and
dryer, 2 BR, 2 complete den/game room combaths. Call 901-232-8256 bination. No pets or
or inquire at Hickory children allowed. DeHill Grocery.
posit and references
19. Farm Equipment
1971 NEW Yorker, required. 753-8355 or
MIXED grass hay. $2 12x64, with 8x22 ft. after 5p.m. 437-4839.
bale 55 ft Mayrath rollout, $7,500 firm. ONE and Two bedroom
Grain Auger, 8", $800 Banjo Alveraz, silver apartments, near down
bell with case. Sears town Murray. Call 753Call 435-4237
console humidifier, $95. 4109. 762-6850 or 436-2844.
Excaliber food de
20. Sports Equipment
hydrator, $80. Call 753- 33 Rooms for Rent
FOR sale, golf carts 6930.
ROOM for rent. One
753-2369 after 6 p.m
1976 ATLANTIC, 14
S.W. .357 Revolver; wide, 2 BR, central heat block from University.
Call 753-1812 or 759-9580.
Ruger .357 Single and air, located in Fox
ROOM for rent. $50 plus
Stainless: Ithaca 12 ga. Meadows. Call 489-2449.
utilities. 753-8165 or
436-5806.
1978 CITATION 14x70 436-2411
mobile home, 3 bed24. Miscellaneous
room, 2 bath. Leaving 34. Houses for Rent
600 BALES of first class town, must sell. Re- 2 BR house, appliances
asonable . 759-9620
Timothy Hay. 437-4385.
furnished. Centralized
COAL for sale. Call nights and weekends.
location. 438-2875.
14x70
1982
MOBILE
Roger Hudson. 753-4545
5 ROOM office suite.
home,
30x40
ft.
shop,
or 753-6763.
Located 703 S. 4th St.
COMMERCIAL floor lots of extras. Located next to Black's Denear
Hardin.
437-4630.
buffer. Been used very
corating Center See
1982 14x70 ENERGY Carlos Black, Jr. or call
Little. 753-9400.
FIREWOOD for sale. efficiency trailer, 2 BR, 753-0839 or 436-2935.
1 bath, fireplace, cen- A
Call 436-2197.
COUPLE of young
tral h/a. appliances. ladies
wants to share a
FIREWOOD for sale, $19,000. Call
after 5 for house. Located
near
Call 753,5463 or 753-0144.
appointment. 759-1831.
FIRE Wood Seasoned 24x64 MOBILE home. MSU and downtown
oak, tree trimming and Owner willing to take a with 1 or 2 other ladies.
removing hedges and loss. This is a top of the Call Rebekah, 759-4172.
shrubs. Free estimates
line home. Central
753-5476.
heat/ air, kitchen fully
MECHANICS roller tool equIpted. 3 BR. 2 full
Small furnished
box, excellent condi- baths, fireplace.
tion. $200. 18" Barker 901-247-3352 after 5p.m.
3 BR house for
chain saw, runs good,
3
college boys
$100. 753 8430 After 5 28. Mobile Homes for Rent
girls. Few
or
759 4805
2 BR mobile home.
NEW 5 string Mountain central heat and air,
steps
from
Dulcimer. Hand craf- $150/month rent, $75
MSU. Phone
ted. Hour glass shape. security deposit. 753753
65
Mahogany wood 759
4808.
1472,
days,
NICE 2 BR trailer near
NEW CREDIT card! Murray, no pets. Call
753-5108 after
Nobody refused! Also 489-2611.
6
p.m.
Visa/Mastercard. Call OR sale. 12x60, 2 BR. all
805 687 6000 Ext. C 8155.
electric, $140/month.
PALLETS for sale. 50 $4,400 sale. 753-5464 or
37 Livestock -Supplies
cents, 75 cents, $1. Call 753.654)5.
753 6450. Can be seen at SMALL 2 br trailer, $100
Rickman 8. Norswor
month. $100 deposit. 1
RIDGEVVOOD STABLES
thy, 500 S. 4th St., mile north of Almo
Now renting, Stalls or
Murray.
Heights, old 641. 753pasture space available.
5618.
SATELLITE
Convenient to Campus
SYSTEMS. 11 ft. dish,
and Veterinara.21. $20
Drake receivers. $2,195 30. Business Rentals
Month. 753-3010 after
Installed. 436 2835.
COMMERCIAL Build5 p.m.
SEASONED hickory, oak, ing. Work area, 25x25.
mixed hardwoods, Office, 12x25. $160
38. Pets-Supplies
$30/rick delivered Min. Available Feb. 1st. Call
order 2 ricks. Call John 753-5980, After 5p.m. 2 REGISTERED male
Yorkshire Terriers.
753-1203.
Boyer at 753 0338.
House broke. $60 each.
753-'1553.
AKC Registered
Keeshond puppies. 7
wks. old. Shots and
wormed. After 4p m..
753-7989.
BLACK and tan pups
UKC and PCA registered. PR bred. Sire
Term. Tobey. The dame
How Does It Feel To Be
Midnight Magic. Born
Nov. 17th. Males $150.
Females $125. 618-2894326.
DOG Obedience.
Classes or private. Indoor facilities. BoardYour Frionds
ing. VPF dog food.
Mary Adelman.
436-2858.
EARLY American two
cushion love seat.
orange plaid, $75. Also
Lavender Prom dress,
size 7-8 $35 Call 7539630
QUEENSIZE hideaway-bed, 3 pc. bedroom suite with mattress and springs, wood
dining table with 4
chairs. All of these are a
little over a year old.
Odd tables, tires and
wheels. Mobile home
service pole. 753-8780.
SIDE by side refrigerator/freezer,
white. 753-2369 after
6p.m.

•••

FOR RENT

-ps

LORDY
LORDY
BILL ROUSE

40

Hunting Boots
Golden Retriever Reg. 76.95

Now

$61 50

Save 15.45

Walls Insulated Coveralls

1 25 Save

Childrens Sizes 38.95

.Now $3

Quilted Mens Sizes 67.95

Now $5450 Save 13.45

7.70

Heavy Nylon Outer Fishing Suits
2 Piece/Bib Overall or Coat
Separate $6295 Now $4525 Save 17.70

Insulated Underwear
Hollofill 808 18.10 Per Set

Now $ 1450
$ 350
Now

Golden Blend Separates 4.55

Hunting Shirts
Charles Daly Wool 29.95

Now $2395

Woolrich Chamois 25.95

Now $ 1 995

10%

Hunting Coats & Pants

53 Services Offered
GUTTERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed , for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
INSULATION blown in by
Sears. TWA approved.
Save on those high
heating and cooling
bills. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimates

Sports;
Specialists
808 Chestnut St.

4m.
ON
N Kentucky Lake.
water rights in Sherwood Shores, five
minutes from Moor's
Marina. watervlew lot,
2 bedroom house, bath
and a half. dining room
with built-ins. re• frigerator. wa4her and
dryer hook-up, electric
heat with woodburning
sieve, carport and sun
deck. Perfect for starter home, retirement
home or vacation home.
Call (502) 362-4769 or
437-4971 after 5p.m. for
appointment. $22,500.

Murray, KY 42071

753-0703

•••• IP •
•

Services Offered

53

Aluminum and Vinyl
siding and Aluminum
trim for all houses It
stops painting

Jack Glover
753-1873
BOB'S Home Improvement and General
Contracting. 20 years
experience, additions.
carpentry, painting,
concrete work,
aluminum awnings and
trailer skirting. Call
753-4501_
SEWING alterations or
re.- irs. Call 753-7148.

Will haul white rock,
sand, lime rip rap and
masonary sand, coal
Call Roger Hudson
753-4545
Or
753-6763
IA ET BASEMENT' We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 1-442-7026.

53

Services Offered

Mobile Home Anchors,
underpinning, roofs sealed, aluminum patio awnings, single and double
carports
JACK GLOVER
753-1873
NEED work on your
t
r
e
e
s'
Topping, pruning, shaping, complete removal
and more. Call BOVER'S
TREE SERVICE for
Professional tree care
753-0338.

BAILEY'S CARPET
CLEANING
Low, Low Rates
Satisfied References
Free Estimates
759-1983

PAINTING
INTERIOR
EXTERIOR
PAINTING
WALLPAPERING

Aluminum Service Co.
Aluminum and vinyl
siding, Custom trim work.
References Call Will Ed
Bailey. 753-009•

Call 753-7863
afternoons or evenings

Sale Ends Jan. 31

•••••10-110-11elle-se

49 Used Cars
46 Homes for Sale
FORMAL OR IN- 1973 MONTA Carlo,
Purdom & Thurman
p.s., p.b., ac.. good
FORMAL... This is a
Insurance &
great entertainment condition. 436-5895.
home. You can get in on 1977 FORD Granada, 2
Real Estate
the fun with this four Dr , 6 cylinder, air, very
Southside Court Sq.
bedroom, two bath, 1 1-.2 low mileage, extra
Murray, Kentucky
story home...Fenced sharp. 753-0445 8 til 5.
753-4451
back patio.. Truly a 753 1580 after 6p m
marvelous home for en- 1977 PONTIAC Sunbird,
DUPLE), Northwood tertaining and comforta- red and white, with sun
ble family living.. Let's roof. Call 753 7438,
Subd
4 yrs. old
see this one today. CEN753-7853
1978 HONDA Civic,
TURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
silver with silver vinyl
Realtors...753-1492.
top_ 76,xxx miles, 35
STROUT
HOUSE and 3 acres in MPG, $1,500.
After
REALTY
New Providence 6p.m 901 247
5104.
Community. Well, gas
1979 NOVA, brown, 2
heat, refrigerator, stove
dr , p s , p b., a.c , good
and air conditioner
condition. 762 4276.
tbu Ann Phipot753-6843
492-8316, 492-8240.
1980 Z28, black and
Wayne Wilson 753-5086
Joe L. Kennon 436-5676
OWNER financing silver, 350, 4 speed,
1912 Cokiwater Road
possible to qualified I tops, loaded, $6,500.
Murray, Kentucky 42071
buyer for this two Before 4p m 354 8416.
(502) 753-0186
bedroom, one acre of After ap.m. 354 6275.
Anytime
land home in Almo 1981 CHEVROLET
JOE L. KENNON
Heights. New carpet, Chevette, a/c, 4 speed,
Broker
storm doors and win- 23,000 miles, 35 MPG,
Licensed & Bonded
dows. T.V. antenna. excellent condition, one
Nice garage Good sep- owner 753 0211
tic system and well
Used Trucks
$24,500. Roberts Realty, 50
753-1651.
1973 CHEVROLET
SOAK in your Jacuzzi, Pickup truck, good
bask in the warmth of condition. 753-4024.
your fireplace, enjoy 1977 CHEVROLE
T
your 2t2 acre wooded Ailverado,
4 Wheel
homesite from the large Drive, low
Appointments made
mileage.
for your conve- secluded patio. En- 753-6963.
tertain in your spacious
nience. Full time sale
beamed ceiling family 1977 FORD Pickup Fassociates evening
room. Only minutes 100, long wheel base. 351
from town and just automatic, p.b.. p.s.,
phones.
reduce'd $6,000. Call air, good condition_
Amos McCarty
753-2249
Murray Calloway Co. 753-8124.
Theresa Knight
753-7728
Realty for an appoint- 1978 CHEROKEE 4
Joyce Betsworth 753-9380
ment to see this lovely Wheel Drive. 46,xxx
miles, rough and cheap.
Home 753-8146.
Anna Requarth
753-2477
THIS 61i acre tract just Also 1977 Chevy Nova.
Louise Baker
753-2409
753-7824.
the right distance from
Prentice Dunn
753-5725
town offers you privacy 3 BR brick. near UnBob Him.
489-2266
and solitude, a stocked iversity. Lease. deposit.
catfish pond just outside Married. 1979 Chev.
your window, a spotless Pickup. All options.
45 Farms for Sale
2 bedroom mobile home 753.3942.
28 ACRES with nice, with an 18x22 garage BLUE 1967 Chevy
large house, pole barn, and much more. See Pickup. short wheel
double garage, storage this one today by calling base, 350 engine. autobuilding. Ap
753-1222, KOPPERUD matic. AM/FM stereo.
proximately 12 acres REALTY. Property is $1,500. 753-0633
tillable, 12 ac. cross located on Highway 121
fenced perm. pastures. North between Murray 52 Boats -Motors
1 2
garden
ac.
Spot,
and Mayfield.
,
14 FT'. Chronline
many
extras.
$42';000.
THREE bedroom Fiberglass Runab,put
House
presently
rented
Ranch home close to boat, 55 h.p. Mercury
and tenants will refrain
town, large lot, garage, motor, trailer. Gas cook
if purchased for in- equipted kitchen, 14x20 stove, 30". 489-2620.
vestment. South Graves ft. deck, carpeted, cen- OLDER 33 ft.
house
Co. Ky. Call 502-247-7307 tral air. lots of living boat, good condition.
or 7308 for Mr and Mrs space. By Owner, only steel hull, 50 h.p. MerWyrick.
$43,900. Call 753-9708.
cury, economical. 45.000
NICE 3 BR brick, 11,2 firm. Call 753-3149
46. Homes for Sale
baths, fireplace insert. between 2-4p.m
2 LEVEL, 3 BR. 3'i low utilities, 1% acres in
bath home on a 3 acre Lynn Grove. Call 43.5- 53 Services Offered
wooded lot, near Almo. 4559 after 5p.m.
lergation-Resiclentiel
Lots of extras. $78,900.
CAMPBELL WELL
753-7733 days 753-7628 48. Auto Services
DRILLING
after .6p.m.
IMPORT Auto Salvage
McKenzie In
3 BR house, natural gas New and used parts for
Call
Collect
heat. central air, ad- most imports at re•
901-352-3671
Of
901.352 5704
ditional living space or asonable prices. 474Free Estimates
efficiency apt. with 2325
separate entrance, New
WHILE they last 12
storage building,._ 12x16
Volt Auto Batteries. $15 APPLIANCE SERmany extras. 2 blocks Exchange
. Call VICE. Kenmore,
from college in quiet
Westinghouse,
753-3111.
neighborhood. Sale by
Whirlpool. .21 years
owner. 753-3949.
4 9 . Used Cars
experience. Parts and
405 S. 12th St., Murray. 3 1967 CORVAIR,
black service, Bobby Hopper,
BR brick house, electric hardtop,
newly up- Bob's Appliance Serheat, insulated, re- holstered,
rebuilt en- vice, 202 S. 5th St.
wired. To be moved by gine.
Sharp! Call 753- 753-4872, 753-8886
buyer. 1-502-554-9560.
7863 afternoons or I home
BY owner, 3 BR brick evenings
APPLIANCE repair
on 1 acre, well in- 1968
PLYMOUTH Be- work all brands.
sulated, heats with lvedere.
Manual trans. Specialize in Tappen.
electric only, highest Good condition
. Call 753-5341 or 354-6956.
bill $100. Must sell. Will 759-4409.
Earl Lovett.
sacrifice at $19,900. Call
CHRISTINE Odom.
1971
PINTO
automatic,
489-2689.
good radial tires. Body Counselor and Advisor.
COUNTRY Charmer. fair condition.
$300. Call E.ST. and Card ReadAn affordable, livable, 753-3711,
ing. Appointment only
three bedroom, two
19011 247-5737.
1972
PONTIAC.
400
bath, brick home on 34
.
FAYE'S Monograms
motor
and
transmission
acre lot, located west of
Dixieland Shopping
Murray on corner of just been rebuilt. 753- Center, 753-7743.
Herman Darnell Road 7385.
Sweaters, shirts, purand Highway 1836. Well 1972 VOLKSWAGEN, ses, linen, custom patdecorated, marble rebuilt motor, new ches. Fast service.
_floored entry, range, brakes, tires and batt
FENCE sales at Sears
dishwasher, compactor ery. $1,050 or best offer. now.
Call Sears 753-2310
included. Priced in the Call 753-3010.
for free estimate for
$40's. Call KOPPERUD 1974 VEGA. good con- your needs.
dition. 901-247-3316.
REALTY, 753-1222.
GENERAL HOME
HOUSE. lot, and furni- 1975 FORD LTD REPAIR. 15 years exture. Only $15,000. Ideal Laudou, 4 dr., Pillard perience. Carpentry,
for starter home or hard top. Loaded, good concrete, plumbing,
investment. Very liva- condition, extra clean, roofing, sliding. NO
ble. Compare with one owner. Call 753-9517 JOB TO SMALL. Free
mobile home and you'll after 5p.m.
estimates. Days 753buy it. MURRAY- 1975 PLYMOUTH Sport 6973. nights 474-2276.
CALLOWAY CO. Coupe, 2 dr., ac., 4 new
tires, mechanically
REALTY. 753-8146.
• Have Copies of
IF you are looking for sound, needs new paint •your old photos
an extraordinary home, )ob. $550. Call 753-3851.
•made We are loctect
this one has all the 1976 VOLKSWAGEN •in the Old Wallis
Beetle.
speed.
4
extras. Five bedrooms,
',Grocery
Bldg
three baths, marble AM/FM radio, rear
across from the
window
defroster,
less
fireplace, spiral stairBank of Murray
way. central vacuum 40,000 miles. excellent
CARTER STUDIO
condition,
$2,500.
753and intercom, and
ACID MAIN 753 8298
custom made drapes 2625 after 5p.m.
throughout. This is that
"dream home" you
First Class Repair Service
have been waiting for.
Reduced to $85,500. Call
on Stereo's & TV's
KOPPERUD REALTY.
753-1222.
Work Guaranteed
IMMACULATE CONDIWorld
e:sf Soto rscl
TION! The results of
hours of hard work by the
222 S. 12th St.
753-5865
owners are evident in this
lovely home 3 bedroom, 2
*oath. All new carpet, new
drapes and freshly painted inside and out. Nice
patio on back... large
storage area plus 2 car
carport. For your personal tour, call CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs.
Realtors at 753-1492.
OLDER three bedroom
frame house, living
Black hardtop, newly upholstered,
room, bath, utility,
rebuilt engine. Sharp!
kitchen, electric heat.
South 12th Street.
$125/month. $125 deposit. 753-1566 after

JIM DAY
Painting
753-3716
*WINTER RATES*

57
Wanted
CANTS, 4x6. Buy year
round. Call days,
901-584-4540. Nights, 9015.54-4300.
INVENTIONS, ideas,
new products. wanted!
Industry presentation.'national exposition. 1-800-528-6050
X831.

Valentine

welines
Think how happy your "special someone" will
be when she I or he ) reads the personal
message from you on Valentine's Day.
Build a memory, compose your message and
mail or phone it to the Classified Advertising
Department. The cost is low.
Your message will appear in the special Valentine Love Lines featured in the Classified Section of this newspaper on February 14.

Send the coupon below or dial 753-1916

Happy
Valentine's
Dity

Our love's
the kind that
lasts forever'

Your Wife

Dave I haven't
spent one day not
loving you only'
I'm yours forever'
Love. Amle

Easy Order Blank For

Valentine
Love Lines
$4.50
$5.50

1967 Corvair

Limited Quantities
In Stock Items Only

-es-er

Real Estate

111311PIPAIK

Off

Saluo Game Loads
12 & 20 Ga. 6 & 8 Shot
$395

.....•••-se.

43

IMP

DAILY GOLitto&
Gold
Closed
Yesterday 376.00
Opened
Today
371.50
Up
4.50

The Lüg.r'i Moms
Classifiod Advertisiag Dopertitmet
P.O. 8.: 1040
Marcy, Koatpciry 42071

SILVER PRICES
Silver
Clbsed
Yesterday
8.90
Opened
Today
8.20
Up
.70

Tear Nees
_
Oty.
Plums

Compliments of:
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM
JEWELERS OLYMPIC PLAZA
We b,ls Gold Silver 6 thomooris
Hours 10 8 Doily. 12 5 Sunday

rrr.,
-SP

1,

• Pr AP

•••.•

Mail so that it reaches us no la er than Feb 13.
Your message will appear on Feb 14 Mail coupon
and check or money order to

a.

• Sluts

-

-a
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All events in Jesus' life important, interesting
God descend like a dove
By Fr. LOUIS
and hover over him.
F. PISKULA
With that, a voice from
St. Leo's Church
"Jesus, coming from the heavens said, 'This
Galilee, appeared l's my beloved Son. My
before John at the Jor- favor rests on him"
dan to be baptized by (Mt. 3:13-17).
him. John tried to refuse
This event in the life
him with the protest. 'I of Jesus is his solemn inshould be baptized by vestiture in his misyou, yet you come to sionary role to all name!' Jesus answered, tions, as the Father's
'Give in for now. We servant. The words
must do this if we would from the heavens is yet
fulfill all of God's .another manifestation
demands.' So John gave of Christ's divinity, like
in.
onto his being revealed
"After Jesus was bap- to Israel in the persons
tized, he came directly of the shepherds and to
out of the water. Sud- the gentile world in the
denly the sky opened persons of the wise men.
and he saw the Soirit of
Each event in Jesus'

life is interesting and
If you want to be a demands of the New
of honesty and justice,
important in itself, but welder or a machinis
t,
doing things God
all the events and hap- you don't spend all your Law.
For us, Baptism is an demands of us, it is a
penings fit into a total efforts in woodworking.
admission of our rung in our life-ladder.
life-pattern and are
You build step by dependency upon
a BeThese rungs fit into a
means to an end. They step, in your studies,
in
are rungs in a ladder. your work, in your hob- ing far greater than us ladder whose last step is
eternal salvation — hapstations on the Way to bies. (The infamous bus far forgiveness.
Along with prayer, piness forever in the
Calvary: each step driver's holiday is not
charitable works, a life presence of God.
taken one by one.
really so far-fetched.)
Consider for a moOne's over-all goal in
4
ON Qm
ual
Gm =Tact Ong Cill ment your climbing the life, his total life-pattern 40
SERVIOE Runs
Gamtm ampaithig
ladder of life: You are is reflected in
the way
born, you grow as a he approaches everyda
y
child, you study and life. You must take one
i
,
...m
, ..
1.
learn as a student, enter step at a time and each
•.
s
1
arlik
into a specific field of step must somehow fit
—
•te •
work, build or buy a into your ladder of life.
,
home, raise a family, in- If it does not fit in, you
, •
*
fluence the lives of will break a rung and
''.
others and, finally reach wind up on the ground.
the top of your life's This break in ones ladladder.
der of life is Called sin.
Everything you do
But, why does the
along your way fits into sinless Jesus come
White 4 Speed A.C. Topper
to
a total life-pattern. If John to be baptized
in a
you try to climb two lad- rite which for others
is
ders at the same time, an admission of sin?
you fall and wind up on
Well. Jesus wished to
the ground again.
enter, as far as possible.
If you decide to the solidarity of the sinbecome a doctor or a ful human race. This
pharmacist, you must submission provided the
0
study science and opportunity for revealmedicine.
ing to us his divinity.
641 S. Murray
753-2617
If you want*to be a • It was a step up his
(Across Prom Uncle Jeff's)
neuro-surgeon, you ladder to Calvary, in acdon't earn your degree cord with the justice
of
In agriculture.
the Old law and the

..

1983 Datsun P.U.

Gems to have color
NEW YORK (API — will be popular, with
There will be strong em- pink, gold, blue and
phasis on color in cream making a strong
jewelry for spring, showing. Colored pearls
reports Kae McCulloch. mix and match with
fashion director of the gemstones and
Jewelry-- Industry . monochromatic or conCouncil.
trasting color schemes.
Colored gemstones
Pearls, in natural col- will be used as the
ors as well as per- centerpieces of pearl
manently dyed hues. necklaces, she noteS.

HOW EASY
IT IS TO
OWN YOUR
APPLIANCE FROM
RUDOLPH GOODYEAR

I

Automatic
Dryer

Whit'

#

Model 5700

*6677 #

DWAIN TAYLOR

lir

C-HEVR LET

sr

A

C-HEVR 0 LET

No Iron
Cool-Down Care

'14

et Ai

•Gas and Electric Models•5 Timed Drying Cycles • 3 Drying Temps • No Iron Cool-Down
Care• Large Capacity•Extra-Large Lint Screen
• Push-To-Slarl Button

X
Ar

10" 111M11111111117/4

Fabric

I

Shining Stripes
and Solids
•ayon
•45" Wide •Mach•ne washable

2.17
Yard

ilEEEIMEMMEIIERIIM111111111
• 1/Tr
• , WaIREIFIIMMINEIMMIM

WAII:IVIART

Automatic
Washer

MILMEWIZIMEMIr
•

• wai-Mar. Se Is ff.", _e,s • waf-Mart Selis 13r Less • Wal.hipart Sells for Less • Wal-Mart
Sells for Less • Wal-Mart Sells for Less • Wal-Mart Sells for Less • Wal-Mart

Model
LA5300XM
4 Automatic
Washing Cycles

•4 Automatic Washing Cycles including Permanent Press•3 Wash , Rinse Water Temps•Water
Level Control•Super SURGILATOR' Agitator•
asy-Clean Lint Filter • Family -Size Capacity

Microwave
Oven

Whitro

Model
MW8400XL
Nith MEAL
SENSOR'
temperature
probe

<1
.
0

Per Mol

VI

White Eyelets

ala.

•Balanced Wave Cooking•Variable Cook Power
Control• Digital timer provides up to 60 minutes
of continuous cooking or defrosting • 1 3 Cu ft
oven capacity

Electric
Range

wt.)1:pdoi

Ballad Plisse
•50% Polyester/50
cotton
•45 Wide •Availab,e in pastel
soitds and prints
•Mactune wasnabie

Model
RJE3020
featuring
Lift-up
SPILLGUARD'
cooktop

!mom°
411110

410
isb
.4111

-$16

Per Mo.

Dotted Swiss

• One 8 and three 6 plug-in surface units •
Chrome reflector bowls• Lift-up cooktop•Oven
light • Aluminum broiler pan and grid •Balanced
6
Cooking System • Plus much more

Pastel Eyelets
• Lid 'le
•

Handkerchief
Linen
KoJel' Polyesteri50% Rayon
•45• Wide 'Solid color
handkerchief

Summertime ll Dots
.a'or c
• r
mikcir.irts

5

•

7

Yds. I

Each
Reg .8 96
Stencil
Pillow Kits

Save 28%

Save 16%
Dressmaker Shears
•No WH003
•Reg 1 96

Hwy.641 N.-Central-Center
Mon -Sat.'9.9, Sun. Noon-6
Prices Good Thru Wed. Jan. 25th

3/4 Inch NonRoll Elastic
•Shrink resistant
•Recommended
for waistbands
•No 9002
.Reg 28¢ yard

'Do stencling and candlewicking in one kit
•K its come with Complete instructio
ns IKits include
ruffling, piping 41 candlewicking
thread where
applicable)

WAL:MART

...ess • aral•Ma.1 Sells tor Le-. • Olaf-Max, Sells for Less • 11•
1 "

ViALIIIANTLS ADVTIO111111104/01181401 POLICY -N
•,a,or
.660arra rn NOW relay aaataral awn rslot. .0.41.1.
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.
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raw, Loadeare •
1666.

M rl Sells or Les, • Wdi Marl Sell, or Less • Wal Marl Sells cr Les

•"."1,2,
ine

/-

Whitl

Model
DP3800XL
Easily converts
to undercounter!

• 3 Automatic Cycles • Energy-Saving Air Dry
Option • Handsome Butcher Block wood-look
Fiberesin Top • Porcelain-Enamel-On -Steel Tub
•DURAPERM• Sound-Conditioned Door Liner
• Morel
'
Tmli
\.

or/

.3sga

W(1fl-p4o1 Refrigerator
Model
EHT171TK
170cu ft
Refrigerator.
Freezer

•

• No-Frost Refngerator Freezer • No-fingerprint
Textured Steel Doors• 3 Adjustable Shelves•
Door Stops•Provision for optional ICEMAGIC'
Automatic Ice Maker • Durable Porcelain-onsteel Interior Liner • Adjustable Meat Drawer•
Power*Saving Heater Control Switch j

Rudolph Goodyear
•••••••...
.10,44
a a.m
.

S

• Nat-Mart Sells for Less • Wai Mart Setts lot Less •

ara.d...i *Ow&
felsolia town*.
Ibmlara leo Payeags

•Preforimil Obiti•Oulmiiisilkr**'

U.S. HIS.
• lid

Convertible
Dishwasher

4.

my-ns-ests

.4:atiffiai-:0A44104-0
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4
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-
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_
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tv week
The Weekly Entertainment Section of the Murray Ledger & Times

TAKE IT FROM US...

IRAs Sure Make Sense!
Our retirement is financially
secure,thanks to the money
we saved with our Individual
Retirement Account. No
matter what your age, if

you're employed,it's a smart
move to open your IRA now,
and enjoy the benefits of
high interest-earning, taxsheltered savings later on.

a

wr"r Bank of Murray
ILY11 "THE FRIENDLY BANK"
Member FDIC

•

COMEDY AND SONG—Carol Burnett and Placido Darning° combine
their comedy and singing talents in the
one-hour CBS special "Burnett 'Discovers Domingo." The
performance, which airs Friday. Jan. 27, was taped at
the Dorothy Chandler Pavilion in Los Angeles.

Satu'rday, January 21, 1984
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MONDAY

1/23/84

5:30 A.M.
- Adventures of Robin
Hood nik

O

6:30 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Annie' A
young
orphan
struggles
through the dark Depression
toward a sunny tomorrow
Albert Finney, Aileen Quinn,
Carol Burnett 1982 Rated
PG
Financial
Enterprise
8:00 A.M.
o - MOVIE: 'Lust For
Gold' A woman schemes to
kill her husband in an effort to
win the riches of the famous
Lost Dutchman gold mine
Ida Lupin°, Glenn Ford, Gig
Young 1949
9:00 A.M.
CD - Phil Donahue Donahue's guests are editor Sara
Parnott, and authors Dan
Greenburg and Suzanne b.Malley
O - MOVIE:'All the Rivers
Run' A strong-willed woman
named Philadelphia Gordon
forges a place for herself in
the male-dominated society
of late 19th-century Austrailia Sigrid Thornton, John
Waters 1984
033- Phil Donahue Donahue's guests are Fred Silverman, and Alan Thicke
11:00 A.M.
12) - MOVIE: 'Between
Friends' Two suburban divorcees try to pull themselves together
Elizabeth
Taylor, Carol Burnett 1983.
12:00 P.M.
MOVIE: 'Boots
Malone' A young boy, after
leaving home, meets a man
who trains him to be a
lock ey
William
Holden,
Johnny Stewart, Stanley Clements 1952
1:00 P.M.
O - MOVIE: The
Beastmaster' A young man
who can communicate with
animals sets out to avenge
his father's murder. Marc Singer, Tanya Roberts, Rip Torn
Rated PG

o -

2:30 P.M.
- Salut Sante

o

3:00 P.M.
Seal Pup A family
nurses a seal pup back to
health

-

3:30 P.M.
Adventures of Robin
Hoodnik

_

4:15 P.M.
0 - MOVIE: 'Annie A
young
orphan
struggles
through the dark Depression
toward a sunny tomorrow
Albert Finney, Aileen Quinn,
Carol Burnett 1982 Rated
PG
5:00 P.M.
o - Little House on the
Prairie
21, - MacNeil/Lehrer
Newshour
6:00 P.M.
C2D - ABC News

ocuxowfa_News
cu- Entertainment Tonight
Tonight's program features
Gary Burghoff, who returns
as Radar O'Reilly on 'AfterMASH
O - Carol Burnett
0cc - Business Report
CI
- Kentucky General
Assembly
Charlie's Angels
CBS News
V - TBN Today

9en_

6:30 P.M.
Newscope
O
Family Feud
cE)- Barney Miller
o - Hogan's Heroes
O - Fraggle Rock Red discovers a mysterious beast
O - Jeffersons
13 CU - MacNeil/Lehrer
Newshour
NI•A•S*H
Cre - Kids Praise the Lord
(I)-

Om0cE_

n-

7:00 P.M.
0
- That's
Incredible!
o 3D - NCAA Basketball:
Alabama vs. Mississippi
o - MOVIE: 'Centennial'
Part 11 Eleventh of 12 parts
Charlotte Lloyd takes up the
cause of mistreated Mexican
residents Lynn Redgrave,
Alex Karras, William Atherton
00CL - TV's Bloopers,
Commercials & Pratical
Jokes Dick Clark and Ed
McMahon host this look at
scenes never intended for
viewing by an audience (60
mm )
9-MOVIE:'The Terry Fox
Story' A cancer-stricken boy
runs across Canada to raise
money for cancer research
Eric Fryer, Robert Duvall
- Frontline We Are
Driven ' The darker side of
Japanese labor relations is
examined (60 monI [Closed
Captioned)
NCAA Basketball:
Tularre at Memphis State

_

Clos•out On

Ranges

$289.

Up

OWE

- NHL Hockey: Chicago
at Toronto
- AfterMASH On his
wedding day, Radar O'Reilly
suddenly shows up at Col
Potter's house
27tI - Calling Dr. Whitaker
7:30 P.M.
(11 3D - Wild World of
Animals
Newham George
Utley decides to become a
volunteer fireman
(2t - Best Day of Your Life

9

8:00 P.M.
EICEMO- MOVIE:
'Jealousy' A woman discovers that somewhere between
love and hate is the most
dangerous emotion of them
all Angie Dickinson, Paul Michael Glaser, Bo Svenson
1984.
CD 0 3D - MOVIE: 'The
Outlaw Josey Wales' An
ex-Confederate soldier seeks
vengeance when his family
and home are destroyed.
Clint Eastwoqd,' Chief Dan
George,
Sondra
Locke
1976
0lID - Frontline 'We Are
Driven ' The darker side of
Japanese labor relations is
examined
- Great Performances 'Edith Wharton. The
House of Mirth ' Geraldine
Chaplin stars as Lily Bart in
this story about the life of
New York City's social aristocracy during the early
1900s (R)(90 min )

ea- MOVIE: 'The Four
Seasons' The change of seasons marks the changing relationships of three married
couples Alan Aida, Carol
Burnett, Len Canou 1981
ri)- Sonshine
8:30 P.M.
V.1- Jack Van Impe
9:00 P.M.
News
0 - MOVIE: 'Between
Friends' Two suburban divorcees try to pull themselves together
Elizabeth
Taylor, Carol Burnett 1983
o CIE) - Great Performances
(E) - All In the Family
- Praise the Lord

o - TBS Evening

9:30 P.M.
Business Report
Focus

a_
9_
in

10:00 P.M.
•CID0 CID
ID
News
All In the Family
- Honeymooners

12_
e-

is

WELCOME BACK

_

10:30 P.M.
NCAA Basketball'

On his wedding day Radar
O'Reilly (Gary Burghoff) surprises Col. Potter with a visit
"AfterMASH" airs Monday,
Jan. 23 on CBS.
(Stations reserve the right
to mane last-minute changes

South Carolina at Vanderbilt
33 - To Be Announced
CZO - Nightline
Catlins
- News
Hawaii Five-0
0OD- Latenight America
Thicke of the Night
- Hart to Hart Jonathan and Jennifer become
involved in a mystery after
the bodyguard of a government witness is killed (R)(60
min

a)

9-

10:45 P.M.
- Growing up Stoned
This documentary focuses
on drug abuse
1 1:00 P.M.
O(j)- To Be Announced
o - Portrait of America
Indiana
- Three's Company
- Tonight Show
11:30 P.M.
O CED - To Be Announced
33 - Thicke of the Night
Barney Miller
o - Nightline
Columbo 'Short
Fuse Columbo investigates
the death of a corporate executive in which the company
attorney is the main suspect
(R)(90 min )

_

-

11:45 P.M.
Eves+, Brothers
O
Reunion This reunion concert was taped at London's
Royal Albert Hall

woman and her four daughters travel to Alaska, only to
find her newspaper-owner
husband murdered Rhonda
Fleming, Gene Barry, Agnes
Moorehead 1953
CI)CP
- Late Night with
David Letterman
- MOVIE: 'Charlie Chan
in London' Chan works with
Scotland Yard to catch a
gang of international crooks
Warner Oland, Ray Wand,
Mona Barrie 1934
- TBN Today

1:30 A.M.

O CS) - To Be Announced
- Three Stooges

a- Jim Bakker

2:00 A.M.
CBS News
Nightwatch JIP
o - MOVIE. 'That
Hamilton
Woman' Portrayed is the tragic love story
of Lord Horatio Nelson and
Lady Emma Hamilton Laurence Olivier, \hien Leigh
2:15 A.M.
- MOVIE:'Kitty and the
Bagman' An innocent English bride arrives in a rugged
land that is very different
from her dreams Liddy Clark,
Val Lehman, John Stantion
1983 Rated R

12:30 A.M.

o GD - News
O - Hogan's Heroes
- NHL Hockey: Chicago
at Toronto
- Up on
Melody
Mountain

, 2:30 A.M.
News/Sign Off

12:45 A.M.
0 - MOVIE. 'Airplane II:
The Sequel' A lunatic airline
crew finds itself on a lunar
shuttle hurtling toward the
sun Robert Hays, Julie Hagerty, William Shatner Rated
PG
1:00 A.M.
- News
3D - CNN Headline News
- News/Sign Off
- CBS News
Nightwatch
- Praise the Lord

-

3:45 A.M.
MOVIE: 'Between
Friends' Two suburban divorcees try to pull themselves together
Elizabeth
Taylor, Carol Burnett 1983
4:00 A.M.
o - Varied Programs
- TBN Today

O

-

4:30 A.M.
27) - Heritage Singers
4:45 A.M.

o - World/Large

-

12:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Those
Redheads From Seattle'
During the Gold Rush, a

O
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- Match Game
11:00 A.M.
CL - Wheel of Fortune
0- Spiderrnan
(1)ao pp - Family Feud
o(4)- People's Court
Joy in the Morning
(3)- News
- Electric Company
- Perry Mason
0
- 3-2-1. Contact
9:00 A.M.
- Channel 4 Magazine
[Closed Captioned)
OM- Little House on the
906.4idH
day
ot Potato
(1) - He Man & Masters/
Prairie
Universe
CU 0 Cj21 - New
Young and the
$25000 Pyramid
5:00P.M.
Restless
(I) - Morning Stretch
el
(3E)M•A•S•H
11:30 A.M.
(1)- Phil Donahue
Sanford and
CID
acEc
x
tpRyan's
Hope
M - Donahue
Son
10 a) - Young and the
I Love Lucy
CID News
Restless
(;) (1) - Instructional
- Little House on the
0
Cl) - Search For
Programs
Prairie
Tomorrow
Jim Bakker
11) - To Be Announced

DAYTIM
E
-

WEEKDAYS

Jimmy Swaggart
- Religious Programming

5:00A.M.

csD e - CBS Early
Morning News
e - TBS Morning News
O

7:00 A.M.
SUOMI'S- Good

o

5:30 A.M.
OGSDPIPU- Ao-Day
(3)- Ralph Emery Show
- Joy in the Morning

o a)- Weather
e - Sign On/News

Cl)o

6:00 A.M.

-

•

6:30 A.M.
CE) - Morning Stretch
- I Dream of Jeannie
0CL -News
0(1)- Business Report

Luck
CL - Joker's Wild
op - Dick Van Dyke
Get In Shape

Instructional

-

10:00 A.M.

o C2D - Love Connection

pp - I Love Lucy
CU - Instructional
Programs
ED - Tom & Jerry
(21) - Religious Programming

o

Si CU
Right

112 -

Gip e - Benson

- Catlin*
o
glp 0 (I)

8:00 A.M.

-

e

o

9:30 A.M.
ISMISC2- Press Your

7:30 A.M.

o

e

- Wheel of

Fortune

o - Braun and Company

O IL - Tattletales
0- Movie
0CL - Sesame Street
[Closed Captioned)
la - Woody and Friends

8:30 A.M.

o

e-

7:15A.M.
- Weather

(2i) o
Programs

- ABC News This
Morning
CBS Morning
News
CL - Cartoons
0- SuperStation Funtime
(if) - NBC News at
Sunrise
pp - Jim Bakker
- Carl Tipton Show
Breakfast Show

e Cj -

o
o-

-

5:45 A.M.

o

o

Morning America
- Bewitched
GID 0
- Today
CD
- To Life: Yoga w/P.
Patrick
0
- Weather
gp - Great Space Coaster
CBS Morning
News
- Lester Sumrall

()- NBC News at Sunrise
V - Religious Programming

e

a-

aft - Praise the Lord

10:30 A.M.

cu9-

10 (Z)
Loving
Texas
111 pp cu - Dream House

e-

(1)
- - Tic Tac Dough
0 CC - Sesame Street
[Closed Captioned]
- MacNeil/Lehrer
Newshour
- Bewitched
Varied Programs
- Three's Company

co-

5:30 P.M.

M IR (12- News
o
€)(I)

- CBS News
(I)9- ABC News
CC0
- NBC News
ED - Alice

12:00P.M.

e_

113
(1)
All My
Children
- Movie
a)
News
C)- To Be Announced
- TBN Today

o

is

-

12:30P.M.

omen- As the
World Turns

CL - Sale of the Century

CE)- Days of Our Lives
o
lip - 20 Minute

Workout
- Jimmy Swaggart
1:00P.M.
ISMODIS- One Life to
Live
CC - Another World
CD - Andy Griffith
(21) - Religious Programming

1:30P.M.

Channel Line-Up

Owen- Capitol
- Another World
CD - Three Stooges

2:00 P.M.
O C2D CL U - General
Hospital

WKRN Nashville, TN
WTVF
Nashville, TN
WSIL
Harrisburg, IL
WTBS Atlanta, GA
WSMV Nashville, TN
HBO
Home Box Office
WPSD Paducah, KY
WBBJ Jackson. TN
VYDCN Nashville. TN
WKMU Murray, KY
WZTV
Nashville, TN
USA
USA Network
KFVS
Cp Girardeau, MO
WDDD Marion. IL

2 WNGE

ABC Nashville

4 WSMV

NBC Nashville

5 ViefTVF

CBS Nashville

The Murray Ledger 8, Times currently is in the process of updating its
television programming guide to include all channels of the new cablevision system (see listings below)for the
city of Murray. At the present time,
the Murray Ledger & Times will continue to publish programming from
the present cablevision system (see
left). When a majority of the city is being serviced with the new cablevision
system, at a time to be announced in
the near future, expanded listings will
be published in this weekly entertainment supplement.

20 EWTV/AVN Religious
Educational
21 WKMU
Murray/Mayfield
22 Nashville Network
23 Lifetime

6 WPSD

NBC Paducah

24 Home Box Office

7

WBBJ

ABC Jackson

25 Cinemax

8 VIIDCN

PBS Nashville

9 WGN
10 WZTV
11

28 Disney Channel

IND Chicago

27

IND Nashville

28 Local Education

WKMS Murray State

MTV

Music Television

29 Cable News Network
30 Learning Channel

CBS Cape
Girardeau
13 Murray Ledger 8 Times
12 KFVS

14

Government Affairs

15

USA Network

16

Nickelodeon/Arts

17 WTBS

IND Atlanta

18 Black Entertainment

31

ESPN Entertainment & Sports

32 Local Religlode Programs

Omen- Guiding
Light
e - SuperStation Funtime
CL

Match
Game/
Hollywood Squares Hour
- Little Rascals

2:30 P.M.

el

0- Flintstones

- Match Game/
Hollywood Squares Hour
pp
- Electric Company
- Joy in the Morning

3:00P.M.

_ Family
CI)- Waltons
CL e - Edge of Night
e _ Munsters
CL - Days of Our Lives
- Sesame Street

37

Modern Satellite Network

38 Local Programs

You Don't
Have To Miss
A Single Minute

[Closed Captioned)
ED - Woody and Friends
Tattletales

e -

3:30 P.M.
cE - Scooby Doo
- Brady Bunch
0(JE) - Gilligan's Island
Andy Griffith
0 CL - 3-2-1. Contact
[Closed Captioned]
He Man & Masters/
Universe
Alice
Lester SumraN

o

9-

e cdti -

•

4:00P.M.
pp

- Barnaby Jones
CHIP.
CI)- Hogan's Heroes
pp - Leave It to Beaver
CC - People's Court
0CL - Andy Griffith
Little House on
the Prairie
-pp Gip
ti)- Mr. Rogers'
Neighborhood
Scooby Doo
Praise the Lord

so au -

sea-

36 Calloway Co. Llbraiy

CUTE COUPLE — Pierce Brosnan and Stephanie
Zimbalist star in "Steele Away with Me," a repeat episode of "Remington Steele," to air Tuesday, Jan. 24
on NBC.

e•-

4:30P.M.
- Tic Tac Dough
Beverly Hillbillies

-

•

ENCORE!
Jan. 23-26
Jan. 27-30

PiemeiePa.6

CABLE
vnio
N
MURRAY
753-5

-

...
•F2r4i4
,
_
'
4:.• 7
r• .

'11".ri.7.•
.•

,
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I.
•

^

•
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•
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•
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V - One Way Game

TUESDAY

1/24/84

5:30 A.M.

- Dr. Seuss' Cat in the
o
Hat Two children discover an
unusual cat
6:00 A.M.
O - MOVIE: 'Chariots of
Fire Religious courage motivates two runners competing
in • the 1924 Olympics Ian
Charleson, Ben Cross, Dennis
Christopher 1982 Rated
PG
6:30 A.M.
o cE - Business Report
8:00 A.M.
0 - MOVIE: 'The
Stranger' The professor of a
small college fears that his
Nazi background may be uncovered when a government
agent arrives. Orson Welles,
Loretta Young, Edward G.
Robinson. 1946
- Sheena Easton in
Concert
This Grammy

Award-winner performs at
the Hollywood Palace.
9:00 A.M.
X - Phil Donahue Donahue's guests include author
John Wheeler, and several
young members of the Vietnam generation who evaded
the draft
0- MOVIE: 'All the Rivers
Run' A strong-willed woman
named Philadelphia Gordon
forges a place for herself in
the male-dominated society
of late 19th-century Austrailia Sigrid Thornton, John
Waters 1984
o
EL Phil Donahue Donahue's guests include Nancy
and Bob Wallace, co-authors
of 'Better Than School',F
Niel Postlewait, superintendent of the Caesar Rodney
School District in Delaware,
and author-educator Raymond Moore
1 1:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Brainwaves'
o
A comatose young housewife is a murderer's target af-

ter she receives brainwaves
from a murdered girl. Tony
Curtis, Suzanna Love, Keir
Dullea Rated PG.

12:00 P.M.
113- MOVIE:'The Big Heat'
An angry cop is out to smash

a mobster and break his hold
on a corrupt city administration Glenn Ford. Gloria Grahame, Jocelyn Brando
1953
12:30 P.M.

_ Gotta Dance. Gotta
Sing This special celebrates

the Hollywood musical
1:30 P.M.
0- MOVIE: 'Billy Jack' A
half-breed Indian stands up
against hatred and brutality in
a small town Tom Laughlin,
Delores Taylor 1971 Rated
PG
2:30 P.M.
(fi) - American
o
Survey

Gov't

3:30 P.M.
O

- Sheena Easton in
Concert
This Grammy

Award-winner performs at
the Hollywood Palace.
4:30 P.M.
ED - Video Jukebox
5:00 P.M.
o - Little House on the
Prairie
O - MOVIE: 'Chariots of
Fire' Religious courage mob- vales twQfunnea qompeppg

in the 1924 Olympics. Ian
Charleson,Ben Cross,Dennis
Christopher_ 1982 Rated
PG.
(fi) - MacNeil/Lehrer
Newshour

6:00 P.M.
GD - ABC News
apao@Doxlia-News
CE)- Entertainment Tonight

'Tonight's program features
blues-rock artist Gregg Allman
o - Carol Burnett
Business Report
Kentucky General
Assembly
- Charlie's Angels
a- CBS News
tift - TBN Today

(1)(10 -

113

-

6:30 P.M.
O co _ Newscope
go0 - Family Feud
(I)7 Barney Miller
- Hogan's Heroes
- Jefferson.
EL - MacNeil/Lehrer
Newshour
(In- PUN Bridge
0a- MASH

o
o

7:00 P.M.
ciu
- Foulups,
Bleeps/Blunders

omea- Mississippi
- MOVIE: 'Centennial'
o
Part 12 Conclusion. Historian Lew Vernor joins
forces with a magazine writer
to do a story about the town

MARLO & KRIS
The romance between
Kathryn Beck (Mario Thomas) and Ben Coe (Kris Kristofferson) quickly ends when
he mysteriously disappears.
"The Lost Honor of Kathryn
Beck" airs Tuesday, Jan. 24
on CBS.

of Centennial. David Janssen, Robert Vaughn, Andy
Griffith_
GU0 GID - A Team The A

Team uses a version of 'the
Trojan Horse' when it battles
a gang that has taken over a
monastery. (R)(60 min.)
- MOVIE: 'Brainwaves'

A cortiatose young housewife is a murderer's target after she receives brainwaves
from a murdered girl. Tony
Curtis, Suzanna Love, Keir
Dullea. Rated PG.
- Hodag Country Music

(Stations reserve the right
to make last-minute changes)

Festival

oa- Nova 'Anatomy of a
Volcano.' The eruption of Mt.
St. Helens and its aftermath
are explored. (R) (60 min.)
(Closed Captioned)
- Ray Charles: A Man
and His Soul
CD - NCAA Basketball:
Florida at Georgia
'fr • - Dottie Rambo's
Magazine

7:30 P.M.
CE)(t)- Happy Days Howard becomes a jealous
wreck when Marion's old
flame comes to dinner.
[Closed Captioned]
O ELI - Ellis Island To-

night's program looks at the
images of 16 million people
who arrived at Ellis Island,
hoping to be allowed entry
into the U.S. (R)
a- I Choose Life
8:00 P.M.
CD GID - Three's

Company Jack, Janet and
Tern search for a little girl's
kitten after Furley fibs about
where he took the lost pet.
[Closed Captioned]
amen- MOVIE:
'Lost Honor of Kathryn
Beck' A woman becomes
caught up in a relentless and
terrifying campaign by the
police and press to locate the
man with whom she has fallen in love. Marto Thomas,
Kris Knstofferson, George
Dzundza. 1984.

Remington
Steele Laura is pursued by a
U.S. Customs agent who believes she's part of a smuggling ring and a Mexican
police captain believes Remington is a fugitive. (R) (2
hrs.)
0 EL - MOVIE: 'The Kid
Who Couldn't Miss'
American
Playhouse 'Pudd'nhead Wilson.' Ken Howard stars in
(4D

(1)

-

-

this special presentation of
Mark Twain's work on preCivil War racial prejudice in
America. (90 min.) [Closed
Captioned]
(2i)- In the Land of the Bible
8:30 P.M.
O (2) (E) - Oh Madeline
Madeline's effort to protect
Robert from his girlfriend's
ex-boyfriend backfires when
a late-night intruder turns out
to be a burglar.
- Not Necessarily The
News
- Answer

9:00 P.M.
OCDCEO- Hart to Hart
The Harts are stalked by industrial spies after they are
given a dog who is carrying a
valuable biogenetic formula.
(60 min.)(Closed Captioned)
9 - Sheens Easton in
Concert
Grammy
This
Award-winner performs at
the Hollywood Palace.
e- All In the Family
e - NCAA Basketball:
Oklahoma State at Oklahoma
(221 - Praise the Lord

9:30 P.M.

12th & Chestnut
Murray

Plzot
%Mut.

Last of One-Night
o
Stands The nostalgic
CU -

759-4646

Now, Pizza Hut
Delivers The Goods.
Introducing Fast Delivery Service From The Murray Pizza Hut
At 12th & Chestnut. Just Phone In Your Order And One Of
Our Friendly & Courteous Delivery People Will Bring It Right
to Your Door, Piping Hot And Ready To Eat!!
Hours Of Delivery:
•Sun-Thur 4-10 p.m.

*Fri-Sat 4-11 p.m.
Delivery Charge 994

Delivery Hotline: 759-4646

30th
reunion of the Lee Williams
Band is presented.
0 - Business Report
e - Benny Hill Show

10:00P.M.
el CD•CID CID CiE)

CC00

o

- TBS

- New.

Evening News

o

Tonight Show
_ Hawaii Five-0
- Latenight America
- Thicke of the Night
@21- Magnum P.I. Magnum comes to the aid of a
GE) -

former Russian pilot who has
decided to defect. (R) (60
min.)
•
1 1:00 P.M.
0
- Entertainment
Tonight Tonight's program
features blues-rock artist
Gregg Allman.
0- Catlins
(E)- Barney Miller
- 1984 Japan Bowl
11:30 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Dirty
Game' Allied counter warfare elements attempt to neu-

o

tralize the inroads made on
our positions by agents of an
opposing power. Henry
Fonda, Robert Ryan, Vittorio
Gassman. 1966
- McCloud
Cl) - Thicke of the Night
- MOVIE: 'The Silent
Partner' A bank teller cashes
in on a bank robbery in progress. Elliott Gould, Christopher.
Plummer. 1979.
GE)0(1)- Late Night with
David Letterman
- Nightline
e a- McCloud 'Murder
Arena.' McCloud investigates the death of a rodeo
star while trying to find a psychotic killer. (R)(90 min.)

•

12:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Chariots of
Fire' Religious courage motivates two runners competing
in the 1924 Olympics. Ian
Charleson, Ben Cross, Dennis
Christopher. 1982. Rated
PG.
- MOVIE:'Hot Shots' A
fake kidnapping turns into actuality fqi,a young boy. Huntz
Hall,
Stanley
Clements.
1956.
V)- TBN Today

•

12:30 A.M.
3-31- CNN Headline News
Hogan's Heroes
- We Shall Serve Him
-

1:00 A.M.
▪ (I) - News
Music Magazine
O
- News/Sign Off
(}0 -

- CBS News
Nightwatch
(V)- Praise the Lord

1:30 A.M.
- CBS

10

News

Nightwatch JIP
(T)- Three Stooges
- Jim Bakker

1:45 A.M.

o
the

MOVIE:'Devil Dogs of
Air' A wise-guy flyer,
ready to steal his officer's
girl, learns the meaning of
discipline during a test flight.
Mes Cagney, Pat O'Brien,
Margaret Lindsay 1935.
-

2:00 A.M.
- Not Necessarily The
News
NCAA Basketball:
Oklahoma State at Old.home
-

2:30 A.M.
O

MOVIE: 'Quest for
Fire' The people of the Utarn
tribe have learned the value
of a fire, but not how to make
one. Ron Perlman, Rae Dawn
Chong, Everett McGill. 1982.
Rated R.
op- News/Sign Off
-

3:45 A.M.

o Search for the Nile
4:00 A.M.
o - Varied Programs
-

• - TBN Today

4:15 A.M.
al - Gotta Dance, Gotta
Sing This special celebrates
the Hollywood musical.

4:30 A.M.
- I Choose Life

4:45 A.M.

o _ World/Large

e - MOVIE:'Billy Jack' A
half-breed Indian stands up
against hatred and brutality in
a small town. Tom Laughlin,
Delores Taylor 1971. Rated
PG
„
OAD 7_p4.0., Tectt Times_
11.- Honeymooners

10:30 P.M.

• up -

WKRP
Cincinnati
11.(I)- Magnum, P.I.
CI)- Nightline
GD - Three's Company

in

Check the new
- cable listings
on Page 3

•

•
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WEDNESDAY
1/25/84

6:00 P.M.
- ABC News
rx E31 (IC - News
(11- Entertainment Tonight
ED

5:00 A.M.
All American
Wrestling
5:30 A.M.
O Predators Robert RedG)

-

ford hosts this examination
of animals who hunt to survive

6:30 A.M.
0- Fraggle Rock Red

discovers a mysterious beast

o

- Business Report
7:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Kiss Me
Goodbye A widow about to

remarry is haunted by the
outspoken ghost of her late
husband Sally Field, James
Caan, Jeff Bridges 1983
Rated PG

8:00 A.M.

_

MOVIE: 'Widow' A
El
Woman with two young
children tries to pull herself
together and make a new life
after the death of her husband Michael Learned, Bradford Dillman, Farley Granger
1976
9:00 A.M.
CD - Phil Donahue

VS

Donahue's Aguests are to be announced
- MOVIE: All the Rivers
Run' A strong-willed woman
named Philadelphia Gordon
forges a place for herself in
the male-dominated society
of late 19th-century Austrailia Sigrid Thornlon, John
Waters 1984
CD CC - Phil Donahue Donahue's guest is syndicated columnist Mike Royko

o

11:00 A.M.

O _

HBO Coming
Attractions
11:30 A.M.
0- MOVIE:'Best Friends'
Trouble starts when a happily
unmarried couple decides to
wed and visit their families
Burt Reynolds, Goldie Hawn,
Barnard
Hughes
1983
Rated PG

12:00 P.M.
0- MOVIE: 'Target Zero'
A lieutenant attempts to lead
his men during the Korean
War Richard Conte, Peggie
Castle,
Connors
Chuck
1955

1:30 P.M.
0 - MOVIE: 'Dusty'

An
elderly sheepherder must
choose between the love for
his dog and the animal's desire to be free

2:30 P.M.

- Salut Sante
3:00 P.M.
- Predators Robert

Redford hosts this examination
of animals who hunt to survive

4:00 P.M.
O Fraggle Rock Red

dis
covers a mysterious beast
-

4:30 P.M.
▪ - MOVIE: 'Kiss Me
Goodbye' A widow about to
remarry is haunted by the
outspoken ghost of her late

husband Sally Field, James
Goan: -sieff - Bridges -1903. -Rated PG
5:00 P.M.
• - Little House on the
Prairie
- MacNeil/Lehrer
Newshour

Tonight's program features
Kris Knstofferson, who is
working with Willie Nelson in
a new film

o

Carol Burnett
Business Report
Kentucky General
Assembly
El - Charlie's Angels
ts a - CBS News
V - TBN Today
6:30 P.M.
13(/) - Newscope
fi(I)0cu _ Family Feud
- Barney Miller
El _ Hogan's Heroes
o - HBO Coming
Attractions
El - Jeffersons
0
- MacNeil/Lehrer
Newshour
El (12 _ MASH
- On Campus
7:00 P.M.
CE ap le- Fall Guy Colt
and Howie go to Argentina to
-

(;)(10 $3 (DO -

rescue a friend accused to
stealing a fortune in thoroughbred horse embryos
(60 mmn )

O CL)0 a- Domestic
Life

Martin and Candy become panicky when their
home loan payment comes
due and they don't have enough money to meet it

0 - NBA Basketball:
Milwaukee at Atlanta
- Endurance at
Defeated: One American
Teacher
O - OV I E: 'I Ought To Be
in Pictures' A jobless
screenwriter reluctantly rediscovers love and faith
Walter
Matthau,
AnnMargret,
Dinah
Manoff
1982 Rated PG
CO
- Real People

affi - Walk Through the
20th Century with Bill
Moyers 'TA and His Times.'
Theodore Roosevelt is the
topic of discussion when Bill
Moyers meets biographer
David McCullough (60 mm)

-

NCAA Basketball:
Wake Forrest at North
Carolina
El - NCAA Basketball:
Syracuse at Pittsburgh
2t - Up on Melody
Mountain
7:30 P.M.
El CU 0 _ Empire To
El

atone for committing murder,
Martinson gives away his
possessions

- Butterflies
- Murray Arnold Show
8:00 P.M.
cu (3)0 - President
Reagan's State of the
Union Address Should the
Address end prematurely,
then Arthur Hailey's Hotel/or
regular programming will resumed at its normally scheduled times

THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES, Saturday , January 21. 1984
will resume at its normally
scheduled times
CC - Walk Through the

o

20th Century with Bill
Moyers 'TR and His Times •

Theodore Roosevelt is the
topic of discussion when Bill
Moyers meets biographer
David McCullough 160 min )
0
- Sailor's Return A
British sea captain and his African wife face-prejudice and
hostility when the sailor returns to his home village 190
min ((Closed CaptionedI

- 4th Annual Music
City News Awards
- Faith That Lives
8:30 P.M.
- Shock Waves/
Armageddon
9:00 P.M.
0-MOVIE:'Best Friends'

13 CC - Sailor's Return

A
British sea captain and his African wife face prejudice and
hostility when the sailor returns to his home village
C - All In the Family

o

- NCAA Basketball:
Florida State at Louisville
V - Praise the Lord
9:15 P.M.
0- TBS Evening News
9:30 P.M.
0 - Business Report
El - Benny Hill Show
10:00 P.M.
0 C2D
CU CU GU 0
OID
0(it - News
El _ Honeymooners
10:30 P.M.
_ WKRP in
Cincinnati
_ Police Story
Cl) - Nightline
El - Catlins
- Three's Company
Tonight Show
_ Hawaii Five-0
0(10 - Latenight America
El - Thicke of the Night
0 - Police Story 'The
113

-

Execution
Lt Bennett assembles a 'hit team of 40
men in an effort to change the
manner of investigating homicides (R)(60 min )

10:45 P.M.
0 - George Burns in
Concert
11:00 P.M.
(2) - Entertainment
Tonight Tonight's program
features Kns Knstofferson,
who is working with Willie
Nelson in a new film
- MOVIE:'Cisco Pike' A
narcotics agent blackmails a
washed-up rock star into selling $10,000 worth of marijuana Gene Hackman, Kris
Knstofferson Karen Black
1972
- Barney Miller

will resume at its normally
scheduled times

ifa -

young scientist develops a
solution to many energy
problems, his employers decide to get rid of him Michael
Burns, Susan
Blanchard,
Harry Morgan 1977
11:45 P.M.

HBO Coming
Attractions
12:00 A.M.
(13 - MOVIE: 'Great Guns'
-

The boys in the Army get to
be targets at target practice
and a pain in the neck to the
sergeant Laurel & Hardy,
Sheila Ryan, Dick Nelson
1941

0 - NCAA Basketball:
Syracuse at Pittsburgh
Itt) - TBN Today
12:15 A.M.
0 - MOVIE: 'Kiss Me
Goodbye' A widow about to
remarry is haunted by the
outspoken ghost of her late
husband. Sally Field, James
Caan, Jeff Bridges 1983
Rated PG

12:30 A.M.
- CNN Headline News
•_ Hogan's Heroes
- Good News
1:00 A.M.
- News
O CE
1111 C5) - Music Magazine
0- MOVIE: 'Fancy Pants'
Bob a gentleman's gentleman, brings culture to Big

Squaw Bob Hope, Lucille
Ball, Bruce Cabot 1950

El - News/Sign Off
- CBS News
Nightwatch
- Praise the Lord
1:30 A.M.
0 (I) - CBS News
Nightwatch JIP
- Three Stooges
El - Jim Bakker
2:00 A.M.
ID - NCAA Basketball:
Florida State at Louisville
2:15 A.M.
13 - MOVIE: 'Partners'

McMillan 1982 Rated R

2:30 A.M.
300
.
El _ News/Sign

to

Two cops pose as lovers in
Los Angeles' gay community
to nab a vicious killer Ryan
O'Neal, John Hurt, Kenneth

0- Search for the Nile
-

in

M0V
3:3
IE°
: 'IAOught To Be
Pictures' A jobless

screenwriter reluctantly rediscovers love and faith
Walter
Matthau,
AnnMargret,
Dinah
Manoff
1982 Rated PG

4:00 A.M.
O Open Up
V - TBN Today
4:30 A.M.
- Destined for the
Throne
-

Questions
I knovi this isn't exactly a television
question, but could you give me an address for Lionel
Richie? — K.A., Montreal.
LIKES LIONEL —

Sure, try reaching the singer care of Kragen & Co.. 1112 N.
Sherbourne Dr.. Los Angeles. CA 90069
BROLIN BRIEF — My daughter and 1 enjoy watching
James Brolin on "Hotel." Has he done any other series other
than his current one and "Marcus Welby, M.D."? —
Midland, Texas
No.
IRISH INFO — Where did Pierce Brosnan of "Remington
Steele" get his accent? — W.W.. Sudbury, Ont.
The handsome actor was born in County Meath. Ireland, so
I guess you could say he comes by it naturally
LOVES LINDA — Where can I write Linda Evans of
"Dynasty"? — Q.S., North Bay, Ont.
You can write to her care of the series at ABC 4151 Prospect Ave. Hollywood, CA 90027.
(Please address questions to Canadian Viewers' Voices,
TV Data Inc., 6513 Mississauga Road, Suite 102. Mississauga, Ont. L5N 1A6. Because of the volume of mail received,
personal replies cannot be sent.)

January Special

20%off

11:30 P.M.

ENTIRE STOCK OF
MEDICAL EQUIPMENT

WHAT OUR SERVICE OFFERS YOU:
•We Bill Medicare Direct
•Flo Payment In Advance
•Rental Purchase Options

Norma

husband Elizabeth Montgomery, Cliff Potts. Michael Cavanaugh 1980
CID - Thicke of the Night

prematurely,

•

- Tonight Show
0
- Late Night with
David Letterman
Nightline
C2 MOVIE:
El
'Magnificent Magical Magnet of Santa Mesa' When a

0CZ)- MOVIE:'Goodbye,

Reagan's State of the
Union Address Should the
Address end prematurely,
then regular programming

Address end

then regglar. programming

(Stations reserve the -'girt
to make last-minute changes 1

Trouble starts when a happily
unmarried couple decides to
wed and visit their families
Burt Reynolds, Goldie Hawn,
Barnard
Hughes
1983
Rated PG

CAD 0 01) - President

EU _ President
Reagan's State of the
Union Address Should the

Harold Crane (Christian
Brackett-Zika) saves the day
for his family when the new
CBS sitcom "Domestic Lite"
airs Wednesday. Jan 25

El

Jean' The story of
how teenager Norma Jean
Baker became the world's
number one sex *mbolMarilyn Monroe Misty Rowe,
Terrence Locke, Patch Mac
Kenzie 1976
S
- PAOV1E:
Stara', Bells Starr, the outlaw,
tries to make a home to raise
her two sons with her Indian

El

HE'S HAROLD

ANGEL

That Rospirstory Specialist

YORK MEDICAL
Sales•Service•Rentals

ACCEPTING MEDICARE
4th & Sycamor• St. • 759-1823

•

•

u!
1

•-
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FUN IN MURRAY
2

COMMERCE CENTRE

ROT STEWART STADIUM

SOT SCOUT MUSEUM

1
3

AN„

PLAYHOUSE IN THE PARK

MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY FIELDMOUSE
CLARA EAGLE GALLERY

ROBERT E. JOHNSON TNEATRE
LOVETT AUDITORIUM

WEST KENTUCKY MUSH/

To Theo Fe•dbeg In Retool

S.

LET US ENTERTAIN YOU

1

Prog. Info
753-3314

IMID1=11•0111•11•1111MMIM

-

THE MURRAY THEATRES

JA MIS
Two Free Tokens
ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER PER DAY
WITH THIS COUPON

3

TACO
JOHNS
EVERY
TUESDAY IS

Taco Tuesday
2 Tacos
for only99C
Cooked Shopping Coster
Across from the Stadium

Bring In This Coupon And Get
504
Off Any Fish Dinner! 3.
For The Finest Eating Around
Try...
482-8185
Hazel, KY.

fekosllo-

The MINI PAGE Is Yours Courtesy Of These Businesses.
Also Patronize These Businesses For Fun In Murray.

.1

Aftfr .4•4

V
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•
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By BETTY DEBNAM

The Site of the Winter Olympics
IP

from The Mini Page by Betty Debnam• 1984 Universal PTV*/ Syndicate

Let's Visit Yugoslavia
The
symbol of
the Winter
Olympics ,
is a
snowflake
with the
five
Olympic
rings.

Sarajevo'84

Sarajevo (sar-e-YE-vo), Yugoslavia, will be the host
upcoming Olympics. The Winter Olympics are held for the
near
snowy, mountainous towns. Sarajevo, with
about 400,000
people, is larger than most Winter Olympic sites.
city is
known for its 500 handicraft shops. At river flowsThe
through the
city.
ROMANIA
ITALY

• 19112 OCOG Sarajevo '64

Voochko is crossing his
fingers in hopes that the
Games will go well and help
his country's tourist trade.
The money tourists spend is
very important to Yugoslavia.

#1;I

1984 is an Olympic
year.
The Olympic Games
The flag of
are contests between the
Yugoslavia
world's best athletes.
YUGOSLAVIA
ADRIATIC SEA
Every four years, a winter
(YU-go-SLAV-e-ah)
BULGARIA
and a summer Olympics
is a country in
are held the same year.
Europe about
Sarajevo, Yugoslavia,
The Olympic Games,
the size of the
or contests, started
will
be the host for the
state of Oregon.
at Olympia, in
ALBANIA
Winte
r Olympic Games to
Its population of
ancient Greece,
be
held
Feb. 7 through 19.
thousands of years
23 million
Voochko the wolf is the
GREECE
ago. As is the custom,
people is about
the torch will be
mascot. He is the first
the same as
lighted there and
mascot ever picked by a
California's. The carried by relay
vote
of the people of the
runners to Sarajevo.
country is made
host country.
It will arrive in time
to light the Olympic
up of six
There are many brave
torch that will burn
provinces or
wolve
s in Yugoslavian
during the Games.
regions.
folk tales.
Yugoslavia is two-thirds mountains and oneYugoslavia is a "developing country." It is
*it
third hills and plains. The country's inland is
trying to raise its standard of living by
cold in the winter and warm in the summer. The - developing moder
n factories that make items
ZS
,
coast is hot in the summer and rainy and mild
people both at home and around the world want
in winter.
to buy.
•
The people of Yugoslavia come from many
Yugoslavia belieiles in a kind of communism;
differamt backgrounds or ethnic groups. The
but it is frivdlyylith boWthe.Somiet-Unica-and_7.
country -has sevetallatitaagekilittre fOrgiail
the Unit-ea-States. It has an independent policy
and two alphabets.
and prefers to be on good terms with all countries.
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He was also in the Japanese
movie "Samurai in New York."
In the summer of 1982,
Emmanuel made his theater
debut in this country in
Shakespeare's "A Midsummer
Night's Dream."
Emmanuel is the youngest of
four children. His mother quit
her computer science job to
handle Emmanuel's growing
career. His brothers are Roscoe,
15, and Chris, 13. His sister,
Kizzie, is 18.
Emmanuel was born in
Brooklyn, N.Y., where he went
to public school until the sixth
grade. His favorite subjects are
math, science and reading. His
hobbies are computers, singing
and dancing.

Emmanuel, above with
his mother, is very close
to his family. They often
fish together.
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DO THE MATH,

Down:

\.

itif

CAUY
Main

This puzzle is about winter. Use the drawings to give

5+0

,
I+ 3

2+3

•

8-3

•

MC SW.
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The Mini Page Advice Column
How should
I. deal
with a
moody
person?

••••

See if you can find:
•two bowls
•stamp
•telephone
•diamond
•letter L
• bell

•flowerpot
•PiPe
•knife

• word MINI
• paintbrush
• letter T

9

front The Moo Page by Betty Debnern•I9@4 Universal Pram Synth/ate

Meet Emmanuel Lewis
For a small boy only 3 feet 3
inches tall, Emmanuel Lewis
has a big acting career. The 12year-old has appeared in over 50
commercials, recorded records,
starred in a movie and now
plays Webster on the NBC
comedy "Webster."
Emmanuel began his acting
career at the age of 9, when a
neighbor who was an actor
suggested that he see a talent
agent. Emmanuel began doing
commercials in the United
States and later in Japan.
He became so popular in
Japan that he was asked to
record several songs in
Japanese. One of them hit the
top of the charts.

PA(

Dr. Egan says:
Once you know that person is moody, the
situation is much easier to deal with. You know
that two things will happen. First, you know
that the condition will pass. Second you know
that-This moody condition is not a—reflection on
you."

•

••!-••••

-

Dr. James Egan is director of the Department of Psychiatry,
Children's Hospital National Medical Center, Washington, D.C.
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mow
A Fan MI MS

winu
CeVaPelei
These popular meatballs from Yugoslavia are usually
grilled, but you can cook them in the oven.(The word is
pronounced cheh-vahp-chee-chee.)

from The Mini Page by Betty Debn•rn ir 1984 Universal Priam Syndicate

HAT DO SHARKS
EAT WITH
PEANUT
J-7
BUTTE53

You'll need:
•2 pounds ground beef
t

JELLYFISH.

MENU
•
0

• 1 teaspoon salt
• 1 teaspoon pepper
•2 large onions, finely chopped

/ _1

What to do:

1. Sprinkle salt and pepper over beef. Use
your hands to knead them in.
2. Make the meatballs by rolling bits of beef
between your palms until they are about onehalf the size of a golf ball.
3. Ask an adult to help you broil the meatballs
in the oven. Turn them several times to cook
on all sides. Cooking takes about 15 minutes.
Makes about 60 meatballs. Serve with
chopped onions.

4/HAT- 00 YOU
GET WHEN
YOU TAKE
THE
INSIDE
OUT OF A
HOT DOG'

A
HOLLOW WEENY.

1. it

gjWEJ

T DoG S

MA*

•••••"..

from The Mini Page by Betty Debnam 0 1984 Universal Praia Syndicate
.1111=16

Your Newspaper, a 32-page illustrated booklet, has enjoyable puzzles and
activities. The booklet discusses,newspaper history and vocabulary, and takes
a behind-the-scenes look at a typical newspaper story. 11) order, send $1.50,
plus 50 cents (postage and handling), to: Your Newspaper booklet,
Universal Press Syndicate, 4400 Johnson Drive, Fairway, Kan. 66205.

011
101
SUT
S%
Biathlon is a tough sport
Some people think that it is
harder to train for the biathlon
than for any other Olympic
sport.
The biathlon is a mix of crosscountry skiing and rifle shooting.
It takes many hours of practice
to do well at both.
Only men can compete in the two
biathlon events. The singles race is
about 12 1/2 miles long. The skier
shoots five times. In the relay race,
each of the four men on the team skis
about 4 1/2 miles and shoots twice.
In both races, men shoot lying down
at one stop and standing up at the
next. The skier or team with the
fastest time wins. There are penalties
for missing the targets.

.22.

• 26
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• 20
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Imre The Mini Page by Betty Detonate•1964 Universal Pram Syndicate

frois`The Mini Page by Betty Debase'•1984 Universal Preis
Syndicate

1‘1>9%1OGOSLAINA
•

'• T

Words about Yugoslavia are hidden in the block below.
See if you can find: tourists, mountains, coast, snow,
Olympics, languages, backgrounds, meats, wood,
tobacco, metals, clothing, handicrafts, soccer,
independent, corn, wheat, sugar beets, potatoes,
soybeans, Europe, provinces.
O LYMP I CS O CCERHP
AAIM ALCOAST W HEATAR
A NATiVE
ONDVTSOY B EANSNO
COSTUME OF
yuGosLAviA. UGME AT S C D UCCTDV
NUMETALS E ROLO I I
TAQTOBAC COROUCN
AGPX
EWOO D P _N
R
_
I E W Z—S NOW FEGHI -AE
N SUGARBE E TS,I SFS
S RINDEP.E N DENTT I
B ACKGROU N DSGSSJ

•
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•
119
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.
111,•45

Go dot to dot
and color.
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Schools

Sports

AGE 11

Yugoslavia's
Economy

1/26
5:30,

The gross national product of
,
a country is the total amount of
money taken in from goods and
services each year.
The graph below will show
you what percent of
Yugoslavia's gross national
product comes from what area.

- Adventu
oodnik

6:301
- MOVIE:
e Sequel' A
rew finds its(
huttle hurtling
1,in. Robert Ha
rty, William S.
G.
- Busin

8:00

- MOVIE:
urder' A judg
ces a painful
rain tumor is
ecision involvi
g. Fredric Ma
ldridge, Edmi
raldine Brooi
- Ever!
Ieunion This
ert was taped
loyal Albert He

Snow skiing is a popular sport in this
mountainous country.

•

A Yugoslavian school.

I The children in
AA Yugoslavia start school at
the age of 7. Most schools
have classes in shifts
ttai because of the large
911P number of pupils. One shift
2 goes in the morning and
another in the afternoon.
et* Most children learn to
write using two alphabets
that are very much alike
and have 30 characters
each.
About 80 percent of the
students are taught in a
language called SerboCroatian. Other children
are taught in their native
language, but also study
Serbo-Croatian.
From the fifth grade up,
most students study a
foreign language. English
is the most popular.

thiti

The most popular sport for
boys is soccer. Girls like
swimming. Volleyball is played
by many. Basketball is also big.
The men's team from Yugoslavia
won a gold medal in that sport in
the 1980 Summer Olympics.
American football and baseball
are not popular.

Entertainment

10%
Construction

O

You canktell by studying this
graph how important tourism
is to the country.

The Disney movie "Snow White and
the Seven Dwarfs" is well-known in
Yugoslavia, too.

Yugoslavian children see
movies from all parts of the
world. The American movies are
the ones they like the best on TV
and in the theaters.
-Mark Twain is an American
author the children enjoy.

The United States ranks
fourth on the list of countries
that Yugoslavia trades with.
(The Soviet Union, West
Germany and Italy do more
business with Yugoslavia.)
The U.S. exports, or sells, to
Yugoslavia such items as
soybeans, machinery, trucks,
tractors, planes, chemicals and
coal.
The U.S. imports, or buys,
from Yugoslavia such items as
canned meats, wood products,
footwear, clothing, tobacco and
metals.

- consume
11:30
010 - MC
toastmaster'
o can comn
nimals sets o
is father's mur
er, Tanya Robi
ated PG.
12:00

- MOVIE:'
Fog' A
(lowing her e
oned his wife,
ousekeeper b)
ad. Jean Simn
ranger, Belind

1:301
Ur? el

Sarajevo and World War I
Sarajevo was the
site of an important
event in world
history.
On June 28, 1914,
Archduke Francis
Ferdinand heir to the
throne of AustriaI
Hungary, was visiting
I Sarajevo.(At that time, Sarajevo was a part of
Austria-Htutgary.)
Ferdinaral and his wife, Sophie, were shot.
• Austria-Hungary believed that Serbia, a
j nearby country, was behind the attack and
declared war on Serbia.
I• This event- was the beginning of World War I.
Later, the United States entered.the war on
-1 the side-Of Prance, Britain, Serbia and other
allies, to defeat Austria-Hungary, Germany and
their allies.
/ Today-, Serbia is part of Yugoslavia.
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- MOVIE:'0
m' A strongamed Philada
rges a place
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4 late 19th-c
Sigrid TI•
Vaters. 1984.
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y, William S
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3:001
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alth

3:301
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on, both-fami
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own. Paul
m. 1982

5:001
- Lithe 14
-

5:301

Alpha Iletty's'au-ni is getting married. It's a pretty
wedding. How many other words beginning with WE
can you find?
.1.14MPPRJA'
UPI"
'
MP."

'2ut••••• 'vram 'zoom 'puma 11•••'peer 'poicookqem •llsea.'nodies•
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paign, discuss preparations
for the primaries and outline
the key areas to watch

1/26/84
5:30 A.M.
- Adventures of Robin
oodnik

6:30 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Airplane II:
he Sequel' A lunatic airline
rew finds itself on a lunar
huttle hurtling toward the
un Robert Hays, Julie Hagrty, William Shatner Rated
G
OD - Business Report

8:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'An Act of
urder' A Judge who's wife
ces a painful death from a
rain tumor is faced with a
ecision involving mercy killg Fredric March, Florenr,a
ldndge, Edmond O'BrVit,
eraldine Brooks 19487
3 - Everly Brothers
leunion This reunion conart was taped at London's
oyal Albert Hall

9:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: All the Rivers
un' A strong-willed woman
amed Philadelphia Gordon
Drges a place for herself in
le male-dominated society
.f late 19th-century Aus'mile Sigrid Thornton, John
Vaters 1984
3eij- Phil Donahue Donaue's guest is a Male Emiowerment Therapy Group
11:00A.M.
3- Consumer Reports
11:30 A.M.
13 - MOVIE: 'The
-toastmaster' A young man
ho can communicate with
inimals sets out to avenge
is father's murder Marc Siner, Tanya Roberts, Rip Torn
ated PG
12:00 P.M. .
- MOVIE: 'Footsteps in
e Fog' A servant girl,
flowing her employer poioned his wife, becomes his
ousekeeper by using blacked Jean Simmons, Stewart
ranger, Beltnda Lee 1955

1:30 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Airplane II:
he Sequel A lunatic airline
rew finds itself on a lunar
huttle hurtling toward the
un Robert Hays, Julie Hagrty, William Shatner. Rated

2:30 P.M.
- American

Gov't

urvey

3:00 P.M.
- Seal Pup A family
urses a seal pup back to
ealth

3:30 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Treasures of
e Snow' A young outcast
om bothlamily and friends
,ees to the high forest Ted
trown Paul Dean Carey
lorn 1982

5:00 P.M.
- Little House on the
rain*
PAecNeil/Lehrer
lewshour

II

-

5:30 P.M.
- Evenly Brothers
eunion This reunion coon was taped at LOriddh's
°Neal Albs./ Hall

6:00 P.M.
cE) - ABC News
Cr
Cip
- News
- Entertainment Tonight
()night's program features

mystery writer Mickey Spillane
- Carol Burnett
(j1) - Business Report
- Kentucky General
Assembly
Q)- Charlie's Angels
is
- CBS News
- TBN Today

o
o

6:30 P.M.

o GD- Newscope

O(5)0Or)- Family Feud
CL - Barney Miller

o - Hogan's Heroes

O - Consumer Reports
• - Jeffersons
0 CC - MacNeil/Lehrer
Newshour
ci12 - MASH
- Bible Bowl

113

7:00 P.M.
CID 0 - Autornan

Walter and Automan go
against a computer expert
who is using his savvy to disrupt the city's automated
systems (60 min )
e CI) 119
- Magnum
P.t.
a_ MOVIE:'Alvarez Kelly'
A renegade adventurer is kidnapped by a Confederate
guerilla. William Holden, Richard
Widmark, Patrick
O'Neal. 1966.
C4)
(4)- Gimme a Break
Nell reminisces with the girls
about how she met their zany
mother
- MOVIE: 'Annie' A
young
orphan
struggles
through the dark Depression
toward a sunny tomorrow.
Albert Finney, Aileen Quinn,
Carol Burnett. 1982 Rated
PG
CE)- People's Business
0- MOVIE: 'The Golden
Gate Murders' A detective
and a nun join forces to prove
that a priest's death resulted
from a fall from the Golden
Gate Bridge. David Janssen,
Susannah York. 1979.
- NBA Basketball:
Denver at Chicago
- Lordship of Christ

•

7:30 P.M.
gp0 CC - Family Ties
0 CL Tennessee
Outdoorsrnen
(216 - Roger McDuff

8:00 P.M.
scums- Masquerade
Lavender and his team attempt to save some American hostages who are being
held by terrorists 160 min )
- Mickey
EL
Spillane's Mike Hammer
Mike Hammer uses his expertise to clear his pal of false
charges (2 hrs )
lAD0X - Cheers Cliff tries
to find a way to reestablish
his manhood after he backs
down from a thug's challenge
in the bar
1:1) - Sneak Previews
Co-hosts Neal Gabler and
Jeffrey Lyons take a look at
what's happening at the
movies
0
Scholastic
Challenge
- Dwight Thompson

9:00 P.M.
0(1) (143
- 0- 20/20
CE 0 GE - Hill Street
Blues

0X -

Mystery! 'Reilly
Ace of Spies ' After being instructed to help the Japanese
Navy, Reilly obtains information that leads to the sinking
of an entire Russian Squadron (60 min ) (Closed Captioned]
- Business Report
- Road to L.A.
V - Praise the Lord

'MASQUERADE'
Rod Taylor stars as a
secret agent named Lavender on the new ABC adventure series "Masquerade," to
air Thursday, Jan. 26
(Stations reserve the right
to make last-minute changes

9:15 P.M.
- Inside The NFL
9:30 P.M.
- TBS Evening News
- Inside Story
'Whose News Is It?' Today's
program examines the effects and consequences of
restricting press access to
news
61 - NBA Basketball:
Houston at Los Angeles
10:00 P.M.

•CU
au0

o
Death

CU

-

MUD OD0
- News
Between Life and

- To Be Announced

- Honeymooners
10:30 P.M.
- WKRP

in

Cincinnati
- Rockford Files
(10 - Nightline
Catlins
CL - Three's Company
0 - MOVIE: 'Airplane II:
The Sequel' A lunatic airline
crew finds itself on a lunar
shuttle hurtling toward the
sun Robert Hays, Julie Hagerty, William Shatner. Rated
PG
- Tonight Show
fp - Hawaii Five-0
0CI)- Latenight America
0- Thicke of the Night
0a- Trapper John, M.D.
Jackpot convinces Trapper,
Gonzo and his other chums to
buy an interest in a young
amateur boxer (R)(60 min

0

-

Evil Gun' Although bitter
enerntes,two men have no
choice but to save a kidnapped women from the Indians Glenn Ford, Arthur
Kennedy,
Dean
Jagger
1968
go - Star Search
CI)- we Night with
CAD
David Letterman

12:30 A.M.
13(I)- News
- CNN Headline News
/1 - Hogan's Heroes
O - NBA Basketball
Denver at Chicago
Shock
Waves/
Armageddon
1:00 A.M.
€)(I)- Music Magazine
- News/Sign Off
- CBS News
Nightwatch
- Praise the Lord

- Nightline
MOVIE: 'More
Than Friends' A young couple can't decide whether to
be friends or lovers Rob Reiner, Penny Marshall 1978

0 CIt _

12:00 A.M.
CL - Thicket of the

Night
- MOVIE:'Kitty and the
Bagman' An innocent English bride arrives in a rugged
land that is very different
from her dreams Liddy Clark,
Val Lehman, John Stantion

0-

MOVIE: 'Outrage' A
man is terrorized by neighborhood teenagers Robert
Culp, Marlyn Mason 1973
- TBN Today

date starts dating a punk rocker, her friends and family
try to dissuade her Nicholas
Cage, Frederic Forrest, Colleen Camp 1983 Rated R
- Jim Bakker

2:00 A.M.
cu- Three Stooges
2:30 A.M.
•- News/Sign Off
3:00 A.M.
- NBA Basketball:
Houston at Los Angeles

•

3:15 A.M.

1:15 A.M.
BIM- News
a- MOVIE:'Elizabeth the
Queen' The Queen battles
with her lover for power in
England Bette Davis, Errol
Flynn, Olivia De Havilland
1939

O

1:30 A.M.
- CBS

News
Nightwatch JIP
CL - News
- MOVIE: 'Valley Girl'
When a prom-queen candi-

o - Search for the Nile

_ Growing up Stoned
This documentary focuses
on drug abuse
4:00 A.M.

o - Varied Programs
- TBN Today
4:15 A.M.
- Workl/Larct•

0- Consumer Reports

4:30 A.M.
O - Agriculture U.S.A.
V)- Climb That Mountain

11:00 P.M.
Entertainment
Tonight Tonight's program
features
mystery
writer
Mickey Spillane
MOVIE:
'The
Happening' Four young people stage a mock kidnapping
of a wealthy man Anthony
Quinn,
Faye
Dunaway,
George Maharis 1967
CAD - Barney Miller
CI)

-

MURRAY'S FINEST

-

11:30 P.M.
0CL-MOVIE:'Day of the

RENT
TO
OWN

RENT
TO
nr• Video•Audio•Appliances OWN
.••••••

o

--cu

No Creditors Checked
No Security Deposit
Delivery and Service Included

8:30 P.M.
op Buffilo Bill Jo-'

Jo reveals that she is pregnant
CID - Portfolio
0 21) - Inside the White
House Four veteran White
House correspondents. who
will follow the election cam

ALLEY CAT — On ABC's
"Blesquerede," ICirstie
Alley is pert of the secret
*gent teem that also
Includes Pod Taylor and
Greg Evigan. The series
airs Thursdays.

AL.

-

Paducah
444-6666
711 Jefferson

FURNITURE TO01

Murray
759-4487
204 South 4th
Mimed Wednesday)

'$ •:•'•

-4,0,.;

'

•-•-•ie

• a.

•••,••'.. - •

c
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FRIDAY
1/27/84
5:00 A.M.
o - MOVIE. 'Shipwreck'
Shipwreck victims share a
deserted island with Kodiak
bears, wolves and a killer
whale Robert Logan, Mikki
Jamison-Olson, Heather Rattray Rated G

6:30 A.M.

o(i)- Business Report
7:00

A.M.
0
MOVIE:
'Cannery
Row' A marine

biologist tries
to forget his past while a
young runaway drifts into life
in a bordello Nick Nolte, Debra Winger Rated PG

8:00 A.M.
MOVIE: 'Rosie'

113 A
wealthy widow goes from
one madcap adventure to another until her daughters have
her declared mentally incompetent
Rosalind Russell,
Sandra Dee, Brian Aherne
1967

8:30 A.M.
Black Star
9:00 A.M.
O MOVIE: 'Brainwaves'

-

••••/•••••

A comatose young housewife is a murderer's target after she receives brainwaves
from a murdered girl. Tony
Curtis, Suzanna Love, Keir
Dullea Rated PG.
- Phil Donahue Donahue's guests include two students of Hazelwood East
High School who are suing to
protest censorship of their
school newspaper

• •014,..

10:30 A.M.
O Consumer Reports
1 1:00 A.M.
O Earth, Wind & Fire in
Concert This special was

-

taped at the Oakland Coliseum

12:00 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Against a
o
Crooked Sky' A man desperately attempts to rescue his
sister who was abducted by
the Apaches. Richard Boone,
Stewart Peterson, Jewel
Bland 1976

- MOVIE: 'ShiPwreck'
O
Shipwreck victims ,share
a

deserted island with Kodiak
bears, wolves and a killer

whale_ Robert Logan, Mikki
Jamison-Olson, Heather Retire?' Rated G

2:00 P.M.
MOVIE: 'Cannery

Row A marine biologist tries
to forget his past while a
young runaway drifts into !de
in a bordello Nick Nolte, Debra Winger Rated PG
2:30P.M.

oa- New Shapes in
Education
4:00 P.M.
Dr. Seuss' Cat in the
Hat Two children discover an

o-

unusual cat.

4:30 P.M.
Fraggle Rock Red

o
covers

disa mysterious beast.

5:00 P.M.
House on the

- Little
o
Prairie

Earth, Wind & Fire in
Concert This special was
-

taped at the Oakland Coliseum
CD
- MacNeil/Lehrer

Newshour
6:00P.M.
ABC News

ocz-
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Assembly
7:00 P.M.
• 10:30121M.
Ever Increasing Faith
0(2)CE0- Benson Ben(2) - WKRP in
son is accused of being spy
Cincinnati
8:30 P.M.
when some records reveal
Rockford Files
Not Necessarily The
that 'Benson Dubois' was
(1)- Nightline
News
killed in the Korean War
o Catlins
9:00 P.M.
[Closed Captioned]
CF - Three's Obmpany
Matt
103Dea- Dukes of
'
t
Houston Matt helps a friend
la) - NCAA
Hazzard Luke's onetime
Basketball: Murray State
who has been jailed on
sweetheart becomes a target
vs. Middle Tennessee
charges of murder and the
for murder when her manager
theft of $2 million dollars in
O - Dance Fever
tries to kill her for the insurcocaine. (60 min.) [Closed
ance money. (60 min.)
o CU - Latenight America
Captioned]
MOVIE: 'Ruckus'
NCAA Basketball: LSU
ellapea- Burnett
The arnval of a shell-shocked
at Auburn
'Discovers' Domingo Carol
Vietnam veteran soon ruffles
(I) - Mobile Showcase:
Burnett and Placid° Domingo
the calm of an Alabama
'King Lear' Mobile Show-

a0-

oa-

0-

case presents the American
premiere of this acclaimed
Shakespearean production
featuring Laurence Olivier as
King Lear.

-

MOVIE: 'Forced
O
Vengeance' An American
kung fu expert seeks revenge
when his family and boss are
murdered. Chuck Norris, Michael
Cavanaugh,
Mary
Louise Weller. 1982, Rated
R.
la
- Youth For Christ
-

Review

Washington Week/

Paul Duke is joined
by top Washington journalists analyzing the week's
news.

UCF(4)O(L8-News
Tonight's program features
Tony Roberts, who stars in
the series 'Four Seasons'

mmoO
Webster struggles

- LaHayes on Family Life
7:30 P.M.
Webster

- Entertainment Tonight

oater

Death ' Tonight's program examines how cremation can be marketed to the
general public and how this
venture could change the
'American way of death:

Charlie's Angels
CBS News
- TBN Today
6:30 P.M.
CF Newscope
CU
CID - Family Feud
(3D - Barney Miller
O Hogan's Heroes
Jeffersons
MacNeil/Lehrer
Newshour
- Comment on
Kentucky
8/1•A•S•H
Kids Praise the Lord

on-

(5)

-

-

-

al a-

alone
when he attempts to control
his bed-wetting problem.
113(Enati- Wall Street
Weak Louis Rukeyser analyzes the '80s with a weekly
review of economic and investment matters.
- Joy of Music

8:00 P.M.
(IMMO- Blue
Thunder
Dallas Miss

mm(121O
Ellie tells Clayton the real rea-

son why she wants to call off
their marriage and Cliff plans
a rendezvous with Marilee
Stone. (60 min.)
Master The Master
and his apprentice •run afoul
of an Oriental godfather. (60
min.)
OD- Nova 'Anatomy of a
Volcano.' The eruption of Mt.
St. Helens and its aftermath
are explored. (R) (60 min.)
(Closed Captioned]

0(I)o

45) -

Kentucky General

Our New Location
At Whitnell & Glendale
Behind Big Johns.

$1°° COUPON
A—O•

-

04)(I)(1-

cw- Night of Champions

O Carol Burnett
O Inside The NFL
o CC - Business Report
Enterprise 'Life Af-

113 CE) -

On Your Next
PRESCRIPTION
REFILL
on. Coupon Pew I:.

star in this series of musical
numbers, comedy sketches
and dance numbers. (60
min.)

O TBS Evening News
MOVIE:'All the Rivers
Run' A strong-willed woman
-

-

named Philadelphia Gordon
forges a place for herself in
the male-dominated society
of late 19th-century Austrailia. Sigrid Thornton, John
Waters. 1984.

0

Funniest

TV Comedy's
Moments
010- Washington Week/
o
Review Paul Duke is joined
by top Washington journalists analyzing the week's
news.

Business Report
(ti) - Praise the Lord
9:30 P.M.
o Inside Story 'Super(2j) -

010 -

bowl/Superstakes.' The big
buildup to one of Amenca's
most lucrative television moments is examined.

a
Edition

-o

International

10:00 P.M.
0 CD
News
All In the Family
Xi -Lawmakers
To Be Announced

0(I) GD0
ousi
0- oa-

town Dirk Benedict, Lmda
Blair, Ben Johnson.

10:45 P.M.
HBO Coming
o
Attractions
1 1:00P.M.
(E) - Entertainment
Tonight Tonight's program

-

features Tony Roberts, who
stars in the series 'Four Seasons.'

8-Night Tracks

- Barney Miller
- Star Search
11:15P.M.
0- Earth, Wind & Fire in
Concert
1 1:30P.M.
MOVIE: 'Cauldron
of Blood' A blind sculptor

(2)-

molds his sculptures on skeletons obtained by his wife.
Boris Karloff, Viveca Lindfors, Jean-Pierre Aumont.

GE)-95 on 5

- Thicke of the Night
GO- Friday Night Videos
12:00 A.M.
Solid Gold
- TBN Today
12:15 A.M.
MOVIE: 'Cannery
O
Row' A marine biologist tries

-

-

to forget his past while a
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scientist develops amines'
but is helped back to realit
by a doubting psychiatrist,
Gregory Peck, Diane Baker
Kevin McCarthy. 1965.

2:15A.

M.
o- Inside The NFL
3:15 A.M.
O - MOVIE: 'Forced.
Vengeanc

porn]
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4:00 A.M.
0- Night Tracks Cont'd
MOVIE: No H
Barred' The Bowery Boy

o-

turn to wrestling when one o
the gang develops magic
powers which canvas an opponent. The Bowery Boys,
Leo Gorcey. 1952.

a- TBN Today

4:30 A.M.
- Mike Macintosh &
Friends

Sequel living up to parent show
By FRANK BLODGETT
Guest Writer
Historically in films
and television, sequels
(or spinoffs as they're
known in television)
seldom live up to the
quality of their successful parent. The early Sherlock Holmes and
Charlie Chan movies
were the real gems as
was the original "All in
the Family." The same
holds true, and perhaps
moreso, for television
series derived from
movies. Larry Gelbart,
Bert Metcalfe and their
associates did
something unusual
when they created a top
quality television series
out of the hit movie
"M*A*S*H." Think
about such TV shows as
"Private Benjamin,"
"The New Odd Couple,"
"9-5," "Semi-Tough"
(Remember that one? I
don't.) and "Operation
Petticoat" and you'll
see what I mean.
So I've approached
the new incarnation of
"M*A*S*H," created
by Gefbart, Metcalfe
and Co., with great caution. because I was sure

it would suffer by comparison. Since "AfterMASH" (Spelled for
some reason without the
asterisks) has been one
of the five new prime
time shows to make it
big in the ratings this
fall, I assume you've
seen it. You could hardly miss it if you had the
Monday night
"M*A*S*H" habit
that many of us did
since it was cleverly
placed in the old
familiar 8 p.m. slot on
CBS opposite Monday
Night Football and the
NBC movie. It also
follows an even bigger
ratings success,
"Scarecrow and Mrs.
King." How could any
series have so much going for it and not succeed? (Of course it's
possible in the world of
prime time network
television.)
I° saw the opening
hour-long get acguaintad episode and
thought they did a pretty good job of making
the transition of the four
"M*A*S*H"
holdovers to he new
series. But I decided

that I didn't care for the
show much. I missed
Hawk*ye, B.J.,
Margaret and Charles.
(I even missed, Frank
and Henry a little, not to
mention Radar.)
Without these
characters the show
seemed to lack its
former comic bite. I
have nothing against
Col. Potter, Klinger,
Soon Lee and Fr.
Mulcahey nor the fine
actors who portray
them, but you have to
admit they're all pretty
bland compared to the
others. Klinger's even
gotten married and is
about to become a
father.
I was' cautioned to
watch more than a couple of episodes before
expressing my opinion.
It will grow on you, I
was told. Now, after
having seen four
episodes, I think it has
I'm beginning to see Dr
Potter, Chief of Staff at
General Pershing V A

Hospital, his assistant
Max Klinger, Mrs. Klinger and Fr. Mulcahey,
V A. Catholic chaplain
(Continued on Page 13)
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young runaway drifts into lif
in a bordello. Nick Nolte, De
bra Wiriger. Rated PG.
1230 A.M.
America's Top To
Thicke of the Night
- To Be Announce
- Dottie Rambo'
Magazine
1:00 A.M.
News
Music Magazine
News/Sign Off
- Rock Palace
- Praise the Lord
1:30 A.M.
News
CI) - Three Stooges
gj- CNN Headline News
2:00 A.M.
MOVIE: 'Mirage'
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Sequel...

A.M.
ca's Top Te
the Night
Announce
s Rambo'

(Continued from Page 12)
in their new, and slightly different roles
(though they are directly descended from
"M*A*S*H"). The
characters have been
allowed to change with
time and new circumstances just as real
people do.
The writing on "AfterMASH" has been
uniformly good on the
programs I've seen
though there's no war
issue to keep coming
back to. About the only
thing that can be attacked on a regular basis is
the V.A. bureaucracy.
This is done with a finely honed rapier in the
persons of Mike
D'Angelo, the hospital's
pompous, egotistical,
overweight,
underintelligent administrator and his old
maidish executive assistant Alma Cox.
D'Angelo is the type
who's more concerned
with his name stamp
than a serious hospital
problem and Alma is
sort of a modern verson
of the Wicked Witch of
the West and a
marvelous adversary
for Klinger, who avoids
her is at all possible.
For comic effect, Alma
tries to get D'Angelo to
notice her as a woman
but he can't see farther
than his own image in a
mirror.
This week's script, in
which David Ackroyd
guest starred as a
talented but bitter
surgeon who,d lost a leg
in Korea and his last
several jobs because he
couldn't get along with
people, was reminiscent
of the old series. The
framework was a letter
from Klinger to Radar,
who's about to get married. And Potter's
handling of the doctor's
wounded psyche was
right out of the 4077
book. There was even a
cameo appearance by
Radar at the end. He'll
be featured in next
week's conculsion of the
two-part. The show felt
comfortable and
somehow familiar. I
think it has begun to
grow on me.
"AfterMASH" has
already been renewed
for next season so no
one's worrying too
much right now at
Gene'ral Pershing. As
long as Gelbart, Metcalfe and their talented
associates keep on
working to develop the
characters and stories
in new direstions. I
think "AfterMASH" will
be a Monday night habit
for some time to come.
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If you live in- the area for Phase 1, we are working to serve you!
Murray Cablevision will be working in the Phase 1 area throughout January. Please
watch your mail for important information about receiving your new expanded
SOrviCes.
When you receive our special information in the mail, you will need to come into
the Murray Cable Store at the Bel-Air Shoppiig Center to pick up your new channel selectors. Well show you how to hook them up at home so you will be ready
for;your new service.
When you have received the information in the
mail, our technicians will begin switching each home
to our new expanded services.
We want you to be ready so you won't miss a
single minute of our new services. We're working
hard to make cablevision service the best that it can
be. Remember to watch your mail for more important information.
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SATURDAY

1/28/84

5:00 A.M.
o - TBS Morning News
O - Predators Robert Redford hosts this exarrunation
of animals who hunt to survive

_ Movie Cont'd
5:30 A.M.
ID - MOVIE: The Man
Who Cried Wolf' A man
confesses to many crimes in
preparation for the murder he
really plans to commit Lewis
Stone, Tom Brown, Barbara
Read 1937
- Joy in the Morning

6:00 A.M.
- Captain Kangaroo
o - Between the Lines
0- Video Jukebox
- Perspective
6:15 A.M.
3D - CNN News

6:30 A.M.
O cip - Children's Gospel
Hour
- New Zoo Revue
0 - Romper Room and
Friends
0- Fraggle Rock Red discovers a mysterious beast
C2I - U.S. Farm Report

- Public Report
6:45 A.M.
- Farm Digest
O 3D - Weather
7:00 A.M.
o IX CE
Monchhichis/Little
Rascals/Richie Rich
O 3D - Kidsworld
0- Starcade
3D 0 3D - Flintstone
Funnies
O - MOVIE: 'Billy Jack' A
half-breed Indian stands up
against hatred and brutality in
a small town

THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES. Saturday, January 21, 1984
0 3D - Understanding
Club, Palm Beach Gardens,
Human Behav.
FL 160 min )

- New Zoo Revue
_ Biskitts
- Get In Shape
7:30 A.M.
- Mornings on 5
MOVIE:
o
The
Shepherd of the Hills Keen

0
- Business
Management
11:00 A.M.
BCE CYO- ABC
Weekend Special 'The Con-

€)

-

test Kid Strikes Again A
boy, who enters every contest, wins a flock of chickens
and decides to keep them to
help his friend avoid starvation (R) [Closed Captioned]
3D - Focus on Society

insight into human emotions
between Ozark mountain folk
and outsiders who want their
land. John Wayne, Betty
Field, Harry Carey 1941

CD 03D - Shirt Tales
- Jimmy Houston
Outdoors
0
- Saturday
Supercade
- Love Special
8:00 A.M.
CE CE
- New
Scooby/Scrappy Doo
03D - Smurfs
Cie - All Creatures Great
o
and Small
- Hardy Boys/Nancy
Drew Mysteries
c2)8:30
(1)0
AiMpa.
O
c- Man/
Rubik Cube Hour
03D - Health Beat
- Dungeons and
C
Dragons
- Practice Makes
Perfect
9:00 A.M.
O 33 C 112 - Plasticman
O - Inside The NFL
o 3D - GED Course
- Switch
•- Joy Junction
9:30 A.M.
ei CE it
- Lithos
0 CU e
- Charlie
Brown & Snoopy
MOVIE:'Dead Heat on
a Merry-Go-Round' A con

o
o
121)
Managem

Business
ent
- Wrestling
- One Way Game
1 1:30 A.M.
- American
Bandstand
CD - Don Devoe
- Thundarr
CD w - Focus on Society
0 211 - Here's to Your
Health
- Bible Bowl
1 1:45 A.M.
MOVIE: 'The Fighting
Kentuckian' A man fights
two criminals who are trying
to stop him from marrying a
French general's daughter.
John Wayne, Vera Ralston,
John Howard 1949

9-

12:00 P.M.
- New Fat Albert

Show
E) 0 (-JE - NCAA
Basketball: Maryland at
Notre Dame
0-MOVIE: 'I Ought To Be
in Pictures' A Jobless
screenwriter reluctantly rediscovers love and faith
Walter
Matthau,
AnnMargret,
Dinah
Manoff
1982 Rated PG

-

man plans the robbery of a
bank to coincide with the arrival of the Soviet Premier
James
Coburn,
Camilla
Sparv, Aldo Ray 1968
CU
Alvin & the
Chipmunks
113 CID - GED Course

- America: Second
Century
CD 211 - Here's to Your
Health

0 3D -

_ Twilight Zone

c2 -

NFL Week in
Review
Itt) - Trinity Film Feature

- Social Problems/
Classrm.
10:00 A.M.
CE 33
- Puppy/

o

12:30 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Kansas
City Bomber' A roller-derby

Scooby Doo Show

0 CID

queen disrupts the team
when she races after romance Raquel Welch, Kevin
McCarthy,
Helena
Kalliemotes_ 1972
- Children's Film

- Benji/Zax/

Alien Prince

go

Mr. T
O _ MOVIE: 'Threshold' A
-

heart surgeon must withstand the pressure of performing the first artificial
heart transplant
Donald
Sutherland, Jeff Goldblum,
Mare Winningham
1982
Rated PG

Festival
- Newscenter Weekly
o - Dance Fever
3D - America: Second
Century
- Focus on Society
- Ron Shoemate
1:00P.M.
cu - NCAA Basketball:

0 010 - Understanding
Human Behav.

o tal - Bits and Bytes

- Wild, Wild West
_ Kids Praise the Lord
10:30 A.M.
o men- Bugs
Bunny/Road Runner
CE
Amazing
0

Georgia at Kentucky
3D - Championship Wrestling
PGA
Seniors
Championships Coverage of
this tournament is presented
from the PGA National Golf

-

Spiderman/Incredible Hulk

Sunsloy Is

Call Now For Details
753-3231

SOFTSHELL
SUNDAY

2 ";3 $1.59
• r.

•

14-,

-

,

r

TACO JOHN'S.___

Decorative
Painting

o

Focus on Society
C) - MOVIE: 'Planet of
Dinosaurs'
- NCAA Basketball:
Teams to be Announced
1 :30 P.M.
0 3D - Woodwright's
Shop
_ American Gov't
Survey
- Arrow and the Cross
2:00 P.M.
3D a - Sportsbeat
MOVIE:'Man Without
a Star' A ranch foreman
(b) -

-

helps the lady owner fight a
neighboring rancher in a
barbed wire war Kirk Douglas, Jeanne Crain, Claire Trevor 1955
GID - NCAA Basketball:

P

Wrestling
CD - That Nashville

Music

3D - Portfolio
O 121) - Matinee

at +the

_ Montage

13

Bijou

- Bewitched
_ News
- Dottie Rambo's
Magazine
5:30 P.M.
- Newscope
3D - At The Movies
E)- This Week in Country
Music
NBC News
o That Nashville Music
3D - Tony Brown's
o
Journal
C)- Andy Griffith
- CBS News
- Reporte Publico
6:00 P.M.
0 CE 0 33 0 CI) CE) -

News
- Lawrence Welk
0 - George Bums in
Concert

remarry is haunted by the
outspoken ghost of her late
husband Sally Field, James
Caen, Jeff Bridges 1983
Rated PG

- Hee Haw
Wildlife
Woodcarvers
(I)- Fame
- Gloria a Dios
6:30 P.M.
- Ann Hoff at Large
- This is Your Life
CAD - Point to Point
- Accent
() 3D - Tennessee
Outdoorsmen
Sneak Previews

House [Closed Captioned]
CI
- American Gov't

Survey
- Deaf World
2:30 P.M.
Sarajevo '84
- Professional
Bowlers Tour Coverage of
-

the $125,000 Quaker State
Open is presented from the
Forum Bowling Lanes, Grand
Prairie, TX (90 min )

o 130 - Austin City Lrn'ts
Encore

Everyday Cooking
Another Page
- Venturing/Teen's
World
3:00 P.M.
NCAA
Basketball: Tennessee at
Vanderbilt
03D - Money Show
(E) - GED Series
_ MOVIE: 'Ways of
Kung Fu'
CD
- NCAA Basketball:
DePaul at UCLA
- Life of Christ
3:30 P.M.
- Sportsbeat
CD 3D - House For All
CO

€)

-

GU

0 3D

-

Seasons
- GED Series
0
21) - Up on Melody

Mountain
4:00 P.M.
03D(100- Wide World
of Sports
Fishin' w/Orlando
Wilson
(3D - How the West Was
Won
0- MOVIE: 'Billy Jack' A
half-breed Indian stands pp
0:1

-

against hatred and brutality' in
a small town Torn Laughlin,
Delores Taylor 1971 Rated
PG
O Cji)- Motorweek
0at- Firing Line
211- Murray Arnold Show

.4A)PA.
0- Motorweek Illustrated
0 3D - 'Magic of Oil
Pakakig

• - Friedman and Friends
5:00 P.M.
so 3D - Hoe Haw
- World Championship

Warr
-

-

Oklahoma at Memphis
State
- MOVIE: 'Kiss Me
o
Goodbye' A widow about to

0(ID - Fishing w/Roland
Martin
CO (ID - All New This Old

1121 Nine
man
ahea
and
Powe

U S.
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sibili
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Cath
01
Men
Lew
plan,
spec
mmn.

oC
CD

-

and
fit -

ED
Isla,
corn
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[Clo!

(fi) -

Co-hosts Neal Gabler and
Jeffrey Lyons take a look at
what's happening at the
movies

Spill
(PRI
cern
welf,
polic
netvs
OrIS

7:00 P.M.
0CE CU - T. J. Hooker
Stacy disappears after going
undercover to get some information regarding some
killings and robberies (60
min ([Closed Captioned]

ED .0Run'
nami
forge
the
of
trailie
Wati

- Whiz Kids
O CU
0- MOVIE:'Cat Ballou' A
schoolteacher teams up with
a cattle rustler and his drunken uncle to rob a train Jane
Fonda, Lee Marvin, Michael
Callan 1965.

stre

Diff'rent
Strokes First of 2 parts Ar-

a)

3D

-

agen
cove
who
city
Nolai

nold and Kimberly learn
about hitchhiking the hard
way when they are picked up
by an evil stranger

- MOVIE:'Threshold' A
o
heart

•

surgeon must withstand the pressure of performing the first artificial
heart transplant
Donald
Sutherland, Jeff Goldblum,
Mare Winningham
1982
Rated PG

o

0
Ace
from
Mrs.
situa
Britis
-

Firing Line,
- Nature 'Search for

CE) -

0-

the Mind ' Tonight's program
explores the efforts of naturalists who delve into the
mysteries of the animal mind
(R) (60 min ) [Closed Captioned[

Club

ais
CID I

- Lifestyles of the Rich
and Famous
- NCAA Basketball
Marquette at Louisville
.41) - Felicidad
7:30 P.M.
cic 0(E- Silver Spoons
- Today in
-Prophecy- • --

Dl
Wor
own,
an a
year.
Clau
woni
-

BOW

8:00 P.M.
▪ XX
- Love Boat
0 CID 9 C12 - Airwolf

3D'
ID

(PREMIERE)
(i)- MOVIE:'World
War III' Part 1 When a grain
embargo leads to riots in the

St/it
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- Dawn of a New Day
9:30 A.M.
ice in a small southern town
Perspective
0 - Washington Week/
0
is seen through the eyes of
- Jimmy Sweggart
V - Ever Increasing Faith
Review Paul Duke is Joined
two youngsters whose father
Two Rivers Hour
1/29/84
5:15 A.M.
by top Washington journal6:15 A.M.
defends a black man accused
- World Tomorrow
Week/Review
ists analyzing the week's
of rape Gregory Peck, Mary
X - Farm Digest
- MOVIE: 'Battle Cry'
5:00 A.M.
news
Bad
196h2am,
5:30 A.M.
Phillip
Alford
CI CC - Weather
This drama traces the romNews
CD
- Capitol Connection
ances, training and battles of
O - MOVIE: 'The Thirty. V - TBS Morning News
6:30 A.M.
MOVIE: 'Gunfight at
- Dwight Thompson
- Life of Christ
a group of U S Marines durNine Steps' An innocent
- Watson Report
the OK Corral' Wyatt Earp
ing
World
War
II.
Van
man tries to stay one step
Heflin,
2:45 P.M.
6:00 A.M.
It Is Written
and Doc Holliday form an alliAldo Ray, Mona Freeman,
ahead of German assassins
0- MOVIE. 'For the Love
- It's Your Business
CD - Community Worship
ance to pursue the notorious
1955
and Scotland Yard Robert
of Benji' Ben(' sniffs out a boO (I) - Mornings on 5
- Accent
Clanton Gang Burt LancasXU
Powell, Karen Dotnce, David
Herald
of
Truth
gus CIA agent in Athens,
1;121 — Cartoons
Farm
ter,
Kirk
Digest
Douglas, Rhonda
O
Warner Rbted PG
Oral Roberts and You
Greece Patsy Garrett, Ed
World Tomorrow
Fleming, John Ireland 1957
- Old Time Religion
Nelson, Cynthia Smith 1977
- TBN Today
Electric Company
O - America's Black
- John Osteen
(12 - Living Hope
Lone Ranger
cu
3:0
0
0
12:30 P.M.
7:00 A.M.
9(112 Jerry Falwell
- Wide World
Newton
- World Tomorrow
V- Father John Bertolucci
of Sports: The Pro Bowl
- Wild Kingdom
Jerry Falwell
Coverage of the NFL All-Star
10:00 A.M.
submarine crew races with
- Search the Scriptures
U S.S.R., the Russians take
(I)- Newscenter Weekly
Game is presented from Hon- Oral Roberts
the Russians to find a piece of
actions against the United
olulu, HA (3 hrs I
- Wall Street Week
- Cartoon Carnival
Jim Whittington
film from a Russsian satellite
States that leads to the pos- Focus on Society
- Nashville Gospel
O
Busines
s
of
Religion
Rock Hudson, Ernest Borgsibility of a third world war
Show
0 M.) - Making It Count
Management
Kingdom Living
nine, Patrick
McGoohan
Rock Hudson, David Soul,
Cgt - Kenny Foreman
O - MOVIE: 'Airplane II:
3:30 P.M.
Today
1968
Cathy Lee Crosby 1982
The Sequel'
X - lsuzu-Andy Williams
12:45 P.M.
(I)
MOVIE: 'Wagon
(10 - Gunsmoke
- Austin City Limits
Montage
O
San Diego Open Coverage
Wheels'
- MOVIE: 'The Pride of
CI) - Entertainment This
'Jerry Lee Lewis and the
Dawn of a New Day
O
of the final round is presented
Jesse
Hallam'
Sesame
Street
Week
Memphis Beats Jerry Lee
This week's program
from the Torrey Pines Golf
ap 0
- Sesame
[Closed Captioned]
features a look at successful
Lewis presents his raucous,
1:00 P.M.
Street [Closed Captioned]
Course, La Jolla, CA (2 hrs )
- Rat Patrol
duets in popular music (60
piano-banging style in this
0 CI) CU0- Superstars
Tony & Susan Alamo
(}0 - America: Second
min )
special performance (60
Coverage of this tournament
O - All American
Century
(121- Robert Schuller
min )
is presented from Key BisWrestling
X - Saturday Night Live
Social Problems/
V - Roger McDuff
cayne, FL (2 hrs )
CD
- Morning Worship
- All Creatures Great
That Nashville
Classrm.
and Small
0
(}{)
Music
Comeba
7:30 A.M.
ck
10:30 A.M.
0
- CBS Sports
V - Hour of Power
0 CE 0 (}D - Amazing
- Dance Fever
- Between Life and
Baptist Church
Sunday Today's program
Death
Grace
9:00P.M.
10:45P.M.
Newsmakers
features the WBC Super Ligh(M) - Business of
(11) - Day of Discovery
0- MOVIE: 'Billy Jack' A
O
- This Week with David
Fantasy
tweight Championship beManage
ment
IED - Starcade
Island A woman looks for
half-breed Indian stands up
Brinkley
tween champion Bruce Curry
NBA All-Star Game
comfort when the man of her
- Silhouettes of The City
against hatred and brutality in
GO - CNN Headline News
and Bill Costello and the
dreams turns her down and a
a small town Tom Laughlin,
- James Robison
(.2t - Christ Church
Women's
World
Fraggle Rock Red disSpeed
mechanic wants to date a
Delores Taylor 1971 Rated
Skating Championships 190
- MD-TV
covers a mysterious beast
1:30
P.M.
perfect '10.• (60 min.)
PG
min )
- Lloyd Ogilvie
- Changed Lives
0 X - TSU Basketball
[Closed Captioned]
11:00 P.M.
Way
of Life
8:00 A.M.
O - Everly
Shock
Brothers
Waves/
(I)
- Mickey
Night Tracks
- MOVIE: 'Elephant
Reunion This reunion conArmageddon
Sunday Morning
Spillane's Mike Hammer
0G1D - Music City, U.S.A.
Stampede' Bomba must get
cert was taped at London's
- It Is Written
(PREMIERE)Hammer's con4:00 P.M.
an elephant stampede under
Royal Albert Hall
0
- This Week in
- James Robison
cern for an elderly couple's'
0
X
Battlestar
control
Johnny Sheffield,
Country Music
0
- Understanding
welfare pits him against a
0- Leave It to Beaver
Galactica
Donna Martell 1951
Zola
Levitt
Human
Behav.
police operation tracking a
(3) - At Home With the
lsuzu/Andy
Jim Whittington
network of international terFocus on Society
Bible
11:15 P.M.
Williams Open JIP
Religion
rorists. (60 min.)
OID - Young at Heart
0 (}16 - America: Second
O - MOVIE: To Be
2:00 P.M.
11:00 A.M.
- TIFIB Evening News
Announced
Century_
111 - Trinity Tabernacle
0
SEC Basketball:
NCAA
MOVIE: 'All the Rivers
vs.
Mississippi at Florida
All New This Old
(F - Fall & Rise of R.
11:30 P.M.
O
BaskCE
etbale
l: Arkansa
- s
Run' A strong-willed woman
House [Closed Captioned)
Perrin
- SportsWorld
MI (I)- Solid Gold
Villanova
named Philadelphia Gordon
(2t - Power Unlimited
- Sesame Street
GE) - SEC Basketball
- MOVIE: 'Girl of the
- America Works
forges a place for herself in
(Closed Captioned]
Golden West'
Underst
4:30 P.M.
anding
the male-dominated society
MOVIE: 'Annie' A
O Grace United Church
0 01) - Saturday Night
Human Behav.
Jacques Cousteau
of late 19th-century Ausyoung
orphan
struggles
Live
Sunday Morning
Focus on Society
Consumer Reports
trailia Sigrid Thornton, John
through the dark Depression
Crossro
ads
0
Cathedr
C21(2t - Today in Bible
Visions
al
of
'84
0
- Great Chefs/ San
Waters 1984
toward a sunny tomorrow
Prophecy
Francisco
Albert Finney, Aileen Quinn,
8:30 A.M.
0
- MOVIE: 'The •- Answer
0 (M) - Woodwright's
Carol Burnett 1982 Rated
James Robison
Street With No Name' FBI
2:30 P.M.
12:00 A.M.
Shop
PG
agents are assigned to un(3)- Kenneth Copeland
X - Miscellania/ Music
O - MOVIE: 'The
cover the identity of a mob
Beastmaster' A young man
Jimmy Swaggart
First Baptist
Andy Griffith
Mike Macintosh &
who has been terrorizing the
Church
who can communicate with
Friends
GID
- Day of Discovery
5:00 P.M.
city. Richard Widmark, Lloyd
animals sets out to avenge
M)- Working Women
MOVIE:
'The
News
12:30 A.M.
Nolan, John McIntire 1948.
his
father's murder Marc Sin- Dr. James Kennedy
Beastmastee
MOVIE: 'Airplane II
0
Bobby
Jones'
ger, Tanya Roberts. Rip Torn
0
- Mystery! 'Reilly:
Religion
04.)- Paducah Devotion
The Sequel'
World
Rated PG
Ace of Spies.' Reilly escapes
CID
Bobby
Jones
11:30
A.M.
- News/Sign Off
from the Frontier Police while
CE
0
Focus
- Word on Words
on Society
Gospel Show
This Week with
Mrs. Thomas is caught in a
12:45 A.M.
45)
Motorweek
tfi)
Making
It
Count
O
Ernest Angley
David Brinkley
situation that scandalizes the
0 - MOVIE: 'Kiss Me
Wonder Woman
MOVIE: 'To Kill a
Jerry
Falwell
A.M.
9:00
Bntish nation 190 mm 1
Goodbye'
Mockingbird' Racial preiudOM (12- CBS News
- Meet the Press
0
- Oral Roberts
- Music City, U.S.A.
1:00 A.M.
0 CID - Sneak Previews
0- Good News
- James Robison
ABC News
Co-hosts Neal Gabler and
GID - Robert Schuller
- Gavin/Lott Show
Jeffrey Lyons take a look at
9:30 P.M.
Rev. David Paul
GID - MOVIE: 'Lost in a
what's happening at the
Pop! Goes the Country
Great Little
Harem'
movies.
Club
Railways
•
(21 - Comment on
Treasur
es
Out
of
- Our Jewish Roots
trD
Mr.
Rogers;
Kentucky
Darkness
Neighbo
rhood
10:00 P.M.
1:15 A.M.
12:00 P.M.
- James Robison
Oil C2) ID (I) CID C4)0
Salute!
(3D 0
- NCAA
News
9:15 A.M.
Basketball: LSU at North
1:30 A.M.
- Unknown War
Hamilto
n
Bros
O (J)
Carolina
O (I) - News
O - ABC News
- On Campus
Austin City Limits
- MOVIE: 'Circus
1:45 A.M.
World' An American circus
aD - Three Stooges
owner searchi in Edrope for
2:00 A.M.
0.
an aerialist he loved fifteen
0
- Heritage Singers
years before John Wayne.
Oat
.111
• With Garlic Breed
Claudia Cardinale, Rita Haya.
2:30 A.M.
•-•
worth -1964.$e;ell $9 titre
Video Jukebox
4/2
0
- Love Special
art - Reason to Sing
Insode Num;Ord,
Free Refills Os Drool,
0
CO 11,
10:15 P.M.
3:00 A.M.
.0
- ABC News
MI - MOVIE 'Threshold'
499' Special for Kids
Wrestling
- Hour of Power
10:30 P.M.
4:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Ice
Wednesday IIAM 10PM
2?) - Dr James Kennedy
• !,..e.r
Station Zebra' A nuclear
at 'v-'t
Religion
Forum
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Special
$ 49
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SUNDAY.co
5:30 P.M.
13 X - CBS News
- Nice People

o

0 CLfiD

- News

- Working Women
- Great Chefs/ San
Francisco
27 - Serve The Lord

o

X

6:00 P.M.
CL Ripley's Believe

8:30P.M.
121- 60 Minutes 0X0jit - Alice Came

Best of World
Championship Wrestling
0 EL lacocca-An
American Profile
O Solid Gold
CO X - Ellis Island
-

L',7C

-

-

43 21 - Nature 'A Question
of Learning Tonight•s program investigates how animals learn (R) (60 min )
(Closed Captioned)
- Dance Fever
- Good News

6:30 P.M.
O

-Masterpiece
Theatre 'The Irish R M After becoming a Resident
Magistrate in Ireland, Major
Sinclair Yeates begins to suspect that he doesn't belong in
his new country (60 min )
[Closed Captioned]
0- Black Pulse
- Father Manning

-

IL or Not!

o

oCLe1

Fraggle Rock Red discovers a mysterious beast.
0 CL - Last of One-Night
Stands The nostalgic 30th
reunion of the Lee Williams
Band is presented
- Our Jewish Roots
-

7:00 P.M.
ellX3DO- Hardcastle
& McCormick Hardcastle
and McCormick match wits
with a thief who survived a
sentence imposed by the
judge to organize a crime
school (60 min )
cuiRcz- Four
Seasons (PREMIERE) The
Zimmers begins to have
some second thoughts on
their decision to go to the
West Coast (60 min.)
- America's Music
Tracks
(AD0CC - Knight Rider Michael tries to find out who is
burglarizing businesses in a
small resort town (60 min.)
- MOVIE: 'Annie' A
young
orphan
struggles
through the dark Depression
toward a sunny tomorrow.
Albert Finney, Aileen Quinn,
Carol' Burnett 1982. Rated
PG
0 CIE) - Nature 'Living Together.' Tonight's program
explores the relationships between the behavior of animals and the kinds of
communities in which they
live (R) (60 min.)

o

o

gi) 45) - Padisers
- Ernest Angley titt - Reason to Sing

decides to become a better
mother to Mel by confessing
various white lies she told
him in his childhood
C - Bryant Productions
- Lloyd Ogilvie

THE MURRA1, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES, Saturday, January 21, 1964
Sanders, Zsa Zsa Gabor, VicVal Lehman, John Stantion
tor Jory. 1956.
Wild, Wild West
1983 Rated R
0(11) - Hagpy Days Again 0 130 - Pop! does the
ID - NHL Hocke
Country Club
11:30 P.M.
Philadelphia at Chicago
Love
Special
fp Ei - CBS News
- ABC News
12:15A.M.
Nightwatch
O CL - Golden Globe
Awards
V - Jerry Barnard
O - ABC News
EID
- Star Trek
1:30 A.M.
CL - MOVIE: To Be
Announced
12:30A.M.
O CL - News
(I) - News
CL - CNN Headline News
11:45 P.M.
- News/Sign Off
•ct - Face the Nation
2:00 A.M.
12:45 A.M.
0
- CBS News
12:00 A.M.
Nightwatch JIP
CL - Three Stooges
X - Christian Children's
- Praise the Lord
Fund
1:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Death Of A
- MOVIE:'Kitty and the
2:30 A.M.
Scoundrel' A penniless EuBagman' An innocent En- MOVIE:'Gold Diggers
ropean comes to the U S
glish bride arrives in a rugged
of 1935' An ambitious
and cons himself into posland that is very different
mother takes her daughter to
session of a fortune George
from her dreams Liddy Clark,
a summer hotel in the hopes

11:15P.M.

fa

-

o

o

•-

(1)-

4
World/Large
- TBN Today

4:15 A.M.
0- Consumer'Reports

4:30 A.M.
O - It's Your Business
- Treasures Out of
Darkness

o

•

4.

-

9:15P.M.
O - MOVIE:'All the Rivers
Run' A strong-willed woman
named Philadelphia Gordon
forges a place for herself in
the male-dominated society
of late 19th-century Austrailia. Sigrid Thornton, John
Waters. 1984.

9:30 P.M.

o - Oral Robertu

WALT MINE

- intNnational

CD

THE SLACK PI

Edition Journalist Ford Rowan hosts this look at important trends and news events
as they are reported by foreign journalists.
10:00 P.M.
ocuocccuxo
CC0(12 - News
- Jerry Falwell

O - ABC News
- Wrap Around

MIMS I

MARY I

- Praise the Lord
10:15 P.M.
CL - ABC News
Jim Bakker

The entertainment system that plays sound
and pictures through your own TV.. from discs!

-

o

10:30 P.M.
- Entertainment This

%saw

The RCA VideoDisc Player hooks up to any TV and is easier
to operate than a phonograph. Just turn it on, insert a disc,
and enjoy the show. Now RCA's lowest-priced player is an
even better value. Model SJT090 plays any CED disc, and
you get features like Forward Rapid Access at 120 times
normal speed; pause control: and power-assisted disc loading
with Auto Play.

_

•

MOVIE: 'Partners'
Two cops pose as lovers in
Los Angeles' gay community
to nab a vicious killer. Ryan
O'Neal. John Huet, Kenneth
McMillan. 1982 Rated R.
-

9:00 P.M.

Week This week's program
features a look at successful
7:30P.M.
duets in popular music. (60
min.)
- Pop'n'Rocker
- NHL Hockey:
Rockford Fs
Pitiledelphis at Chicago
ap - Here Corns the Brides
127)- Eagles' Nest
GE)- Miller and Co.
ea)- Roo Greene Show
8:00P.M.
,
- To Be Announced
(2) ri)
- MOVIE: •
•
'Amazons' While investigat▪
- CBS Nesse
ing the death of a Congress10:45p
.m. •
man, a doctor discovers a
▪
Taking Advantage
organization
secret
of
11:00 P.M.
women who possess
power that controls their ene- 0 People
Who
Fish...America
mies: Tamara Dobson, Jack
Scalia. Stella Stevens. 1984. (1)- Teking Advantage
Jeffereosis O
MOVIE: 'The
. Louise and Helen's fascink
A young (nag hThinse
can communicate witn
instructor mums George and animals sets out to avenge
Tom into a scheme of rekin- his father's murder. Marc Sindling their wives' respect for ger,Tanya Robins,Rip icon.
their .11111.111011.
Rated PG.
Week kt Review
O - Walton*
MOVIE: World •- 700 Club Today's
(I)
•
War W Part 2
guests are to be,announced.
•

2:45 A.M.
O

0 M 0
- Trapper
John, M.D. Gonzo becomes
involved with the underworld
when a grateful mobster dies
and makes him his heir (60
min )
- Sports Page
0
CC
American
Playhouse 'Pudd'nhead Wilson: Ken Howard stars in
this special presentation of
Mark Twain's work on preCivil War racial prejudice in
Amenca (90 min ) (Closed
Captioned)
- Creating Altem.
Futures
- Jerry Falwell
Believers Voice of
Victory

•

•

o

of capturing an older man
Dick Powell, Gloria Stuart,
Adolphe Menjou 1935
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INAL MART
Budget Saver Sale
Prices Good Sat. Jan. 21-Sat. Jan. 28, 1984
Havoline
Or
Valvoline
10W40
Motor Oil

.P....7,,
Meg

SOOMC FORMULA'

AVOU

SUPREME..' I

sMoToaot ;
API-SF/CC i

,_411111.11
sa4 I0v4

Walmart
Paper
Towels

2/88°

Your Choice

Limit 2
Reg. 52c

•r•

••••

IF
12.

MIA
1111111111111111111
1111111111111111111
1111111111111111111

1111111111111111111
1111111111.11111111
1111111111111111111111
11111111111111111
11111111111111111

Giant Size
Baby Ruth
or
Butterfinger

1•41144 14 ‘PIX

Stripe and
Checks
Kitchen -

4

3

Your Choice

•

••

. Towels

67°

sit

•

'•

Reg.. 96c
Limit 3
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Blue Magic
Waterbed
Conditioner
4 oz
Reg 97'

Blue
Magic
Waterbed
Conditioner

3

vocst
vo0

11110S 001r4 10

Walmart
Envelopes

.il• I wj ejj•$ pun
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43°
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Wal-Mart
Disposabl
Diapers

114

Reg. 5.47
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WAL-MART

Clearance Sale
Check These Bargains
Regular

Clearance

Ladies Fashion Pants

15.94

Ladies Long Sleeve Dressy Blouses

14.96

Ladies Poplin Jackets

32.88

11.00
10.00
21.00
5.00
7.00
500
5.00
9.00
12.00
3.50
29.00
10.00
4.50
11.00
7.00
4.50
5.50
8.00

Ladies Knit Tops

8.97

Ladies Polo Shirts

9.97

Ladies Fashion Knit Tops

9.97

Ladies Pull On Pants

9.94

Ladies Fashion Knit Skirts

15.88

Ladies Wrangler Cords (Junior Fit)

18.94

Ladies Brushed Knit Tops

6.00

Ladies All Weather Coats

44.88

Infant Boys Coat

14.92

Childrens Garanimal Tops & Bottoms.
Ladies Loungewear

17.86

Long Gowns

9.88

Girls Knit Tops

7.46

Girls Long Sleeve Woven Tops

6.96

Men's Garan Sweaters

'
1
"

5.96

10.00

Quantities Limited
No Rainchecks
No Dealers

's 'es '.ass • NVet-Mess Seas Is, '..00s • vers4-Mart.
4411f,or Loos •Wol Mess Seek Ise Lass •VI at. Mon Sells fee Lees •Wo‘41.11,
9 SEM* For Loos •
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•
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far Wu•Wei4liwtSigsier Loss• Welsamtisills few lessi4least Sells

Starkist
Tuna

Cheez-It
Crackers

NEWT

67°
Reg. 76'
Limit 2

16 oz. Box
Reg. 1.34

Ore()
-Chocolate
Sandwich
Cookie
1 /1 2 Pound
Reg 1.97

STP Oil
Treatment

Arrid
Extra Dry
Deodorant

1•00

Large 6 Oz. Size
Regular, Light Powder
or Baby Fresh
Reg. 2.87

Limit 2

2.22Limit,
&Non Allergenic
•Extra Plump
•Resilient
*Odorless
•Non Matting

arve e
Polyester
Standard
Size Bed
Pillows

2/
5.00
Hwy. 641 N. Contrail Cantor
Mon.-Sot. 9-9. Sun. Noon-11
Primo Good Sat. Jon. 21
thno Sot. Jon. 29

Photo Coupon
Save 1.00
I Wallet Print Special

.•12

Wallet size prints
from your favorite color
• print or negative
•Reg 2 97 for 12 prints

F 97

12 OR IN

Coupon must accompany order
Offer Expires 1-28-84

WAL-MART'S ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE POLICY—It Is our otent.on to have every adver
Ased 'tern rn stock However if due to any antoreseen reason an aChertised tell, is not avaiable
for purrhase Wail Mart wit issue a Rain Cheek .0e request for the merchandise to be our
chased at the Sale price whenever avadadle Or +14 sell you a Slm,tW tern At a compare
reduction in once We reserve the rwri to
quantities
$ 001'01Mo:us

a
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